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Abstract
Every year, almost one in three people over the age of 65 experiences a fall. There is a largely
unmet need for a method to measure the risk of falls.
In the conventional balance and falls risk assessment, clinicians score the subject. While
such methods provide some information on the subject’s balance and functional ability, they
are mostly dependent on the views and experience of the clinician, making them subjective
and prone to error.
In the last two decades, developing effective objective methods for falls risk assessment,
especially for older people and patients with dementia has been the focus of many studies.
In spite of all the efforts, a consistent worldwide standard for fall risk analysis and
assessment has not yet emerged. Objective balance assessment tools can be both expensive
and technically complex. Voluminous equipment such as force platforms require large
spaces and cannot be used everywhere. Heavy and obtrusive equipment hinder subjects from
their natural movements and operating such equipment often requires extra time leading to
long and tedious tests for older subjects. The frailty of older people can make routine gait
analysis challenging. Many of the methods proposed for falls risk assessment are not even
validated on older participants and the results are generalized without any solid evidence.
Towards addressing such issues, the aim of this thesis is to develop a universal, quantitative,
objective, non-invasive and reliable method to assess the balance and risk of falls in older
people. The approach is based on measuring the body motion characteristics including
balance, gait and posture using wearable inertial sensors and advanced machine learning
methods. Through systematically designed experiments, static and dynamic tests are applied
to older participants to detect the likelihood of falls in motion characteristics. The static tests
consist of standing unsupported, standing unsupported with eyes closed, standing
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unsupported with feet together, and standing unsupported with one foot in front. The
dynamic tests consist of five times sit to stand, transfer, reaching forward, picking up an
object, turning to look over shoulder, turning 360 degrees, place alternate foot on a bench,
and the get up and go test. The data obtained in the static experiments are analysed using
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and Minimum Message Length (MML) algorithms.
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) and Symbolic Aggregate ApproXimation (SAX) methods
are applied to the features extracted from the data in the dynamic tests to objectively assess
the posture balance and determine the risk of fall. The results of the developed algorithms
are benchmarked against the conventional Berg balance scale (BBS) and other clinical
factors by quantifying specificity and sensitivity measurements.
The body sway, postural transitions and, motions for different participants in different tests
are analysed and their performance was evaluated using quantitative and objective methods.
Significant differences between older non-fallers and fallers are observed in nine
experimental tests. The results suggest that the proposed method has potential as a protocol
to diagnose balance disorder in older people and convert the conventional Berg balance tests
into a shorter and more effective one.
There are many clinical and pathological factors that can lead to balance deficiency and
consecutively a risk of fall. It is well established that a fall happens when a person loses
balance. In this thesis, work is conducted primarily on quantitative balance assessment
without taking into consideration all the physiological and clinical factors as it was beyond
the scope of the thesis and expertise of the project team. In addition, the clinical information
of the participants such as cognitive status was not available to the study because of privacy
issues and limitations of the ethics approval. The thesis is conducted based on the hypothesis
that multiple history of fall is an indicative of balance deficiency. Hence, the work is
focussed on developing a method that can distinguish older multiple-fallers from older non-
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fallers. The retrospectivity of this study is a limitation. However, the findings of this study
can be further used in a long term prospective study and the results can be further analysed
and benchmarked against a list of clinical factors.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. Problem Statements and Background
The skeleton, joints and muscles work collectively to generate human locomotion and each
plays a critical role. The skeleton forms the main structure of the body, the joints are the
conjunction of the bones, and the skeleton uses these conjunctions to move flexibly. Joints
consist of cartilage and other substances working as a cushioned junction. Muscles follow
the motion coordination command provided by the brain and generate the force required to
move the limbs [1].
As people age, changes in muscles, joints and bones slowly deform posture, gait, and
movements. Bones start to lose their density. The joints also lose their fluid and become
smaller and stiffer, and gradually lose their flexibility and, as a result, the trunk becomes
shorter. The tissue of the muscles is lost and replaced by fat and the age-related pigments.
The whole posture becomes distorted. The spine becomes bent, the knees become flexed, the
neck becomes tilted, the shoulders narrow and the pelvis widens. Movements become slow
and limited. Fatigue and tiredness become normal while strength and endurance decrease
[1].
These mobility issues affect the functional independence of older people and may lead to
falls [2]. Falls are very common in aged people; approximately 30% of people above 65
years of age fall each year and this figure increases to 40% for people older than 80 [3]. Falls
are recursive and 52% of those who fall will fall again in the following 12 months [4]. Falls
have the highest percentage of injury-related deaths and 70% of accidental deaths in persons
over 75 are caused by falling [5] [6]. The consequences of a fall can be physical, including
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fractures and other injuries, but also have social and mental effects such as isolation, loss of
confidence and depression [7] [8].
The morbidity and mortality rate of falls among older people makes fall risk analysis very
important. Fall risk evaluation enables recognition of participants with disturbed balance and
subsequent provision of assistance and monitoring.
Fall risk evaluation is usually conducted by clinical and functional assessment or
questionnaire-based methods, although these methods lack accuracy as participants may not
recall their falls and the reasons for them, or tend to hide the truth [9]. There are many clinical
and functional mobility assessments such as the Berg Balance Scale (BBS), the Tinetti Score
and the Clinical Test of Sensory Interaction for Balance (CTSIB) [10] [11] [12]. The results
of these tests are determined by clinicians through visual observation of joint angle motion
and describing alterations in coordination and movement pattern. This type of assessment is
subjective and depends on the assessor’s expertise and experience. Although through these
methods participants with balance deficiencies can be identified, it is not possible to
objectively assess any improvement or decline in balance and motion of older participants
over time [13].
Qualitative or non-sensor based methods are mostly assessed by measurements based on
timing and step counting. The timed get up and go test (TUG) and the BBS are two of the
most common methods in a clinical setting.
The TUG test is used to evaluate mobility, balance and locomotor in frail older people. The
test evaluates the ability to perform sequential motor tasks relative to walking and turning
[14]. In this test, the individual is asked to get up from a standard chair (46cm seat height)
walk a 3 meter path free from any obstacles, turn around, walk back to the chair and sit down
as quickly and safely as possible. The individual is supposed to finish the task without any
physical assistance.
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In the Berg balance tests, participants are scored by a clinician for each task on a scale of 04, with a final score out of 56 as the sum of the scores given for the tasks. It is assumed that
ambulatory ability is determined by the quality of balance [15].
The BBS has proven to be well accepted, as it is quick and simple to use in a clinical
environment. It can be easily applied and scored by clinicians. There is no requirement for
specific device or interventions. Studies conducted based on the BBS show that older fallers
have lower BBS than non-fallers, though it is not possible to accurately identify the fallers.
BBS has also proven to be an effective tool in defining a threshold for deploying a walking
aid. However, it suffers from a number of limitations. The score is dependent on the
judgment of a clinician and hence it is prone to human subjectivity and may not be
reproducible. Each test is scored as a single digit and all the tests have the same weight.
Many researchers have been working on objective fall risk analysis methods based on gait,
posture and postural transitions. Force platforms play a major role in gait analysis. Their
unobtrusiveness makes them suitable for gait analysis in older people as any additional
barriers may affect their motion and walking. Dynamic force platforms are used to measure
the displacement of the centre of pressure under dynamic conditions [16].
Kerrigan et al. [17] utilised a force platform and optical markers in order to analyse the walk
of older people at both comfortable and faster speeds. Winter et al. [18] used force platforms
and optical passive markers to detect changes in the walking pattern of older people.
Force platforms have also been used in postural transition and posture assessments [19] [20]
[21]. Doubts are expressed by many researchers on the suitability of force platforms as a
posture assessment tool [22] [23]. In gait analysis with the force platforms, the participant
moves inside a bounded area and the walking distance is limited to a few steps. Meanwhile,
the captured data is assumed to tally everyday activities. Although the information provided
by the force platforms is helpful and has the potential to diagnose a balance disorder, in many
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cases a simpler, user-friendly tool recording the movements of a specific part of the body
can be more useful [24].
In the last decade, miniature kinematic body mounted sensors have been extensively
deployed in different applications. These sensors fit into five major groups: accelerometers,
gyroscopes, magnetometers, pressure sensors, and goniometers [7]. They are portable, can
be used for in-field motion capture, and have low battery consumption [24]. Body mounted
sensors are also used by many researchers for motion, gait and posture analysis. In particular,
they are deployed to assess postural transition and position change.

1.2. Thesis Aim and Research Questions
The aim of this thesis is to develop a universal objective, non-invasive and reliable method
to assess the risk of falls in older people. The approach is based on measuring the body
motion characteristics including balance, gait and posture using inertial sensors and
advanced machine learning methods. Through systematically designed experiments, a
number of experimental tests are applied to older participants to detect their balance in
motion characteristics. The data obtained in the experiments are analysed using some
machine learning and pattern recognition methods.
Towards this aim, the following research questions are pursued:
a) What machine learning and classification methods can identify variation in the body
motion, posture and balance characteristics associated with fall?
A number of machine learning methods including GMM, DTW, SAX are deployed
to measure and score the balance of the participants in different experimental balance
tests.
b) What are the most effective postural modalities that reveal body motions and posture
patterns associated with the risk of fall?
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A range of postural modalities for balance and gait control are investigated in
responding to this research question.
c) How can the accuracy of the proposed methods be validated?
The quantitative scores for balance and likelihood of fall for the participants are
benchmarked against their clinical scores produced in standardised tests as well as
other clinical data.
d) In light of the findings of the studies, what changes can be made to the standardised
clinical balance assessment methods to transform them into a graded and objective
assessment tools?
By deploying wearable inertial motion capture sensors in the Berg balance tests, and
using quantitative motion data analysis, the most effective balance tests for
recognising older participants with no fall histories from older fallers are found.
Based on these findings the conventional Berg balance tests is modified and refined.

1.3. Overall Approach
In this study two groups of older and younger participants are recruited in the experimental
work. The older participants are categorized into three groups of older non-fallers, older
once-fallers, and older multiple-fallers based on their fall histories in the two years prior to
the experimental tests. Meanwhile a clinician assesses and scores participants based on the
BBS. Other pathological and general factors such as age, use of walking aid, and fear of
falling are also considered.
An array of tri-axial accelerations and angular rotations occurring at various locations of the
body are recorded from older participants whilst undertaking the various Berg balance and
the TUG tests and further processed and analysed by a number of methods. The tests are
categorized into static and dynamic tests. The static tests are analysed using GMM, and the
dynamic tests are analysed based on DTW, and SAX methods.
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The results produced in the study are benchmarked against the clinical BBS, fall histories,
age, use of walking aids and the fear of falling (Figure 1.1).
Recruitment of the Participants
Younger Subjects

Older Subjects

Older Non-fallers

Older Once-fallers

Older Multiple-fallers

Experimental
Tests

Berg Balance Tests & Timed Get up an Go test
Recording
motion
data using
inertial
sensors

Static Tests

Dynamic Tests
Tests
Analysis

Tests
Analysis

Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) &
Minimum Message Length (MML)

Symbolic Aggregate
ApproXimation (SAX)

Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW)
Comparing the
results with clinical
assessment and
pathological factors
of fall

Quantifying the
performance of
the experimental
tests

Comparing the
results between
subject groups

One-way ANOVA, Tukey Post-hoc
test

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curves, Sensitivity and Specificity

Pearson product-moment
correlation, student-t tests

Quantitative Assessment of balance and functional tests
Modify the conventional Berg balance tests to a more effective and
shorter version
Figure 0.1 The overview of the overall approach of the thesis
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1.4. Contribution of the Thesis
The major contributions of this thesis can be outlined as follows:
•

Extensive and comprehensive literature review
A comprehensive review of the literature on clinical and sensor based methods to
assess postural sway, balance and the risk of falls, particularly in older people is
conducted. The review offers an in-depth analysis of the major studies reported in
the literature, the major trends as well as the state of the art in fall risk assessment.

•

Body postural sway assessment using a single index:
A unique method for postural sway assessment in different standing positions based
on a single index is presented. The method yields excellent sensitivity and specificity
in distinguishing older participants with fall histories from non-fallers.

•

Novel methods for postural transition and dynamic tests analysis:
Effective methods based on DTW and SAX are proposed to analyse and score the
dynamic tests. The developed algorithms can detect motion anomalies and identify
older participants at the risk of falling.

•

Improving the standard Berg balance tests:
Based on the learning acquired in the thesis, the standard Berg balance procedure is
shortened, while maintaining its effectiveness in distinguishing older fallers from
non-fallers. The modified version consists of 9 tests instead of 14, making the
overall test faster and easier to conduct and assess.

The results of the study are disseminated through the following publications:


A poster was presented at national conference on emerging researcher in ageing (ERA),
Sydney, December 2013



Maryam Ghahramani, Fazel Naghdy, David Stirling, Golshah Naghdy, Jan Potter
“Impact of Age on Body Postural Sway” in TENCON 2015-2015 IEEE Region 10
Conference. IEEE, November 2015, Macao, pp.1-6
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Maryam Ghahramani, Fazel Naghdy, David Stirling, Golshah Naghdy, Jan Potter,
“Balance assessment in older people using inertial sensors”, Journal of Medical and
Bioengineering, Vol. 4(2), pp.139-144, 2014



A poster was presented at KO AWATEA APAC forum, Sydney, 2016, “Instrumented
Berg Balance Scale: An innovative quantitative method for balance analysis among older
people”



Maryam Ghahramani, Fazel Naghdy, David Stirling, Jan Potter “Assessing the risk of
fall in older people through turning test”, presented at Mechatronics and Machine Vision
in Practice (M2VIP) IEEE Conference 2016, Nanjing, China.



Maryam Ghahramani, Fazel Naghdy, David Stirling, Golshah Naghdy, Jan Potter, “Fall
risk assessment and detection in older people: A survey”, The International Journal of
Engineering and Science, vol. 5, (11) pp. 1-14, 2016.



Maryam Ghahramani, Fazel Naghdy, David Stirling, Golshah Naghdy, Jan Potter, “Body
postural sway and its correlation with the risk of fall among older people”, submitted and
accepted in Medical & Biological Engineering & Computing and accepted with
revisions.

1.5. Structure of the Thesis
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides the literature review on existing
balance and fall risk assessment in older people. In Chapter 3, the experimental design of the
study consisting of the experimental setup and the quantitative data acquisition is explained.
Chapter 4 describes the static tests analysis and the use of GMM in postural control and sway
analysis and its relationship with balance deficiency and the risk of fall. The static tasks
include standing still, standing with eyes closed, standing with feet together (narrow stance),
standing with one-foot in front of the other (tandem stance) and standing on one-foot (one
leg stance). Chapter 5 presents the postural transition dynamic tests analysis using the DTW
method. These tests are 5 times sit to stand, transfer, picking up an object, turning to look
over shoulders, and the 360° turn. Chapter 6 describes the analysis of two dynamic tests of
step up, and the TUG tests using SAX. Finally, in Chapter 7 the conclusion of the thesis and
the future work are discussed.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1. Introduction
Almost 30% of people above 65 years of age fall each year all over the world. This figure
increases to 40% for people older than 80 [3]. Accurate methods of measuring physical
activity in older people are critical as functional status is an important factor affecting quality
of life [25]. It is essential to record and classify the movement of an individual to specify
his/her state of functional ability and overall level of mobility [26].
Gait analysis is often used to represent the characteristics of movement. Gait is a complex
sensorimotor phenomenon with many other measurable facets besides speed that might
identify the risk of fall in an individual. Walking speed, cadence, stride length and stride
time are important factors which are significantly different between fallers and non-fallers
[27]. In addition, balance plays a key role in fall prediction. Keeping balance, an automatic
process in healthy people, can be challenging for the older people doing their chores, or
Activities of Daily Living (ADL).
The focus of this chapter is on establishing a background context based on the major methods
reported in the literature for fall risk and balance analysis among older people. Initially, the
intrinsic and extrinsic factors leading to falls and fall consequences among older people are
described. The relevant methods and studies for fall risk analysis among older people are
reviewed. The methods are divided into two major groups of clinical and quantitative
methods. The pros and cons of the reviewed methods are also highlighted. Finally, the
chapter summarises the findings of the review conducted on subjective and objective fall
risk and balance analysis methods in older people.
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2.2. Falls among Older People
A fall is defined as a swift and unintentional change in position leading to a descent of a
person to a lower surface, or level such as the ground [28]. Falls have the highest percentage
of injury-related deaths and fall related injuries have the highest cost after vehicle injuries
[29]. The mortality rate of fall increases dramatically with age and 70% of accidental deaths
in persons above 75 are caused by fall [5]. The rapid increase in life expectancy has made
falls and fall-related injuries a major health issue in the world.
Falling in older people has a number of severe outcomes. It is the cause of 10% of older
people being rushed to hospital, and 6% of whom will require further hospitalization [30].
The consequences of a fall can be both physical, including fractures and other injuries, as
well as social such as isolation, loss of confidence and depression [7], [8], [31], and [26].
Falls for the older people can lead to inactivity, and this can subsequently further aggregate
the risk of future falls. It is reported that older adults spend almost 80% of their waking time
lying or sitting [32].
A fall can be triggered by two groups of factors; intrinsic factors caused by inherent physical
deficiencies such as visual impairment and postural hypotension, and extrinsic factors
brought about by the environment and surrounding conditions such as a slippery floor, poor
lighting, clothing and footwear. Despite the extrinsic factors, the intrinsic factors are
associated with the effect of aging on the body [33], [28]. Some factors such as dizziness
caused by medicine, loss of balance, syncope, postural instability, visual problems,
neurological conditions, muscle weakness caused by natural deterioration, and sensorimotor
deficiencies are identified as possible intrinsic fall factors [34].
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2.3. Fall Risk Analysis Methods in Older People
In the present thesis, the fall risk assessment methods are divided into two major groups of
clinical methods and quantitative methods. A summary of these methods is presented in
Table 2.1.
Table 0.1 The summary of the fall risk analysis methods in older people
Tandem Stance Test (Romberg Test) [35] [36] [37] [38]
The One-Leg Stance Test [39] [40] [38] [22]
The Functional Reach Test [41] [42] [39] [43] [38] [36]
Sit to stand Test (STST) [44] [45] [38]
Functional
Assessment
Methods
Fall Risk
Analysis
Methods in
Older People

Clinical
Methods

The Clinical Test of Sensory Interaction for Balance (CTSIB) [12]
[46] [47] [48]
The Timed Get Up and Go Test (TUG) [49] [50] [29] [51] [52] [53]
[54]
The 6-Minute Walking Test (6MWT) [55] [56] [57] [58]
The Dynamic Gait Index (DGI) [59] [60] [61]
Berg Balance Scale (BBS) Test [10] [15] [62] [63] [64] . [65]
The Tinetti Gait and Balance Test [11] [49] [66] [67] [68]

System
Assessment
Fall Risk
Assessment
Tools at care
settings

Quantitative
methods

Static Postural
Balance Analysis
Motion Analysis
Methods

Physiological Profile Assessment (PPA) [69] [66] [70] [71] [72]
The Balance Evaluation System Test (BESTest) [72] [73]
The STRATIFY Tool 1 [74] [75] [76]
Morse Fall Scale [77] [78]
Downtown Index [79] [80] [81]
The Barthel Index [82] [83]
The potentiometric Displacement Transducer [84] [16]
Wright Ataxia-meter [85] [86]
Static Force Platforms [87] [88] [19] [20] [16]
Dynamic Force Platforms [16] [17] [89] [90] [18]
Inertial Sensors [91] [92] [7] [93] [94] [95]

2.3.1. Clinical Methods
2.3.1.1. Functional Assessment Methods
Functional assessment methods are very common in a clinical environment as they are low
cost, easy to deploy, fast, and often do not need any special expertise [10]. They are usually
scored on a three to five scale or based on timing, i.e. the duration that each participant can
keep balance in a particular balance test [96]. The most important functional assessment
methods are: 1-the tandem stance test, 2- the one leg stance test, 3- the functional reach test,
4- the sit to stand test, 5- the CTSIB, 6-the timed get up and go test (The TUG), 7- the 6-
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minute walking test (6MWT), 8- the dynamic gait index, 9- the BBS, 10- the Tinetti gait and
balance test, and 11- the Barthel index.
2.3.1.1.1. Tandem Stance Test (Romberg Test)
In the tandem stance test or the Romberg test, named after Moritz Heinrich Romberg, the
participants are asked to stand with their feet together and arms by their side with open eyes
for about 10 seconds and then they are asked to repeat the test with their eyes closed.
Consequently, the participants are categorized as able and unable based on their ability to do
the test [35]. Murphy et al. [36] found a sensitivity of 55% and a specificity of 94% for the
tandem stance tests.
In another study by Agrawal et al., [37] a modified tandem stance test was used. In the
modified version, participants were asked to conduct the test on firm and compliant support
surfaces and their performance was assessed based on timing. They observed an inverse
relationship between time and failure, and age. For the participants with the time to failure
of less than 20 seconds, there was a greater than three-fold increase in the odds of falling.
Participants of 60-69 years old cross the threshold of 20-seconds. In another study the interrater reliability of 99% and test-retest reliability of 90% were found [38].
2.3.1.1.2. The One-Leg Stance Test
In this test, the participant’s ability to maintain balance while standing on one leg is assessed
and the performance is scored based on timing (0-30 seconds) (Figure 2.1.) [39].
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Figure 0.1 The one-leg stance test

The test is also repeated with the participant being blind-folded. Some clinicians suggest that
the single-leg stance is the most important test for sway and balance analysis as 20%-40%
of the time walking is done on one foot support [40]. For the one-leg stance test with eyes
open the inter-rater reliability of 99% and test-retest reliability of 90%, and for the one-leg
stance test with eyes closed, the inter-rater reliability of 99% and the test-retest reliability of
74% are reported [38]. As a drawback of the approach, the majority of older people cannot
perform the one-leg stance test as they lose their balance immediately or they do not agree
to do the test because they are afraid of falling [22].
2.3.1.1.3. The Functional Reach Test
According to [41], the functional reach test is used to measure a participant’s ability to lean
forward as much as possible without moving the lower body or losing balance (Figure 2.2.).
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Figure 0.2 The functional reach test

Duncan et al. [42] found the test useful and effective on predicting the risk of fall. It is
believed that the test shows the participant’s ability to move his/her centre of gravity (the
COG) toward the edge of support [39]. Recently, however, it is observed that due to
compensatory strategies in reach, the COG displacement is not completely correlated with
the functional reach distance [43]. Behrman et al. [43] believe that the functional reach test,
with a specific threshold, is not sensitive enough to identify participants at risk of fall. Those
identified as being at risk, indeed, have a high likelihood of having a fall, but there are others
who are also at high risk of falling who may not be identified by the test. An inter-rater
reliability of 96% and test-retest reliability of 86% are found in the study conducted in [38].
In another study, a sensitivity of 73% and a specificity of 88% are recorded for the functional
reach test with eyes open [36].
2.3.1.1.4. Sit to Stand Test (STST)
In this test, the participant is asked to fully stand up and then sit down as fast as possible, 5
times or 10 times without the use of the hands and arms (Figure 2.3.).
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Figure 0.3 The sit to stand test

The test is scored based on timing [44]. In a study conducted by McRae et al. [45] it was
observed that fallers had greater sit to stand test time compared to non-fallers. Franchignoni
et al. [38] reported an inter-rater reliability of 98% and test-retest reliability of 92%.
2.3.1.1.5. The Clinical Test of Sensory Interaction for Balance (CTSIB)
This method was first described by Shumway-Cook and Horak [12]. The participants are
asked to stand with their hands at their sides, feet together first on a firm surface then a soft
surface such as foam with eyes open, eyes closed, and a visual conflict dome. Later, in the
modified version, the tests with visual conflict dome were eliminated [46]. In this test, the
participant’s ability to use visual, somatosensory and vestibular input for maintenance of
balance while standing is assessed [47]. Each test is terminated when the position of the
subject's arms or feet are changed. The total score is the sum of the time of each test. In a
study conducted by Di Fabio and Anacker [48] using CTSIB for participants over 81 years
of age, 83% of the older participants with no fall histories and 80% of the fallers were
classified correctly. For participants younger than 82, 95% of the non-fallers and 67% of the
fallers were classified correctly. The CTSIB is found to be a sensitive and specific measure
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of recurrent falls in older people living in the community, but only when the pattern of
sensory-interaction abnormality during stance on foam is used to determine the fall status.
Cohen et al. [46] found an excellent inter-rater reliability of 99% for the CTSIB.
2.3.1.1.6. TUG
The timed get up and go test (TUG) is one of the fastest and easiest gait and balance
assessment methods [49]. This is the modified version of the get up and go test that was first
introduced by Mathias and associates [50]. In this test, the participant is asked to get up from
a chair, walk for about 3 meters, turn around, walk back and sit down on the chair (Figure
2.4.). In the get up and go test, participant’s performance is assessed by a clinician visually.

Figure 0.4 The timed get up and go test

Shumway and colleagues have found TUG successful in predicting the older participants at
the risk of fall [29]. Lunndin-Olsson et al. [51] found that a modified TUG test, was more
sensitive and effective in predicting the risk of fall by adding peripheral tasks such as holding
a glass of water. The TUG test has a combination of several important mobility skills like
walking, turning, sit-to-stand, and stand-to-sit transitions which makes it an effective fall
risk assessment method [52]. It is not possible, however, to specify which balance
subcomponent is impaired [53]. A test-retest reliability of 56% is reported in a study by
Rockwood et al. [54].
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2.3.1.1.7. The 6-Minute Walking Test (6MWT)
The 6-minute walking test (6MWT), first developed by Balke, was proposed to evaluate the
functional capacity [55]. The 6MWT is assessed based on the distance that the participant
walks over six minutes on a hard and flat surface (6MWD). The participant is expected to
walk as far as possible in six minutes. Although many walking tests with different durations
are tested, the 6MWT is reported to be easier to conduct and retest compared to longer timed
tests. It is also reported that walking tests less than 4 minutes are not sensitive enough [56].
According to [57], the 6MWT has a significant correlation with age. Harada et al [58] found
6MWT significantly larger for active older compared to inactive older adults. They also
found a test-retest reliability of 95% for the 6MWT.
2.3.1.1.8. The Dynamic Gait Index (DGI)
The dynamic gait index consists of 8 walking tests: steady-state walking, walking while
changing gait speed, walking while moving the head vertically and horizontally, walking
while stepping over and around an obstacle, turning during walking, and stair climbing. The
participant’s performance is scored between 0-3 on each test, yielding an overall score out
of 24 [59]. Shumway-Cook et al. [59] found the inter-rater of 96% and test-retest reliability
of 98% but the threshold score of 19 or less on the DGI correctly classified 59% of the fallers.
In another study by Herman et al. [60] it is reported that fallers have lower DGI compared
to non-fallers. They reported good sensitivity for detecting fallers (91%), but poor specificity
(3%) in this cohort of healthy older adults with the threshold of 19. It was observed that
higher thresholds improved specificity, but decreased sensitivity; and no threshold resulted
in both good (≥80%) sensitivity and specificity. Also, the DGI suffers from the ceiling effects
[61].
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2.3.1.1.9. Berg Balance Scale (BBS)
The Berg balance scale (BBS) was first introduced by Berg [10]. It consists of the following
14 activities:
1-Sitting to standing,
2-Standing unsupported,
3-Sitting with back unsupported, feet on floor,
4-Standing to sitting,
5-Transfer from an armed chair to a bench and back,
6-Standing unsupported with eyes closed,
7-Standing unsupported with feet together,
8- Reaching forward with outstretched arm while standing,
9-Picking up an object from the floor from a standing position,
10-Turning to look behind over left and right shoulders while standing,
11-Turning 360 degrees,
12-Placing alternate foot on step or stool while standing unsupported,
13-Standing on one leg,
14-Standing unsupported, one foot in front.
In the BBS method, participants are scored by a clinician for each task on a scale of 0-4,
with a final score out of 56 as the sum of the scores given for the tasks. It is assumed that
ambulatory ability is determined by the quality of balance [15].
Stevenson et al. [15] defined two thresholds based on the data from two separate projects
consisting of 171 participants aged above 65: 1) BBS threshold of walking without any gait
aid (≥49/56), 2) BBS threshold of walking without a four-wheeled walker (≥43/56). In other
words, 43-49 are the scores defined as the scores which the participant needs walking aid
and 43 or less are the scores showing that the participant needs a four-wheeled walker.
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Thorbahn et al. [62] used the BBS test to assess the risk of fall in older people. The data from
a total of 66 participants aged between 69 and 94 was utilized in the study. The overall
assessment distinguished between the participants who were prone to falling and those who
were not. The test, however, is not sensitive enough to predict the frequency of fall.
Maeda and Kato [63] observed that BBS is highly related to falls, as fallers had lower BBS
scores than non-fallers. The BBS scale is easy to use, does not need any specific device, has
excellent specificity (96%) and inter-rater reliability (88%) but the sensitivity is poor (53%)
and as it is subjectively scored by clinicians, inconsistency between two scores is very
common [62] [64] . In another study, the inter-rater reliability of 0.8 is reported [65].
2.3.1.1.10. The Tinetti Gait and Balance Test
The Tinetti gait and balance assessment test also known as “Performance-Oriented Mobility
Assessment (POMA)” is one of the most common clinical balance assessment methods in
older people [11] [49]. The balance assessment part is scored based on the quality of the
participant’s performance on different balance tests such as sit to stand, sitting, standing with
eyes closed, turning around, etc. The gait part is scored based on different information about
the participant’s walking, such as gait speed, gait width, gait height, etc. The balance part is
scored out of 16 and the gait part is scored out of 12 [66]. The Tinetti mobility test is reported
to have good inter-rater and intra-rater reliability, excellent sensitivity and good specificity.
Application of the Tinetti mobility test to participants between 64 and 85 years of age and a
cut-off score of 20 results in a sensitivity of 78% and a specificity of 75% [67]. The Tinetti
test, however, has a ceiling effect and, like other clinical methods, is subjective and prone to
human error [49]. In a study by Raiche [68], a specificity of 53% and a sensitivity of 70%
were reported for a threshold score of 36.
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2.3.1.2.

System Assessment

System assessment methods aim to find the underlying causes of balance disorders in order
to facilitate treatment [96]. System assessment methods include the physiological profile
assessment method and the balance evaluation system test.
2.3.1.2.1. Physiological Profile Assessment (PPA)
Many studies show that factors such as vision impairment, peripheral sensation, muscle
strength, reaction time, and balance are significant fall factors with a reverse relationship
with age [69], [66] [70]. Based on these factors, a physiological proﬁle assessment (PPA)
was proposed by Lord and Menz [71]. Any impaired factor increases the risk of falling. In
this method, several tests which are brief, easy to conduct, and feasible for older people are
used. The tests are also low-tech and robust in order to be more practical in large population
studies. Tests such as visual tests, tactile sensation, vibration sensation, peripheral sensation,
muscle force, reaction time, and balance are used in order to score the risk of falling. After
three different studies, Lord et al. concluded that PPA is a satisfactory and reliable measure
of fall risk with a high sensitivity of 75% and a test-retest reliability of 70% [70] [69] [71],
but the PPA cannot help direct treatment because the functional ability of a participant is
dependent on other factors such as compensation, age, motivation as well as pathology [72].
2.3.1.2.2. The Balance Evaluation System Test (BESTest)
The Balance Evaluation System Test (BESTest), first introduced by Horak et al., consists of
36 items, categorized as 6 groups of biomechanical constraints stability limits/verticality,
anticipatory postural adjustments, postural responses, sensory orientation, and stability in
gait [72]. The BESTest has an inter-rater reliability of 91% and can identify the nature of
balance problems that can help in devising and deploying a specific treatment for a patient.
On the other hand, it is not known for sure whether the sections of the BESTest can detect
independent balance deficits, and whether it needs to be combined with other balance
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systems for better results [72]. It usually takes 30 minutes to conduct the test, though recently
a shorter version of the test with the duration of 10 minutes was developed [73].

2.3.1.3. Fall Risk Assessment Tools at the Care Settings
Falls are common among older hospital inpatients which typically lead to longer stays in the
hospital. The methods used for older inpatients should be quick, easy to conduct and safe as
the older inpatients are more fragile. There are many methods designed to predict falls for
inpatients prone to fall. Since these methods mostly rely on self-reporting, they are not fully
reliable as some fallers may not be able to report their fall and explain or remember the exact
reason for their fall and circumstances surrounding it. It should also be considered that many
of the patients at risk of fall may never fall and many falls may be accidental due to extrinsic
factors such as a slippery floor, and etc. [77].
2.3.1.3.1. The STRATIFY Tool
The Saint Thomas’s risk assessment tool or STRATIFY was based on five questions:
1-Is the patient hospitalized because of a fall?
2-Is the patient agitated?
3-Does the patient have vision impairment?
4-Does the patient need toileting frequently?
5-What is the state of the patient’s ability and independence in transfer and mobility?
Each test is scored between 0-1 [74].
Oliver et al. [74] conducted the STRATIFY tool in three consecutive phases to check its
ability to correctly identify older hospital inpatients at risk of falling. They concluded that
STRATIFY is a valid fall risk assessment method with clinically useful sensitivity and
specificity.
An extensive study using STRATIFY was undertaken in Belgium by several researchers in
order to assess its potential for the prediction of falls [75]. Data was obtained from a large
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group of inpatients with the average age of 67. The results show that the STRATIFY has a
good sensitivity and high negative predictive value for patients younger than 75, with
moderate to low sensitivity and high false-negative rates for patients aged 75 and older. The
results also show that the STRATIFY approach has been a good fall predictor for patients of
74 years old and younger but significantly less effective for patients above 75 years old.
However, this study has a number of limitations: 1- The prevention of patient falls by
assistance rendered by nursing staff may have biased these results. 2- The low probability of
falls in some hospital units, such as a surgical unit, may have led to low positive predicted
values. 3- Since many patients are rushed to hospital after a fall in the evening and at night,
this may have contributed to their agitation and consequently biased the predicted outcomes.
4- A major deficiency of this method and all methods involving human interpretation is that
it involves subjectivity which is inconsistent and prone to errors [74].
In a study by Papaionnou [76] with a risk score of 9, sensitivity of 91%, specificity of 60%
and inter-rater reliability of 78% were reported.
2.3.1.3.2. Morse Fall Scale
The Morse fall scale was first introduced by Morse et al. [77]. It was developed based on
establishing a database from 100 patients who had a fall and 100 patients who did not have
a fall. The database included significant variables that differentiated between the fallers and
the non-fallers. Morse fall scale consists of 5 factors:
1- History of

falls (0 no falls, 15 previous falls)

2- Secondary diagnosis
3- Ambulatory aid
4- Intravenous
5- Gait

(0 no, 15 if more than one medical diagnosis is listed)

(0 none/bed-rest/nurse assist, 15 crutches/cane/walker, 30 furniture)

therapy (0 no, 20 if the patient has an intravenous apparatus)

(0 normal gait, 1 weak gait, 2 impaired gait)
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6- Mental

status (The patient is asked about their abilities, 0 if realistic and oriented to own

ability, 15 if overestimating their ability or forgetful of their limitations)
Morse et al. [77] correctly classified 78% of the fallers and 83% of the non-fallers with a
threshold of 45. They also obtained an inter-rater reliability of 96%. In another study by
McCollum et al. [78] a sensitivity of 83%, a specificity of 68% and an inter-rater reliability
of 98% were recorded.
A major problem with the Morse fall index is the great weight for previous falls as many of
the patients at risk of fall may never have fallen and many fallers may have experienced
accidental falls due to extrinsic factors such as a slippery floor, etc. [77].
2.3.1.3.3. Downtown Index
The downtown fall risk index includes 11 fall risk factors [79]. Each factor is scored by a
value between 0 and 1 yielding to an overall score out of 11. A cut-off score of 3 is set up
for high-risk falls.
Downtown fall risk factors are as follow:
1-History of fall (0 no, 1 yes)
2-Medications (0 none, 1 a list of special medications)
3-Sensory deficits (0 no, 1 Visual impairment/Hearing impairment/ Limb impairment )
4-Mental status (0 oriented, 1confused)
5-Gait (0 normal/safe with aid/ unable, 1 unsafe)
In a study by Nyberg et al. [80] the Downton index was used to predict older stroke patients
at risk of fall. They have reported a good sensitivity of 91% but a poor specificity of 27%
for the Downton fall risk index.
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In another study, the risk of fall for a group of older people in residential care facilities was
predicted using the Downton index. Sensitivities ranging from 81% to 95%, and specificity
ranging from 35% to 40% were recorded [81].
2.3.1.3.4. The Barthel Index
The Barthel index of daily activity was first introduced by Dorothy Barthel. This is a measure
of disability of patients with neuromuscular and musculoskeletal conditions receiving
inpatient rehabilitation. Ten variables representing daily activities such as bathing, toilet use,
mobility, grooming, etc. are listed. In this method, the participant’s performance is scored in
steps of five points with a maximum total score of 100. A widely adopted modification to
the index includes a revised score range of 0–20 with better sensitivity [82]. In a study
conducted by Collin et al. [83] the validity of the Barthel index with good reliability and
validity in each task was demonstrated.

2.3.2. Quantitative methods
Over the last decade, a number of quantitative body balance and fall risk analysis methods
producing objective and reliable outcomes are proposed. Quantitative methods deploy
advanced sensory systems and data collection and analysis to enhance the reliability and
repeatability of the qualitative methods. In these methods, interventions such as the
deployment of force platforms, inertial sensors, and motion capture systems produce more
accurate outcomes. Such studies, however, have not resulted in a widely accepted standard
or method for fall risk assessment.
The quantitative fall risk assessment methods can be divided into two groups: static postural
balance assessment and motion analysis methods.
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2.3.2.1. Static Postural Balance Analysis
The static postural balance assessment methods measure postural sway in the static tests for
balance analysis. Spirduso [97] defines body sway as the individual’s small body postural
movements made to maintain balance. Body sway can be analysed by measuring the total
displacement of the centre of mass over time [97]. In different studies, postural sway is
defined as the amount of movement in different parts of the body, such as sacrum [98], waist
[99], upper part of the body at the level of shoulders [100], trunk [22] or the whole body
[101]. Most studies express sway as the displacement of the centre of Pressure (COP) or the
centre of gravity (COG) [102].
The human body normally sways as a result of breathing or shifting body weight from one
foot to another. Body sway can intensify as a result of age or illness [103]. Various
observations also show that the body sway increases after the age of 40 [104]. Many studies
conclude that there is an association between age and postural sway [99], [100] but no precise
correlation between postural sway and ageing has yet been identified. A variety of equipment
are deployed to analyse body sway quantitatively. Sway magnetometry, Wright ataxiameter, potentiometric displacement transducer are devices which record the sway pattern
and sway distance of participants at the wrist level [105], [106], [84]. Recently, force
platforms and inertial sensors are used to analyse body sway more accurately [107].
2.3.2.1.1. The Potentiometric Displacement Transducer
The potentiometric displacement transducer consists of an aluminium pad that is mounted
around the participant’s waist connected to a transducer. The transducer records the
participant’s anteroposterior displacement at the waist level (Figure 2.5.) [84].
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Figure 0.5 The potentiometric displacement transducer

This outdated approach, however, can only provide information about waist displacement
in the anteroposterior direction under static conditions. It may not be safe to be used by the
frail older people because it adds extra weight for the participant to carry [16].
2.3.2.1.2. Wright Ataxia-meter
The Wright ataxia-meter, first introduced by Wright, analyses anteroposterior sway by
recording the number of rotations of a wheel, which is attached to the participant’s waist
by a string [85]. In a study conducted by Brocklehurst at al. [86] the Wright ataxia-meter
was used to analyse skeletal deformities in the older people and study their effect on postural
sway. They observed that postural sway was correlated with the loss of height in the older
people.
2.3.2.1.3. Static Force Platforms
Static force platforms are used to measure the displacement of the CoP of a participant while
standing still [87].
Swanenburg et al. [19] conducted an extensive study of fall risk assessment in a large group
of older people using portable force platforms. The standing tests were carried out with eyes
open and eyes closed. They also added cognitive tasks by asking the participants to count
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backward in steps of seven to analyse the dual task balance tests using static force platforms.
Despite many studies claiming that dual tasks add value to fall prediction [88] in older
people, this study showed no increased value in the dual-task situation compared to that of a
single task. Using static force platforms, they concluded that the medial-lateral sway in the
older participants with fall histories was significantly greater.
Haibach et al. [20] also assessed postural sway using force platforms. One group of younger
adults and two groups of older; one group with fall histories and the other without were
placed in a simulated moving scene. The participants were asked to stand still on the platform
whilst fixating upon a focal point on a screen that presented a virtual reality view of a moving
room, forcing them to sway and move. The simulated motion caused postural reactions in
all participants during the experiment. The study was successful in distinguishing younger
participants from older participants and older non-faller participants from older faller
participants by using force platforms. Static force platforms are reported to have good testretest reliability [16].
2.3.2.1.4. Inertial Sensors
Many studies use inertial sensors to successfully analyse the postural sway among older
people [108].
Gill et al. [22] analysed trunk sway by measuring trunk angular velocity and position in the
anteroposterior and mediolateral directions at the level of the lower back. Three groups of
participants were investigated: younger, middle-aged, and older. The older participants
recorded higher angular sway of the trunk and larger angular velocity in both anteroposterior
and mediolateral directions whilst standing compared to both younger and middle-aged
participants.
Mancini et al. [109] analysed postural sway of a group of older participants with Parkinson’s
disease using an inertial sensor. The sensor was mounted to lower back of the participants
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and the acceleration while standing under several conditions were recorded. It is concluded
that accelerometer-based sway metrics have the potential to be used as the objective
measures of postural instability in Parkinson’s patients.
O’Sulliavn et al. [110] showed that the acceleration data recorded from a waist mounted triaxial accelerometer was significantly different between fallers and non-fallers in the standing
with eyes open on a mat test. Although the correlation of the results with the two-standard
clinical fall risk assessment tools (BBS, TUG) was measured, the sensitivity and specificity
of the results were not reported.
Greene et al. [111] used Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier models on data acquired
from a body-worn inertial sensor and a pressure sensitive platform sensor, yielding a
sensitivity of 65.38% and a specificity of 68.36%.
Giansanti et al [112] reported a neural network based method for balance and falls risk
assessment using a body-worn accelerometer and gyroscope. The authors reported high
specificity (≥0.88) and sensitivity (≥0.87) of the model in distinguishing patients classified
as levels 1 to 3 on the Tinetti balance scale. Similarly, in another study, a body-worn inertial
sensor was used along with Mahalanobis distance based statistical clustering to distinguish
patients with different Tinetti balance scales. A specificity of 93.0% and a sensitivity of
93.9% were reported [113].

2.3.2.2. Motion Analysis Methods
2.3.2.2.1. Dynamic Force Platforms
Kerrigan et al. [17] utilised a force platform and optical markers in order to analyse the walk
of older people at both comfortable and faster speeds. Nine parameters related to the knee,
hip and ankles such as flexion moment, power generation loading response and power
absorption were found to be extremely different at comfortable walking speeds between
fallers and non-fallers. Four of these parameters also remained significantly different at the
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faster-walking speeds. It is unclear whether the kinetic differences are the factors leading to
falls or if they reduce the risk of falling.
Verghese et al. measured quantitative gait factors using a computerized walkway [89]. The
participants were followed up every 2-3 months and the number of their falls, their cause
and the associated injuries were recorded. In this study, seven factors were confirmed as fall
predictors. These factors included a 10cm/s unit decrease in gait speed, a 10 cm decrease of
stride length, a 10% decrease in the swing phase, a 10% increase in the double-support phase,
a 10% increase in stride length variability, and a 10% increase in swing time variability.
Participants with a gait speed of less than 70 cm/s were shown to be more prone to fall
compared to those with a gait speed of more than 100 cm/s. Verghese et al. noted that each
10 cm decrease in gait speed is associated with a 7% increased risk of fall. Here, gait speed
was considered as the most important factor in fall risk assessment.
In further work carried out by Kerrigan et al. [90], the gait of a group of healthy older people
aged between 65 to 84 and a control group of younger participants between 18 and 36 was
assessed using infrared reflective markers and two force platforms. The study showed that
peak hip extension was reduced in the older group in normal walking and had no change in
fast walking. The reduction in hip extension was found to be associated with an increase in
anterior pelvic tilt. It was also shown that reduced peak hip extension, increased anterior
pelvic tilt, and reduced ankle plantar flexion and ankle power generation were age-related
kinematic and kinetic gait changes persisting at both comfortable and fast walking speeds.
Winter et al. [18] used force platforms and optical passive markers to detect changes in the
walking pattern of the older. The gait pattern changes caused by normal biological
deterioration rather than any neural, muscular or skeletal disorder were investigated in fifteen
healthy and fit older people. Twelve younger adults were also recruited to undergo the test
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as the control group. Each participant was asked to walk at his/her natural velocity on a level
walkway at least 10 times. The results obtained in this study indicated that:


The walking velocity of older people was lower than younger people. The reduction in
velocity was caused by an increase in stride length and double-support stance time (both
feet touching the ground).



The older and younger participants did not show significant differences in their toe
clearance (disconnecting the toe from the ground completely).



The covariance between the hip and knee moments of force patterns was a little smaller
in older than in younger people.



Older participants had smaller push-off power and more flat-footed landing than younger
people.
2.3.2.2.2. Inertial Sensors

Inertial sensors are used for balance assessment among the older and there are several review
papers summarizing advances in this field [123] [124].
Najafi et al. [114] [108] assessed the sit to stand and stand to sit in older people with the use
of an accelerometer. The actual trunk tilt corresponding to angle θ between perpendicular
line and the thorax trunk of the participant and displacement of the gyroscope were measured
(Figure 2.5). 𝑇𝐷 is defined as the time difference between beginning of tilt down to the end
of tilt back during the stand to sit or sit to stand. Finally the mean of 𝑇𝐷 (𝑀 − 𝑇𝐷), its
standard deviation (𝛥 − 𝑇𝐷) and the number of attempts to have a successful transition (𝑆 −
𝑇𝑟𝑠) were measured. The 𝑀 − 𝑇𝐷 and 𝛥 − 𝑇𝐷 had larger values for individuals with high
risk of fall than for those at low risk. These three parameters are proposed as suitable
indicators in fall risk assessment.
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Figure 0.6 (a) Angle 𝜃 between participant’s trunk and vertical surface (b) During a sit to stand test 𝑃𝑇 is
detected from the pattern of 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃, 𝑃1 is the beginning of tilt down and 𝑃2 is until the end of tilt back during a
sit–stand (vs. stand–sit) transition. 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 are estimated by detecting the maximum peaks before and after
𝑡 𝑃𝑇

Yack and Berger [93] analysed trunk acceleration with body-worn accelerometers. An
accelerometer was mounted over the participant’s upper spine. They were then asked to walk
for approximately 40 seconds. Using a finite Fourier series, the data was analysed, and inphase and out-of- phase components of movement were identified. An index of smoothness
defined as a ratio of even harmonics divided by odd harmonics was also derived. Stable
participants in both older and younger groups indicated higher indices of smoothness
compared to unstable participants. It was thus concluded that stability problems were
proportional to the inability to control the trunk. As stable and unstable older participants
were determined by questionnaires and clinical tests, the method is not completely reliable.
Menz and Lord further [94] analysed acceleration signals by using wearable inertial sensors.
The older participant’s acceleration was measured using two accelerometers, one attached
to the level of the sacrum and another attached to the head. Based on the results, the
participants were divided into three groups: low-risk, moderate-risk and high-risk fallers.
Menz and Lord concluded that the high-risk fallers have lower velocity and smaller step
length compared to low-risk fallers on smooth surfaces and compared to both low-risk and
moderate-risk fallers on irregular surfaces. The high-risk fallers were found to have a smaller
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harmonic ratio of head and pelvis. The main conclusion is that the older at risk of fall have
difficulty controlling trunk motion, especially on irregular surfaces [94].
Mariani et al. [95] utilized two tri-axial accelerometers attached to the feet and an optical
system as the reference. The tests were applied to ten younger and ten older people in which
the four parameters of stride length, stride velocity, foot clearance, and turning angle were
measured. Stride length is defined as the distance between foot-flat positions. Foot clearance
is defined as the maximum height of the foot coming up while walking. Stride velocity is the
mean value of foot velocity during each gait, and the turning angle is the azimuth change in
a gait cycle (Figure 2.7). The results showed no significant difference in the mean values of
stride length and stride velocity between the two groups. The most distinct parameter found
was foot clearance, which was significantly different between the older and the younger
people. It was also observed that the older people had larger stride velocity on a smooth path
and smaller stride velocity while turning. This may happen when the older participants try
to compensate by quicker strides on smooth paths, particularly as they have problems in
controlling their strides while turning.

Figure 0.7 3D foot position (𝑃) and azimuth (𝜃): stride length (𝑆𝐿), stride velocity (𝑆𝑉), and turning angle
(𝑇𝐴).
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2.3.3. Pros and Cons of common Methods
There are many drawbacks and deficiencies associated with clinical methods. Many of them
are assessed based on the distance walked by the patient or the length of time it takes to walk,
but none of the parameters of distance or time provide any information on the exact
biomechanical impairment that leads to longer walking time or shorter walking distance. For
example, the TUG consists of many balance subcomponents such as standing up, walking,
turning and sitting down, but timing this test does not indicate which balance sub-component
has significantly affected the assessment. In the 6MWT, the performance of the participant
is assessed based only on the distance walked in 6 minutes, not on the pattern of the
participant’s gait.
Some tests such as standing on one leg intimidate older people, especially those with fall
histories to the extent that they refuse to do the test. This, however, does not mean that the
participant is not capable of carrying out the test.
There are tools that analyse different balance abilities such as the BBS and the Tinetti scale.
They consist of different balance tests which all simulate the body postures that usually result
to falls in older people. In spite of their relevance, these methods are subjective in their
assessment approach. In each test, the performance of the participant is scored by a clinician
with a value between 0 and 4. The fact that the tests are scored subjectively through
observation make them prone to error. In particular, there is always an uncertainty in scoring
a performance between two consecutive scores such as 2 and 3. All the tests have the same
weight while some of them might make more contribution to fall. As mentioned before, some
tests such as standing on one leg or stepping on a stool can intimidate older people and they
refuse to do them. Getting a score of zero in such tests makes the overall score inaccurate.
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The system assessment methods are mostly designed for physiological diagnosis purposes.
This means that they are capable of recognising the intrinsic factors and causes of balance
disorders.
The tools invented for assessing falls in older inpatients such as the Stratify tool, need to be
short, and easy to conduct as older inpatients are very fragile. One of the drawbacks of these
methods is that they rely on self-reporting and questionnaires.
Questionnaire-based methods depend heavily on the reports provided by the participants
from their fall experience. There is a high probability that such reports can be biased,
inaccurate and possibly incorrect as many participants may not remember the details of the
incident, or may be embarrassed to report truthfully about their experiences. A fall could be
caused by extrinsic factors such as a slippery floor and be mistaken as balance impairment.
These methods also suffer from the ceiling effect. According to the SAGE dictionary of
statistics in data gathering a ceiling effect occurs when the variance in an independent
variable cannot be measured above a certain level [115].
Quantitative methods have been proposed for reliable and objective fall risk assessment.
Although these methods lead to quantitative, objective results, they can be both expensive
and/or difficult to use. Usually, experts and specialists are needed to deploy the specialised
equipment. Equipment such as force platforms require significant space and cannot be used
everywhere. Operating such equipment often also requires extra time leading to long and
tedious tests for older participants. Inertial sensors, however, have the potential to measure
the postural and dynamic balance providing valid and accurate results. Due to their small
size, portability and light weight they can be used anywhere but they must be mounted on
the participant’s body. This sometimes prevents older people from performing the test
comfortably.
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2.4. Chapter Summary
A summary of the clinical methods including functional, systematic and fall Risk analysis
for older inpatients and common quantitative balance and fall risk analysis methods are
described in this chapter.
The clinical methods are often easy to conduct and assess. They do not need special
equipment and hence can be carried out anywhere. Usually, the clinicians who run the tests
do not need much training. However; these methods are subjective and prone to human error
which makes them inaccurate.
On the other hand, most of quantitative balance assessment methods are laboratory based
and not used in clinical applications.
The review undertaken in this thesis showed that there was no standard or accepted tool for
balance and fall risk assessment in older people reported in the literature. Such standards and
well-defined and widely accepted tools and methodologies should be developed.
More rigorous research is also required for extensive study and validation of the quantitative
methods deployed in fall risk assessment, capitalising on the learning obtained in qualitative
methods, towards a universally proven and accepted methodology for assessing the risk of
fall in older people.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Design
3.1.

Introduction

In this chapter, the experimental design of the study, consisting of the experimental setup and
the quantitative data acquisition, is thoroughly explained. Accurate methods of measuring
balance and physical activity in older people are critical as functional status is an important
factor affecting the quality of life [25].
Quantitative methods have been proposed for reliable and objective fall risk assessment. It is
essential to record and classify the movement of an individual to specify his/her state of
functional ability and overall level of mobility [26].
For this purpose, suitable static and dynamic balance tests need to be utilised. In addition,
some easy to use, precise and efficient measurement devices should be used for objective
balance and risk of fall analysis.
In this chapter, the experimental design covering the recruitment of participants, experimental
balance tests selection, effective objective measurement unit selection, and qualitative and
quantitative data collection are covered.

3.2.

Experimental Setup

3.2.1.

Participants

The experimental tests started in February 2015 and ended in November 2016. A group of 20
younger participants were recruited from the students and staff of University of Wollongong
aged 30±12.5.
The older participants were community-dwelling older people who were referred to two local
hospitals (Bulli Hospital, Wollongong Hospital) for either annual health checkup or senility
issues. In total, 90 older participants aged 61-95 were recruited for this study. Among older
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participants, six were excluded due to their frailty and severity of balance problem, 4 were
not able to conduct most of the tests without holding on to a walking aid or the guard rail, and
data recorded for 5 participants were excluded due to technical problems (Figure 3.1). Of the
older participants, 75 were included in the final analysis who met the following recruitment
criteria: a) able to conduct the tests independently (not using any walking aids or holding on
to something) b) able to hear and understand instructions.
The study was approved by the ethical committee of the University of Wollongong with the
protocol number of HE13/125.

Older Subjects Recruited for the First
Assessment, General Information
Gathered
(N=90)
Categorized into 3 groups of Nonfallers, Once-fallers, and Multiplefallers based on their history of falls
6 Excluded due to Severity of
Balance Problem
(N=84)
4 Could not conduct the test
without the use of walking aid
(N=80)
Subjects conducted the Test
(N=80)

5 excluded due to technical
problem
(N=75)
Figure 0.1 Process of participants’ exclusion and inclusion
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All the participants were asked to read an information sheet and sign a consent form before
the commencement of the experimental sessions.
They were also asked to complete associated questionnaires. In the questionnaires, the
patients were asked a range of relevant details and general information such as their age, their
fall histories in the previous two years, their use of any walking aids, and their fear of falling.
The summary of these results is provided in Appendix A.
The younger participants were categorized as the control group. The older participants were
classified into three groups of Non-fallers, Once-fallers and Multiple-fallers based on their
fall histories in the past two years (Figure 3.2). It was rather impossible to achieve 100%
accurate ground truth on the participants’ fall histories. Without a CCTV footage or a police
report, this work has relied on the participants’ reports. Although such reports may not be
always accurate as fall histories are usually under reported. Participants either forget the
incident or do not disclose it to avoid embarrassment. This inherently implies that selfreported multiple-fallers are at high risk of falling.

Recruited Subjects

Younger Subjects

Control Group
(N=25)

Older Subjects

Non-fallers
(N=34)

Multiple-fallers
(N=30)
Once-fallers
(N=11)

Figure 0.2 Participants categorization
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3.2.2. The Berg Balance Tests and the Get up and Go Test
The experimental tests consisted of the Berg balance tests and the get up and go test. The
experimental session took 15-20 minutes on average for older participants.
The Berg balance tests consisted of 14 different activities such as “sit to stand” and “standing
on one leg”. In these tests, it was assumed that ambulatory ability was determined by the
quality of balance [15]. The Berg balance tests, as illustrated in Appendix A, is widely used
in clinical applications.
The Berg balance tests consist of different activities and posture transitions which can lead
to falls among older people. The multi-item tests offer a more comprehensive assessment of
the concept, improve reliabi1ity and allow for greater distinction between participants [116].
The get up and go test is one of the quickest and easiest gait and balance assessment methods
[49]. In this test, the participant is asked to get up from a chair with the standard height of
45 cm, walk for about 3 meters, turn around, walk back and sit down on the chair.
The tests are categorized into two major groups of static tests and dynamic tests. The static
tests consist of different standing tests and they differ from each other based on the base of
support and the visual effect. Tests such as tandem stance, standing with feet together, and
standing on one foot have different base of support and standing with eyes closed is for
balance analysis without visual feedback. The Berg balance dynamic tests consist of
different postural movements (such as turning) and postural transitions (such as sit to stand,
stand to sit and picking up and object). According to Maeda et al. [63] the BBS is highly
related to falls, as older fallers have lower BBS scores than non-fallers.
The get up and go test has also been used for gait analysis. The get up and go test has a
combination of several important mobility skills like walking, turning, sit-to -stand, and
stand-to-sit transitions which make it an effective fall risk assessment method [52].
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3.3.

Data Acquisition

In this study, motion capture inertial sensors were used for quantitative measurement of
balance and gait analysis. In the last decade, miniature kinematic body fixed sensors, such
as inertial measurement units (IMUs), were widely adopted. Such devices often consist of a
range of sensor elements including accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometers, pressure
sensors, and goniometers [7]. These sensors are portable, can be used for in-field motion
capture, and have low battery consumption [24].
In this project, MTw Development Kit from Xsens technology was deployed. MTw is a
small, highly accurate wireless inertial 3D motion tracker unit consisting of a set of inertial
sensors, a station controlling the wireless connection, reception and synchronization of all
the sensors with the computer. Each MTw inertial sensor incorporates a 3D accelerometer,
gyroscope, magnetometer and a barometer. MTw has many benefits compared to similar
inertial sensors [117]. The sensors can be attached to different parts of the body using elastic
straps (Figure 3.3). MTw kit is fully wireless and portable, consequently quite practical and
easy to set up and deploy. The kinematic data was initially recorded in MT Manager, a
Windows-based software package (Figure 3.4). The sampling rate used was 50 Hz and the
data was low pass filtered (window size 5). An example of the recorded data before and after
low pass filtering is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 0.3 The MTw inertial sensors
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Figure 0.4 The MT Manager software is a Windows-based software package. The software has the real time view of the sensors’ orientation and their motion and inertial
signals.
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Figure 0.5 Acceleration signal data before and after low pass filter with window size 5

In this study 4 MTw sensors were used for the experimental protocol. The sensors were
attached to the chest at thorax level, the trunk at pelvis level in the lumbar region of the back,
and the upper legs at the outer thigh level (Figure 3.6). The angular rotation, the angular
velocity, and the acceleration data from different sensors were used for the analysis of the
different experimental tests. The list of the tests and their sensor data are as follows.
1-Five time sit to stand (pelvis),
2-Standing unsupported (pelvis),
3-Transfer from an armed chair to a bench and back (pelvis),
4-Standing unsupported with eyes closed (pelvis),
5-Standing unsupported with feet together (pelvis),
6- Reaching forward with outstretched arm while standing (chest),
7-Picking up an object from the floor from a standing position (chest and pelvis),
8-Turning to look behind over left and right shoulders while standing (chest),
9-Turning 360 degrees (chest, pelvis, right and left legs),
10-Placing alternate foot on step or stool while standing unsupported (right and left legs),
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11-Standing on one leg (pelvis),
12-Standing unsupported, one foot in front (pelvis),
13- The get up and go (right and left legs).

Figure 0.6 The placement of the MTw sensors

3.4.

Saved and Exported Data

The data produced in the experimental work consisted of the orientation and the inertial data.
The output orientation can be presented based on different conventions such as unit
normalised quaternions, Euler angles, and rotation matrix.
The MTw calculates the orientation between the sensor-fixed co-ordinate system, S, and an
earth-fixed reference co-ordinate system, G. By default, the local earth-fixed reference coordinate system used is defined as a right handed Cartesian co-ordinate system (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 0.7 The default coordinate frame, X positive when pointing to the local magnetic North, Y according
to right handed co-ordinates (West), Z positive when pointing up.

The 3D orientation output is defined as the orientation between the body-fixed co-ordinate
system, 𝑆, and the earth-fixed co-ordinate system, 𝐺, using the earth-fixed co-ordinate
system, G, as the reference co-ordinate system.
In order to align the sensor’s coordinate frame (𝑆) with the coordinate frame of the object to
(𝑂), the object reset function is used. In this case, the sensors X-axis is in the XZ-plane of
the object coordinate frame (Figure 3.8).

Figure 0.8 The coordinate frame before (a) and after (b) object reset
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Moreover; the object alignment matrix can also be set with an arbitrary but known
orientation. This can be used when the measured kinematics is required in an object
coordinate system (𝑂) with a known orientation with respect to standard sensor coordinate
frame (𝑆). For this purpose, the object alignment matrix (𝑅𝑂𝑆 ) is applied to the output data
(𝑅𝐺𝑆 ) as shown in equation 3.1 for 3D rotation data and 3.2 for inertial data).
𝑅𝐺𝑂 = 𝑅𝐺𝑆 (𝑅𝑜𝑠 )𝑇

(3. 1)

𝑆𝑂 = 𝑅𝑂𝑆 𝑆𝑠

(3. 2)

The object reset function helps in aligning the sensor coordinate frame (𝑆) with the
coordinate frame of the object to which the sensor is attached (𝑂). The S coordinate frame
converts to 𝑆 after using the object reset function.
The orientation, calculated by the MTw sensor can be presented in different
parameterizations of the unit quaternions (also known as Euler parameters), the Euler angles
of roll, pitch, yaw (XYZ Earth fixed type, also known as Cardan or aerospace sequence) or,
the rotation matrix (directional cosine matrix).

A unit quaternion vector can be interpreted to represent a rotation about a unit vector n
through an angle α.
𝛼

𝛼

𝑞 = (cos ( 2 ) , 𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛 ( 2 ))

(3. 3)

A unit quaternion itself has unit magnitude, and can be written in the following vector
format;
𝑞 = (𝑞0 , 𝑞1 , 𝑞2 , 𝑞3 )

(3. 4)

The absolute value of q is equal to 1 (|𝑞| = 1).
Euler angles were used in our data analysis due to their ease of visual decomposition.
The Euler angles can describe the orientation of a rigid body and consist of three angles of
roll (∅), pitch (θ), and yaw (φ), measured with respect to the fixed coordinate system. Roll
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is the rotation around X axis and it is defined from [-180°, 180°]. Pitch and yaw are the
rotation around Y and Z axis, respectively and are defined from [-90°, 90°] and [-180°, 180°]
(Figure 3.9).

Figure 0.9 Yaw, Roll and Pitch rotations of the human body.

Based on Euler angles, a mathematical singularity named gimbal lock is defined for the
configuration where the sensor-fixed X-axis is pointing up or down in the earth-fixed
reference frame (i.e. pitch approaches ±90°) (Figure 3.10)

Figure 0.10 Yaw, Roll and Pitch rotation angles with distortion caused by the gimbal lock
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The singularity does not affect the quaternion or rotation matrix output mode. In order to
avoid the singularity, the Euler Angles are extracted manually from the quaternion output by
using different Euler sequences.
The Euler-angles can be interpreted in terms of the unit quaternion (q):
2𝑞 𝑞 +2𝑞0 𝑞1

3
∅ = tan−1(2𝑞 22+2𝑞
0

3

)

(3. 5)

2 −1

𝜃 = − sin−1(2𝑞1 𝑞3 − 2𝑞0 𝑞2 )
𝜑 = tan−1(

2𝑞1 𝑞2 +2𝑞0 𝑞3

)

2𝑞0 2 +2𝑞1 2 −1

(3. 6)
(3. 7)

Figure 0.11 The roll rotation angle retrieved from unit quaternion output.

Xsens Kalman (XKF-3w) Filter is used for computing the 3 degrees-of-freedom (3DoF)
orientation of the MTw. The Kalman filter is applied to the data through indirect and noisy
measurements. It computes a statistically optimal 3D orientation estimate with high accuracy
using the gyroscope, accelerometer and magnetometers signals [117]. The block diagram of
the Kalman filter is shown in Figure 3.12.
The Kalman filter is a tool which estimates the states of a linear system. The Kalman filter
surpasses all possible filters as it minimizes the variance of the estimation error. Kalman
filters are often implemented in embedded control systems [118].
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For the velocity and orientation increment measurement, the MTw sensors use the (SDI)
method. The strap down inertial integration or dead reckoning uses measurements of angular
velocity and specific force obtained by the inertial sensors to calculate the current position
from the initial position [119]. In this method, the angular velocity and linear acceleration of
a rigid body is computed by measuring the change in orientation and position (Figure 3.13).
The 3D acceleration, and angular velocity, data received by MT Manager for the
accelerometers and gyroscopes are integrated values. The data is subsequently converted to
the calibrated sensor data.
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+
𝑋̂ɛ,𝑡−1
, 𝑃𝑡−1

Error
Model

𝑌𝐺,𝑡 𝑌𝐴,𝑡 𝑌𝑀,𝑡

𝐴, 𝐶 , 𝑄𝑤,𝑡 , 𝑄𝑣,𝑡

Kalman
Eq.

𝑍ɛ,𝑡 , 𝑋̂ɛ̅,𝑡
+
𝑋̂ɛ,𝑡
, 𝑃𝑡

𝑋̂𝑡̅−1 , 𝑄𝑥̅ ,𝑡−1

Model

𝑋̂𝑡̅ , 𝑄𝑥̅ ,𝑡

Correct

+
𝑋̂𝑡+ , 𝑄𝑥,𝑡

Figure 0.12 The structure of Kalman filter for orientation estimation. 𝑋 is the vector featuring the states of the model used for the orientation estimation and 𝑋𝜀 represents
the model states errors (the gyroscope bias error, orientation error, and magnetic disturbance error). 𝑄𝑥 describes the covariance matrices of the filter states. The gyroscope
signal (𝑦𝐺 ), accelerometer signal(𝑦𝐴 ), and magnetometer signal(𝑦𝑀 ) are the sensor signals. 𝑧𝜀 is the filter measurement input which is calculated from the sensor signals
using the error model. The error model integrates the angular velocities into angular rotations. 𝐴,𝐶,𝑄𝑤 , and 𝑄𝑣 are matrices of the error model and 𝑃 is the covariance
matrix used in the Kalman filter [120].
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𝑞0𝑛𝑏
𝑏
𝜔𝑛𝑏

∫

𝑞 𝑛𝑏
𝑝0𝑛

𝑣0𝑛
𝑓𝑏

Rotate

𝑓𝑛

Remove
Gravity

𝑎𝑛

∫

𝑣𝑛

∫

𝑝𝑛

Figure 0.13 The strap down inertial integration block diagram. The navigation frame (𝑛) is the local geographic frame and the position and orientation of the sensor frame
is calculated with respect to this frame. The body frame (𝑏) is the coordinate frame of the moving sensor. The external body frame forces (𝑓)𝑏 are measured by the
𝑏
accelerometers. The angular velocity from body frame to inertial frame (𝑤𝑛𝑏
) is measured by the gyroscopes. The orientation is represented by quaternion (𝑞), e.g., the
𝑛𝑏
rotation from body frame to the navigation frame is represented by 𝑞 . The velocity and position relative to an initial point (𝑣 𝑛 , 𝑝𝑛 ) are determined by the integration of
the acceleration (𝑎𝑛 ) [119].
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3.5.

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the experimental design of the study was presented. The accurate selection
of balance experimental tests is crucial for the older balance analysis. Hence, the Berg
balance tests and the get up and go test were chosen. The tests consist of many balance
subcomponents and postural transitions. The recruitment process of participant and the data
acquisition processes in the experimental works were also explained. In this study, motion
tracker inertial sensors were used for quantitative data acquisition. The pre-processing and
the calibration of the data produced by the sensors were also explained.
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Chapter 4
Static Balance Tests
4.1.

Introduction

This chapter introduces the static balance test analysis and the use of GMM in postural
control and sway analysis, and its relationship with balance deficiency and risk of fall.
Postural control is fundamental to standing and walking independently. Postural responses
are divided into two synergies of sway and suspensory. The suspensory synergy is the body
reaction to perturbations which make it move upward and downward [121]. The human body
normally sways as a result of breathing, or shifting body weight from one-foot to another.
This type of sway can increases as the result of age or disease [122] [103]. There are some
studies that report of no association between age and postural sway [101] [99] [100], whilst
others suggest a slight tendency [98] [123].
The chapter is organised as follows. Initially, a review of the previous work on sway analysis
in older people is conducted. Then the sway analysis method deployed in this work is
described. The method utilises motion primitive mixture models. The algorithm is tested on
the rotation and inertial data obtained from static balance tests. Finally, the results of the
sway analysis are examined and benchmarked against the pathological factors, and the
clinical balance assessments of the participants including age, fall histories, fear of falling,
use of walking aids, and the BBS.

4.2.

Sway Analysis in Older People

The idea that postural body sway can be an indication of a high risk of falling is not fully
validated, though some studies suggest a small correlation [123] [124]. For example, in a
study conducted by Fernie et al. [123] significantly greater average speed of sway in older
fallers compared with non-fallers is reported.
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In a further study by Melzer et al. [125], no significant difference in body sway whilst
standing with feet wide apart was observed. However, an increase in mediolateral sway was
evident for a narrow stance in the older participants with fall histories. Laughton et al. [126]
reported of a significantly larger degree of sway in the anteroposterior direction in older
participants with fall histories whilst standing still. This is supported by another study
conducted by Maki et al. [102].
Many studies express sway as the displacements of the co-ordinates of the CoP, usually
determined by the utilisation of force platforms [7-9]. In a study by Ladislao and Fioretti
[127] anterior-posterior displacements of the CoP were recorded by force platforms and the
nature of obtained data was later analysed with a nonlinear determinism test. In another study
by Rocchi et al.

[128] the most sensitive features of the CoP trajectory to postural

performance were identified using force platforms.
In a large study conducted by Swanenburg et al. [19], the postural sway of 270 older
participants was analysed by measuring the displacement of CoP in the anteroposterior and
mediolateral directions. It was observed that the root mean square amplitude in the
mediolateral directions whilst standing is still a good predictor of risk of falls.
In recent studies, IMUs are widely utilized in biomechanics and bioengineering fields. The
IMUs can be used for movement analysis of the daily-living tasks performed in the real
world environments whilst the force platforms provide information on the simulated
activities in a clinical environment [91]. Inertial sensors are used for balance assessment
among the older and there are several review papers summarizing advances in this field [129]
[130].
Gill et al. [22] analysed trunk sway by measuring trunk angular velocity and position in the
anteroposterior and mediolateral directions at the level of the lower back. Three groups of
participants were investigated: younger, middle-aged, and older. The older participants
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recorded higher angular sway of the trunk and larger angular velocity in both anteroposterior
and mediolateral directions whilst standing compared to both younger and middle-aged
participants.
Many other studies have utilised associated features of the CoP by using force platforms to
analyse postural body sway [131] [127] [128]. Various equipment, such as the Chattecx
Balance System, Kinesthetic Ability Trainer and Smart Balance Master, have been
developed based on force plates for an objective assessment of postural sway [132].

4.3.

Static Tests

The protocols used in static tests include all the standing tests of the Berg balance tests as
introduced by Berg [10]. The following five standing tests were conducted:


Standing with eyes open test: In this test, participants were required to stand without
any extra movements for two minutes, look straight ahead, and keep their hands at
their sides.



Standing with eyes closed: The participants stood quietly with eyes closed for 30
seconds.



Standing on one-foot: The participants were asked to stand on one foot (whichever
at their convenience) for 10 seconds without holding. Although the initial target was
set as 30 seconds, none of the participants could stand on one foot for more than 10
seconds.



Standing with feet together for one minute:



Tandem standing: The participants put one foot right in front of the other with one
foot heel touching the other one’s heel for one minute.

Within the Berg balance tasks, the standard standing test on one leg and standing with eyes
closed usually last for 10 seconds. In this study, however, the participants were asked to
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stand for 30 seconds as 10 seconds was too short to perceive any distinction between
different groups of non-fallers, once-fallers and multiple-fallers.
All the participants were given adequate rest periods between each test so that the tests were
not affected by fatigue. During these tests, the participants were asked to try to maintain their
balance without any extra movements, to look straight ahead, and to keep their hands at their
sides. All tests were supervised by an attending physiotherapist to minimise any risk of injury
to the participants. The physiotherapist also assessed and provided the BBS for every
participant whilst the inertial data associated with the test was recorded.
An inertial 3D motion tracker sensor (MTw from Xsens technology) was used for data
capturing. The MTw sensor was routinely mounted directly above the pelvis in the back
lumbar region of the participants whilst they were undertaking the balance tests (Figure 4.1).

Figure 0.1The MTw motion sensor was worn on the pelvis level in the lumbar region of the back of the
participants

To minimise the influence of any idiosyncratic body movement at the start and termination
of each task, the first second and the last second of the recorded data were not included in
the data analysis. The angle orientation of the trunk was previously shown to be an effective
measure of the body sway [22].
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4.4.

Sway Analysis

A single metric expressed in terms of a percentage that indicates the amount of postural sway
would be quite helpful in a clinical setting. By using such a metric, clinicians could more
readily determine if a participant needs some form of intervention or if their balance has
worsened or improved. This then is the major motivation for the work presented here. A
method is proposed in this research that can objectively measure the angular orientation of
the trunk and according score postural sway of a participant by a single metric.
More explicitly, the main goal is to determine a method for scoring sway in different standing
tests. Consequently, the angular velocity and rotation angles of the trunk for a range of
participants in different tests are measured and analysed. With subsequent further analysis
of these measurements, a single value for each participant in each test is defined as the sway
index.

4.5.

GMM and the EM-MML Algorithm

A GMM can be defined as a parametric probability density function which is represented as
a weighted sum of Gaussian component densities. A set of N data samples, x ∈ RN×d , of
dimensionality d is assumed to be drawn independently and identically from one of a set of
K multivariate Gaussian distributions, indicated by the latent membership binary variable
𝑖 ̅ ∈ {0,1}N×K . The latent binary variable i̅nk indicates whether the nth data point belongs to
the k th Gaussian distribution and in ∈ {1, … , K} is the corresponding integer index. The joint
probability p(x, i) is factored as:
𝑝(𝑥, 𝑖) = 𝑝(𝑖)𝑝(𝑥|𝑖)

(4. 1)

𝑝(𝑥|𝑖) = 𝑁(𝑥|𝜇𝑖 , Ʃ𝑖 )

(4. 2)

The probability distribution can be described by:
𝑝(𝑥) = ∑𝐾
𝑖=1 𝜋𝑖 𝑁(x|𝜇𝑖 , Ʃ𝑖 )
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(4. 3)

Where 𝑁(𝑥|𝜇𝑖 , 𝛴𝑖 ) is the multivariate Gaussian Probability Density Function (PDF) with
mean 𝜇𝑖 ∈ 𝑅 𝑑 and a covariance 𝛴𝑖 ∈ 𝑅 𝑑×𝑑 for a model of K clusters evaluated at data
vector 𝑥𝑛 , as follows:
𝑁(𝑥|𝜇, Ʃ) =

1
𝑑 1
2𝜋 2 |Ʃ|2

1

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 2 (𝑥 − 𝜇)𝑇 Ʃ−1 (𝑥 − 𝜇))

(4. 4)

The component responsibility for a data point 𝑥𝑛 is
𝑝(𝑖)𝑝(𝑥𝑛 |𝑠𝑖 )

𝑝(𝑖|𝑥𝑛 ) = ∑𝑘
𝑗

𝑝(𝑗)𝑝(𝑥𝑛 |𝑗

=
)

𝑥 𝜇 , Ʃ𝑖 )
𝑥 𝜇𝑗 , Ʃ𝑗 )

𝜋𝑖 𝑁( 𝑛 | 𝑖
𝑘
∑𝑗=1 𝜋𝑗 𝑁( 𝑛 |

(4. 5)

that will be denoted by 𝛾(𝑥𝑛 ) [133].
The process of clustering the data and the establishment of the best set of clusters in terms
of how well they fit the data (the optimum number of clusters) is conducted at the same time.
This process is determined based on an EM-MML algorithm utilising the ExpectationMaximisation (EM) and the Minimum Message Length (MML) algorithms [134].
Expectation-Maximisation is an iterative algorithm, which alternates between two steps; the
expectation step (E-step) and the maximization step (M-step). It assigns each datum to a
Gaussian probability density with maximum probability. Here the number of clusters (K) is
identified using MML. From information theory, the minimum coding length of any message
is given by (4.8)
𝐿(𝐸) = − 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑃(𝐸))

(4. 6)

where E is the data, and H is a probable hypothesis.
𝑃(𝐸|𝐻) · 𝑃(𝐻) = 𝑃(𝐻 ∩ 𝐸)

(4. 7)

Maximising the probability that the evidence supports the hypothesis is equivalent to
minimising the message length.
𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑃(𝐻 ∩ 𝐸) ≡ 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑖𝑛(− 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑃(𝐸|𝐻) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑃(𝐻)))
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(4. 8)

Equations (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) model some of the probabilistic segmentation processes that
are facilitated within the EM-MML algorithm. Indeed, as 𝐸 in Equations (4.6-4.8) represents
the motion data, 𝐻 is the hypothesized cluster to which E most likely belongs [135].
Minimum Message Length (MML) criterion is based on the minimal coding length of
combined model and data representations. The MML algorithm continues the segmentation
process in order to find the best cluster set with the shortest message length. A reasonable
balance point is found between the cluster number and message length [136]. The algorithm
is programmed and run in Matlab. Using this approach, the multivariate time series data is
progressively segmented into a series of gradually improving GMMs, each of which is
composed of a specific set of elements or clusters. This process continues until the rate of
improvement or the reduction in the MML message length plateaus.
Clustering was subsequently applied to the recorded data, as a form of unsupervised learning
and data reduction, in order to more objectively identify meaningful patterns and associated
structure within it. Clustering is useful in dealing with noisy data with outliners. It is
insensitive to order of input records and is useful in interpreting data with high
dimensionality [137]. The combined multivariate data recorded for all participants across all
tests was employed to develop a global machine learnt Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).
The MML algorithm continues the segmentation process seeking the best cluster set which
yields the shortest message length. A reasonable balance point is found between the number
of cluster and message length [136]. The parameter K is increased until there is negligible
improvement in message length reduction as indicated in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 0.2 Selection of number of clusters using MML

The algorithm is controlled and run in Matlab. Using this approach, the multivariate time
series data is progressively segmented into a series of gradually improving GMMs, each of
which is composed of a specific set of elements or clusters. This process continues until the
rate of improvement or the reduction in the MML message length plateaus.

4.6.

Application of GMM and EM-MML to Static Test Data

The angular displacement and angular velocity in two planes of roll and pitch (mediolateral
and anteroposterior) are illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Figure 0.3 Yaw, roll and pitch rotations of the human body. Roll and pitch angles are indicative of sway
respectively in mediolateral and anteroposterior planes.

Typical angle orientations of the trunk recorded from two participants in two standing tests,
and the angular velocity of a non-faller participant and a multiple-faller participant are shown
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respectively in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. Figures 4.4 shows that the multiple-faller had
greater mediolateral trunk sway compared to the non-faller. In Figure 4.4 the increase in
sway velocity in the roll and pitch direction for the feet together and one foot in front standing
tasks in the older multiple-faller can be noted.

Figure 0.4 Typical examples of the roll and the pitch angles of pelvis in the mediolateral and anteroposterior
planes recorded from two participants A) A multiple-faller participant standing still B) A multiple-faller
participant standing with feet together C) A non-faller participant standing still D) a non-faller participant
standing with feet together
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Figure 0.5 Typical examples of angular velocity of trunk of a multiple faller and a non-faller in all the standing tests.
The increase in sway velocity in the mediolateral and anteroposterior for the feet together and one foot in front standing
tasks in the older multiple-faller can be noted.
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The data obtained from the sensor is arranged in a matrix of four columns of the angular
displacement in the mediolateral plane (𝐴𝐷𝑚), the angular displacement in the
anteroposterior plane (𝐴𝐷𝑎), the angular velocity in the mediolateral plane (𝐴𝑉𝑚), and the
angular velocity in the anteroposterior plane ([𝐴𝐷𝑚

𝐴𝐷𝑎

𝐴𝑉𝑚 𝐴𝑉𝑎]).

The multivariate data recorded for each participant in each test is converted (clustered) into
a machine learnt GMM.
After executions of the MML algorithm a near optimum GMM was identified as a set of some
6 postural states (or clusters). The temporal sequence of these postural states equates to a
participant’s sway-motion, examples of which are illustrated in Figure 4.6 for three
participants undertaking the standing tests.
The temporal sequence of these postural states represents a participant’s sway-motion,
examples of which are illustrated in Figure 4.7 for three participants undertaking the standing
tests.
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Figure 0.6 Data clustering of the multivariate data of trunk of three older participants. The data is clustered
into 6 different clusters.
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As shown in Figure 4.6, most of the postural states are aligned with cluster 6. This cluster
(postural state) is the most abundant or common to all the participants as it contains most of
the multivariable data. In the context of sway, this cluster also indicates that the pelvis is at a
stationary position at the origin. Any data outside this cluster can be viewed as resulting from
involuntary movements at the pelvis; or, in other words, postural sway. The body motion
primitive pose can be observed using the mean of the Gaussian mixtures (Figure 4.7).

Figure 0.7 A typical example of identified motion states or data cluster and the corresponding mediolateral
and anteroposterior angular displacement. In the context of sway, cluster 6 indicates that the pelvis is at a
stationary position at the origin.

In order to compare each participant’s sway based on these postural states or data clustering,
a sway index defined by (4.9) is proposed.
𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =

𝑁𝑑 −𝑁𝑐
𝑁𝑑

Where 𝑁𝑑 is the number of all the data samples and 𝑁𝑐 is the number of data in the
common cluster (in the example above, cluster number 6).
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(4.9)

4.7.

Results

The sway index values measured for different standing tests and the BBS are shown in
Appendix A.
The BBS is used as a reference against which the sway index is compared. The relationships
between the clinical information of the participants (fall histories, fear of falling, use of
walking aids, and age) and the BBS and the standing tests sway indices obtained are also
examined. IBM SPSS statistics 21 software was used for statistical analyses.

4.7.1. Sway Indices vs. Fall Histories
As mentioned in chapter 3, the older participants are categorized into three groups of nonfallers, once-fallers and multiple-fallers. According to the hypothesis considered in the study,
a difference exists between the sway indices in the standing tests of younger and older
participants as well as between older fallers and non-fallers. In order to test this hypothesis,
initially a one-way analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA) was used in each case to
determine whether there was any significant difference between the means of several
independent groups.
One-way ANOVA uses F-distribution to compare means of three or more set of numerical
data samples. This method tests the null hypothesis based on several assumption
[138]. Based on the 𝑝 value, it can be decided whether the mean values are significantly
different. Since there were four groups of participants, an additional test (the Tukey Post Hoc
test) was applied. The one-way ANOVA test just reveals that not all the means of different
groups tested are the same. The Tukey Post Hoc test consists of a set of t-tests. This method
defines which pairs of groups have significantly different means. The means of the sway
indices of different participant groups in different standing tests are shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 0.1 The means of Standing Tests Sway Indices of four groups of younger participants, older nonfallers, once-fallers, and multiple-fallers.
participant
Number Standing Test
Standing with
Standing with
Standing with
Groups

of

Sway Index

Eyes Closed Test

One Foot in

Feet Together

participa

Mean ± SD

Sway Index

Front Sway

Sway Index

Mean± SD

Index

Mean± SD

nts

Mean ± SD
Younger

20

1.56%±1.12%

1.01%± 0.97%

18.38%±10.61%

8.06%± 7.48%

Non-fallers

34

1.83%±1.08%

1.51%± 1.04%

32.29%± 8.17%

16.68%±7.92%

Once-fallers

11

2.43%±1.06%

1.91%± 0.88%

45.70%± 8.17%

48.36%± 23.53%

Multiple-fallers

35

2.46%±1.31%

2.32%± 2.04%

50.20% ±9.91%

67.68%± 12.77%

There are statistically significant differences between participant groups as determined by
ANOVA in the standing with feet together test (F (3, 96) = 42.45, p < 0.001), the standing
with one foot in front tests (F (3, 96) = 36.03, p< 0.001), and the BBS (F (3, 96) = 42.45, p
<0 .001). No statistically significant differences are found between the sway index of the
different groups in the standing test and the standing with eyes closed test.
The mean of standing test sway index of younger participants is significantly different
compared to older multiple-fallers (p=0.035) but there is no statistically significant difference
between the mean values of standing sway index of younger participants and older non-fallers
(p=0.460) and older once-fallers. The mean values of the standing test sway index of older
non-fallers, once-fallers and multiple-fallers do not have any statistically significant
difference. The result of the Tukey Post Hoc test in the standing test sway index is shown in
Table 4.2.
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Table 0.2 Multiple Comparison of the means of the standing test sway index between different groups of
participants.
P value
Older Non-fallers

0.301

Older Once-fallers

0.065

Younger
Participants

Older Non-fallers

Older Once-fallers

Older Multiple-fallers

0.035*

Younger Participants

0.301

Older Once-fallers

0.206

Older Multiple-fallers

0.078

Younger Participants

0.065

Older Non-fallers

0.206

Older Multiple-fallers

0.996

Younger Participants

0.035*

Older MultipleOlder Non-fallers

0.078

Older Once-fallers

0.996

fallers

* The mean difference is significantly different at p≤0.05

In the standing with eyes closed test, there are no statistically significant differences between
any of the groups of participants in their standing with eyes closed sway index mean values
(Table 4.3).
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Table 0.3 Multiple Comparison of the means of the standing with eyes closed test sway index between
different groups of participants.
P value

Younger Participants

Older Non-fallers

Older Once-fallers

Older Multiple-fallers

Older Non-fallers

0.871

Older Once-fallers

0.451

Older Multiple-fallers

0.091

Younger Participants

0.871

Older Once-fallers

0.662

Older Multiple-fallers

0.091

Younger Participants

0.451

Older Non-fallers

0.662

Older Multiple-fallers

0.637

Younger Participants

0.091

Older Non-fallers

0.091

Older Once-fallers

0.637

* The mean difference is significantly different at p≤0.05

It was not possible to do any statistical analysis on the standing on one foot test results.
Among 75 participants, 44 either refused to do the test or were exempted based on the
clinician’s opinion.
A Tukey Post Hoc test shows that the standing with one foot in front sway index is
significantly smaller in younger participants and older non-fallers compared to older oncefallers and older multiple-fallers. No statistically significant difference is found between the
standing with one foot in front sway index of older non-fallers and the older once-fallers.
(Table 4.4)
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Table 0.4 Multiple Comparison of the means of the standing with one foot in front test sway index between
different groups of participants.
p value

Younger Participants

Non-fallers

0.071

Once-fallers

<0.001*

Multiple-fallers

<0.001*

Younger

0.071

Participants
Non-fallers
Once-fallers

<0.001*

Multiple-fallers

<0.001*

Younger

<0.001*

Participants
Once-fallers
Non-fallers
Multiple-fallers
Younger

<0.001*
0.178
<0.001*

Participants
Multiple-fallers
Non-fallers

<0.001*

Once-fallers

0.178

* The mean difference is significantly different at p≤0.05

Older non-fallers have statistically smaller standing with feet together sway index compared
to older once-fallers (p<0.001) and older multiple-fallers (p<0.001). No statistically
significant difference is found between the older once-fallers and older multiple-fallers
standing with one foot in front sway index. The results are shown in Table 4.5.
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Table 0.5 Multiple Comparison of the means of the standing with feet together test sway index between
different groups of participants.
p value

Younger Participants

Non-fallers

0.056

Once-fallers

<0.001*

Multiple-fallers

<0.001*

Younger Participants
Non-fallers

Once-fallers

0.056

Once-fallers

<0.001*

Multiple-fallers

<0.001*

Younger Participants

<0.001*

Non-fallers

<0.001*

Multiple-fallers

0.093

Younger Participants

<0.001*

Non-fallers

<0.001

Once-fallers

0.093

Multiple-fallers

* The mean difference is significantly different at p≤0.05

4.7.2. ROC Curve, Sensitivity and Specificity
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for all the standing tests sway indices and
BBS were generated (Figure 4.8). In order to quantify the sway indices and BBS performance,
the area under the curve (AUC), the sensitivity and the specificity were measured. The results
are shown in Table 4.6.
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A)

B)

Figure 0.8 A) Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curve of standing tests sway indices for the prediction
of fallers (once-fallers and multiple-fallers). Area under the curve (AUC) is 0.84 (95% CI, 0.75–0.92) for the
standing with feet together sway index, 0.9 (95% CI, 0.82–0.97) for the standing with one foot in front sway
index, 0.67 (95% CI, 0.55–0.79) for the standing test sway index, and 0.62 (95% CI, 0.50–0.74) for the standing
with eyes closed test sway index. B) Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curve of BBS for the prediction
of fallers (once-fallers and multiple-fallers). AUC is 0.79 (95% CI, 0.71-0.89).
Table 0.6 Comparison of the performance of the standing tests sway indices and BBS
Standing
Standing with
Standing with
Standing with
BBS
Test Sway
Eyes Closed Test
Feet
One Foot in
Index
Sway Index
Together Sway Front Sway Index
Index
Sensitivity%
55%
58.9%
80.6%
82.1%
75.3%
Specificity%

76.7%

53.7%

75.7%

77.7%

70.5%

AUC

0.657

0.621

0.838

0.897

0.788
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The results show that the standing with feet together yields a sensitivity of 80.6% and a
specificity of 75.7%, the standing with feet together sway index yields a sensitivity of 82.1%
and a specificity of 77.7% and finally the BBS yields a sensitivity and specificity of 75% and
70.5% respectively. The AUC for the standing with feet together sway index and the standing
with one foot in front sway index are respectively 0.84 and 0.9, while the AUC for the BBS
is 0.79.

4.7.3. Sway Indices vs. Fear of Falling
Fear of falling is one of the emotional consequences of fall that may, in turn, lead to further
falls. In this test, the older participants were categorized into two groups of “Fearful” and “No
Fear”. The categorisation was done based on their answers to whether they were afraid of
falling while out and about. A student-t test was used to determine if there was any
statistically significant difference between the means of sway indices of the two unrelated
groups. The means of the all the sway indices were not significantly different between the
two groups of “Fearful” and “No Fear”.

4.7.4. Sway Indices vs. Use of Walking Aid
In another categorization, the participants were grouped based on their walking aid usage.
None of the factors measured were significantly different among walking aid users and nonusers.

4.7.5. Sway Indices vs. Age
As the last clinical indicator, the correlation between the standing tests sway indices and age
in the older participants is explored. The aim was to establish whether any linear relationship
existed between the age of the participants and their all the standing tests sway indices using
the Pearson product-moment correlation test. The Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient (r) is a measure of the strength of a linear association between two variables and
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takes a range of values from +1 to -1. Based on r the correlation can be 0, small (0.1 < | r |
< 0.3), moderate (0.3 < | r | <0 .5) or large (| r | > 0.5).
No linear relationship was found between the age and any of standing test sway indices.

4.7.6. Sway Indices vs. BBS
The BBS was utilised as the clinical screening tool. The correlations between the standing
tests sway indices and the BBS were verified by applying Pearson product-moment
correlation test.
Large negative correlations were found the BBS and standing with feet together test sway
index (r=-0.565, p<0.001), and the BBS and the standing with one foot in front sway index
(r=-0.592, p<0.001) as illustrated in Figure 4.9.

Figure 0.9 Scatter plots of the BBS and sway indices of different standing tests
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4.8.

Discussion

The present study illustrates how postural sway can be analysed using an inertial sensor. The
inertial-based sway analysis technique was highly portable, as it utilised wireless
communications to transfer the acquired data. Most of the other techniques employed to
analyse body sway use force platforms to investigate the movements of the CoP [139]. Whilst
using such a force-platform, the whole body movement is often assumed the same as an
inverted pendulum, though this assumption is rejected by some studies [22] [23]. Force
platforms generally require a significant amount of space and associated infrastructure and
are not usually portable. This makes their deployment rather limited in a clinical environment
[24].
In the method proposed by Gill et al. five measurements of the total task duration and the
peak-to-peak excursions of roll and pitch angular displacement and angular velocity of the
trunk were measured [22]. It was observed that elderly subjects had a greater range of trunk
angular sway and angular velocity in both roll and pitch planes compared to both middleaged and young subjects. Gill et al. obtained satisfactory results but angular displacement
and angular velocity in two planes of roll and pitch were analysed individually.
In this study, a multivariable matrix of angular displacement and angular rotation data was
recorded and subsequently transformed with an EM-MML algorithm into a GMM containing
a univariate set of clusters. The EM-MML algorithm integrated estimation and model
selection in a single algorithm and computationally outperformed other well-known criteria
such as the Bayesian Information Criterion–BIC [133]. Using data segmentation, a single
metric was proposed as the sway index in each standing test for all participants.
The experimental tests consisted of standing with eyes open, standing with eyes closed,
standing on one foot, standing with feet together tests, and standing with one foot in front.
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In every standing test, the multi-comparison statistic methods were used between different
groups of participants (non-fallers, once-fallers and multiple-fallers). In two tests of standing
with feet together and standing with one foot in front multiple-fallers and once-fallers had
significantly larger sway index compared to non-fallers.
In the normal standing test, no significant difference between non-fallers, once-fallers and
multiple-fallers is identified. The work by Melzer et al. [125] confirms this result as it did not
identify any significant difference in postural stability among different groups of younger,
middle-aged and older participants. Some other studies, however, found contrary results
[126].
In the standing with feet together and standing with one foot in front tests, sway index of older
non-fallers was significantly smaller than for once-fallers and multiple-fallers. While standing
with one foot in front, participants tend to sway more in the mediolateral direction. A narrow
stance is also reported to be a good test for postural balance deficiency analysis [125] [139].
No significant difference was found between the older once-fallers and older multiple-fallers
sway index in these tests. This could be because of the repetitive nature of falls in older
people. Those who have fallen once are at the risk of further falls and 52% of such individuals
fall again in the following 12 months [4].
In our study, the standing with eyes closed was not found effective to distinguish between
older multiple-fallers and older non-fallers. Similarly, Brocklehurst et al. [99] did not find
such correlation between vision and postural sway.
In our experimental work, standing on one leg test proved impractical, as many participants
were not confident enough to attempt it for fear of losing their balance. As the body support
base significantly reduces when standing on one leg, maintaining one’s centre of gravity with
a single supporting leg is difficult. In a study by Potvin et al. [140] the standing on one foot
test was found to be the most sensitive standing test with regard to age. However, I was not
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able to analyse body sway in this test as 47 out of the 86 participants either could not
undertake the test or declined for fear of falling. Fear of falling is the main psychological
factor among older people which leads to increased risks of falling [6]. Also in a study by Era
and Heikkinen [101], only 41% of the aged group could perform the one-legged stance test.
To the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first to propose a single index for
balance assessment. Our studies show that standing with feet together and standing with one
foot in front are effective methods to assess balance in older people.
There are several studies using a single inertial sensor for postural balance assessment among
faller and non-faller older participants. O’Sulliavn et al. [110] showed that the acceleration
data recorded from a waist mounted tri-axial accelerometer was significantly different in the
standing with eyes open on a mat test between fallers and non-fallers. Although the
correlation of the results with the two standard clinical fall risk assessment tools (BBS, TUG)
was measured, the sensitivity and specificity of the results were not reported.
Greene et al. [111] used Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier models on data acquired
from a body-worn inertial sensor and a pressure sensitive platform sensor, yielding a
sensitivity of 65.38% and a specificity of 68.36%.
Giansanti et al. [112] reported a neural network based method for balance and falls risk
assessment using a body-worn accelerometer and gyroscope. The authors reported high
specificity (≥0.88) and sensitivity (≥0.87) of the model in distinguishing patients classified as
levels 1 to 3 on the Tinetti balance scale. Similarly, in another study a body-worn inertial
sensor was used along with Mahalanobis distance based statistical clustering to distinguish
patients with different Tinetti Balance scales. A specificity of 93.0% and a sensitivity of
93.9% were reported [113]. In those studies, the participants are classified based on their risk
of fall in contrast to our study that they are classified based on their fall histories. This could
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be the reason for higher specificity and slightly higher sensitivity values reported in those
works compared to this study.

4.9.

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, an approach for static balance tests analysis and its relationship with the risk
of fall among older people in a quantitative and objective way was proposed. I was able to
analyse the body sway for different participants in different standing tests and score their
performance. The results were measured based on a single value of sway index developed
based on Gaussian mixture models. The body sway of falling and non-falling older
participants was compared to identify their correlation with the risk of falling. Significant
differences between non-fallers and multiple-fallers were observed in their body sway. The
analysis of the orientation angles and angular velocities obtained from the sensor mounted on
the pelvis showed an indication of the postural balance control, the body sway of a participant
and, accordingly, the risk of fall.
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Chapter 5
Dynamic Balance Tests Analysis with
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
5.1.

Introduction

In this chapter, the dynamic tests are analysed using the DTW and the correlation of the results
with the risk of fall are discussed.
Time series classification, and pattern and motif recognition have many applications in
different fields such as medical, biological, engineering and finance [141]. These methods
can be used for motif discovery, anomaly detection and visualization.
There is also a variety of methods used for representing and comparing sequential data
proposed by different studies. The methods are usually categorized into two groups of
distance-based methods and feature-based methods.
The distance-based methods compute the similarity between a time-series and some reference
time-series by a special distance function. The Euclidean distance (ED) [142], DTW [143]
are in this category.
In the feature-based methods, a time series is firstly transformed to a symbolic feature
representation and then with the use of another auxiliary machine learning method the
symbolic representation is classified [144].
Among the large number of distance measures, pattern recognition, and specialized machine
learning methods reported in the literature, DTW is recognised as one of the most effective
methods for the classification of sequential data [145] [146] [147] [148]. DTW was first
applied to speech-recognition [149], but has since found its way in numerous applications
such as data mining, information retrieval, bioinformatics, chemical engineering, signal
processing, robotics, and computer graphics.
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DTW can automatically deal with time deformation and different speeds associated with
time-dependent data [148]. In this study, the main aim is to identify an effective method to
match empirical sequences to informative archetypal shapes. Hence, DTW is deployed to
perform the matching process.
As explained in chapter 4, the experimental tests are categorized into two groups of the static
tests and the dynamic tests. The dynamic tests consist of 5 times sit to stand, transferring from
one chair to another chair, pick up an object from the floor, turning to look behind over left
and right shoulders while Standing, turning 360 degrees, step up on a stool four times each
foot and the get up and go test.
In this chapter, the posture transition tests are analysed using DTW. These tests are 5 times
sit to stand, transfer, picking up an object, turning to look over shoulders, and the 360° turn.
The motion data obtained from different groups of older participants (non-fallers, oncefallers, and multiple-fallers) were compared against the data of younger participants to find
similarity between them, as well as detecting anomaly in the data and its correlation with
balance disturbance and the risk of falling.

5.2.

DTW

DTW is a local time scaling method used to efficiently measure the similarity between two
data sequences. Based on a given distance measure, the algorithm finds the warping path or
local time scaling which minimises the distance between the two signals. DTW algorithm
measures the similarity between two time-series with different time length by minimizing the
effects of distortion and shifting in the data. The optimal path is found through the space that
maximizes the match between the two time-series. Under some restrictions, DTW creates a
distance matrix called local cost matrix to represent the alignment between two sequences of
data. After building the local cost matrix, DTW creates the alignment path running through
the low-cost areas on the cost matrix [150].
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Given two data sequences of 𝑥 = [𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , … , 𝑥𝑁𝑥 ] and 𝑦 = [𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , 𝑦3 , … , 𝑦𝑁𝑦 ] of length
𝑁𝑥 and𝑁𝑦 , the similarity matrix 𝐾 is estimated based on a choice of kernel function. Typical
functions are Euclidean distance or a radial basis function [151]. A cumulative cost matrix,u
is generated by
𝑢𝑖−1,𝑗 + 𝐾𝑖𝑗
𝑢𝑖𝑗 = {𝑢𝑖−1,𝑗 + 2𝐾𝑖𝑗 𝑢11 = 2𝐾11
𝑢𝑖,𝑗−1 + 𝐾𝑖𝑗

(5. 1)

and the minimum cost of aligning the two sequences is given by
𝑢𝑚𝑛

Ƭ(𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝑁

𝑥 +𝑁𝑦

(5. 2)

where the indices m and n are

(𝑚, 𝑛) = {

(𝑁𝑥 ,
(

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑢𝑁𝑥 𝑚 ), 𝑖𝑓

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑢𝑚𝑁𝑦 , 𝑁𝑦 ) , 𝑖𝑓

𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑢: , 𝑁𝑦 ) < 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑢𝑁𝑥, : )
𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑢𝑁𝑥 , : ) ≥ 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑢: , 𝑁𝑦 )

(5. 3)

In Figure 5.1, two sequences of 𝑋 and 𝑌 are aligned by the Euclidean distance and DTW.
The optimal warping path corresponding to the maximum similarity is also shown.

Figure 0.1 A) The 𝑋 and 𝑌 sequences alignment using the Euclidian Distance B) The 𝑋 and 𝑌 sequences
alignment using the DTW Distance C) The accumulated distance matrix corresponding to the optimal warping
path and the maximum similarity
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5.3.

Application of DTW to Dynamic Tests

5.3.1. The Five Times Sit to Stand Test (FTSS)
In this test, participants were asked to fully stand up and sit, arm-folded, from a chair with
the standard height of 40 centimetres for five times consecutively at their own pace (Figure
5.2). They could repeat the test if they could not complete it for some reason. The pelvis data
was used in the data analysis. The vertical, mediolateral, and lateral acceleration and the
angular rotation of the pelvis were recorded.

Figure 0.2 The five time sit to stand test

The angular rotation of the pelvis of a younger participant, an older non-faller, an older
once-faller and an older multiple-faller during the FTSS are shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 0.3 A) A younger participant’s pelvis angular rotation around pitch axis B) An older non-faller subject’s
pelvis angular rotation around pitch axis C) An older once-faller subject’s pelvis angular rotation around pitch
axis D) An older multiple-faller participant’s pelvis angular rotation around pitch axis

Fatigue is a common symptom among older people. It is reported that 27-50% communitydwelling older people experience moderate to severe levels of fatigue [152]. Fatigue can
contribute to falling among older people. The five time sit to stand test is a suitable balance
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test for the analysis of the effect of fatigue on the older balance. The sit to stand trajectory
of the older participants with disturbed balance, start to change after the first couple of sit to
stand transitions.
For the five time sit to stand test analysis, the first sit to stand to sit transition is compared
against the fifth sit to stand to sit transition for every participant. DTW was used to compare
the two trajectories for different participants.
The DTW cost was used as a measure of similarity between two signals. Smaller values of
DTW cost indicate larger similarity between the signals. In Figure 5.4, the optimal paths
between the first sit to stand to sit transition and the fifth sit to stand to sit transition of a
younger participant and the optimal path between the first sit to stand and the fifth sit to stand
of an older multiple-faller participant is shown.
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Time (s)
Time (s)

Figure 0.4 A) The optimal path between the first sit to stand trajectory and the fifth sit to stand trajectory of a
younger participant B) The optimal path between the first sit to stand trajectory and the fifth sit to stand
trajectory of an older multiple-faller participant
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5.3.2. The Transfer Test
In this test, participants were asked to get up from a seated position on a chair without armrest,
transfer one way toward a seat with armrests and immediately transfer back towards the seat
without armrests. A typical pelvis acceleration of a younger participant is shown in figure 5.5.

Figure 0.5 A typical example of a younger participant pelvis 3 dimensional acceleration while doing the
transfer test.

The resultant acceleration (𝐴𝑐𝑐) was calculated using the vertical (𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑧 ), mediolateral (𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑥 ),
and lateral (𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑦 ) accelerations using equation 5.4. The scaled pelvis acceleration signals of
two younger participants, one older non-faller, and one older once-faller and on older
multiple-faller while doing the transfer test are shown in Figure 5.6.
𝐴𝑐𝑐 = √𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑥 2 + 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑦 2 +𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑧 2
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(5. 4)

Acceleration (m/s2)
Acceleration (m/s2) Acceleration (m/s2)
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Figure 0.6 Typical example of scaled pelvis acceleration of two younger, an older non-faller, an older oncefaller and two older multiple-faller participants while doing the transfer test.

The acceleration signal of a random younger participant was chosen as the reference
acceleration signal and all other participants were compared against the reference signal using
DTW (All the younger participants had very similar data trajectories. This was shown when
the t-test was applied and no statistically significant difference was found between younger
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participants’ trajectories. The young participants’ trajectories were used as the reference and
similar results were obtained.).

5.3.3. The Reaching Forward Test
In this test, the participants were asked to stand next to the wall, lift their arms to 90 degrees,
stretch out fingers and reach forward as far as possible without moving their lower body
(Figure 5.7).

Figure 0.7 The reach forward test

According to [41], the functional reach test is used to measure a participant’s ability to lean
forward as much as possible without moving the lower body or losing balance. This test
examines the flexibility of the participant’s upper body.
In this experiment, the chest acceleration was used in the analysis. Leaning forward is part
of daily activities and the chest has the highest level of movement in this activity. The
acceleration signal is sensitive enough to monitor very small chest movements, often the
cause of fall in older people.
The resultant acceleration (𝐴cc) was calculated using equation 5.4. Typical examples of the
chest acceleration of two younger, an older non-faller, an older once-faller, and an older
multiple-faller participant while doing the reach forward test are shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 0.8 The typical example of the chest acceleration of two younger, an older non-faller, an older oncefaller, and an older multiple-faller participants while doing the reach forward test.
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In the same method as the transfer test analysis, the chest acceleration signal of a random
younger participant was chosen as the reference signal and the acceleration of all other
participants were compared against the reference signal using the DTW and the DTW cost.
The DTW costs were compared against the fall histories, fear of falling, the BBS and the age
of older participants.

5.3.4. The Picking up an Object Test
In the picking up an object test, participants were asked to pick up a reasonably light object
(a slipper or a shoe) on the floor from a standing position at their own pace. Although not an
instruction of the conventional BBS, participants were asked to refrain from moving their
lower body and bending their knees as much as possible. This way participants would conduct
a more similar motion activity and consequently Biometric Trajectory of the upper body. The
object was placed about 20 centimeters from their feet (Figure 5.9).

Figure 0.9 The Chest and trunk angular rotation in the anteroposterior plane between horizontal axis and the
vertical axis while bending over

In this case, data from two inertial sensors were utilised, one attached to the chest at sternum
bone level and one to the pelvis level in the lumbar region of the back of the participants.
The main movement is performed by the upper body. For the five time sit to stand, transfer,
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reach forward and the twist tests, acceleration data was used. For the pick up an object and
turn 360º angular, the rotation data was used. In these two tests, data from several sensors
were combined and a univariate data (Biometric Trajectory (BT)) was produced. In general,
the angular rotation signal was smoother than the acceleration. Hence, the angular rotation
was used to generate the BT.
The accelerometer is very sensitive, making the acceleration data quite noisy. When
combining two sets of acceleration data (chest and pelvis) the results will be even noisier.
Hence, angular rotation of the chest and the pelvis in the anteroposterior plane between the
horizontal axis and the vertical axis (parallel to the participant’s spine) was used for data
analysis. An example of the trunk and chest angular rotation of a younger participant, an older
non-faller, an older once-faller, and an older multiple-faller are shown in Figure 5.10. As can
be seen from this diagram, some participants were faster in performing the test than others,
while some other participants exhibited both acceleration and deceleration during the
experimental work. Some participants tended to bend over more quickly than standing upright
and some were the opposite. Others bent over and stood up at approximately the same
velocity.
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Figure 0.10 The chest and trunk angular rotation in the anteroposterior plane between horizontal axis and the
vertical axis of a younger, an older non-faller, an older once-faller, and an older multiple-faller participants
while bending over.

The angular rotation data was scaled between 0-1. The scaled angular rotations of the chest
and the pelvis of each participant were arranged in a matrix of three columns of the angular
displacement of chest (𝐴𝑅𝐶 ), the angular displacement of pelvis (𝐴𝑅𝑃 ), and time (𝑇)
([𝐴𝑅𝐶 , 𝐴𝑅𝑃 , 𝑇]).
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In order to reduce the dimension of the data and to transform the 3-dimensional data to a time
series, the distance between the center of the space (0.5, 0.5) and each data sample was
calculated and compiled as a new set of data.
́ 𝑐 = 𝐴𝑅𝑐
𝐴𝑅
𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐴𝑅

𝑐)

(5.5)

The new one-dimensional data can represent the trajectory of the pelvis and the chest during
an experimental test called the biometric trajectory (𝐵𝑇) of the chest and the pelvis (Figure
5.11).
́ 𝑐 )2 + (0.5 − 𝐴𝑅́ 𝑝 )2
𝐵𝑇 = √(0.5 − 𝐴𝑅

(5.6)

Figure 0.11 The BT of the chest and pelvis of a younger, an older non-faller, an older once-faller, and an older
multiple faller participants while bending over

The BT of a random younger participant was chosen as the reference trajectory and the
trajectory of all other participants were compared against it using the DTW. The DTW cost,
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indicative of the amount of similarity between the signals, was measured. Larger DTW cost
means less similarity between the two signals.

5.3.5. Turning to Look over Shoulders Test
In this test, participants were asked to turn to look directly behind over their left shoulder,
turn back and then immediately turn to look over their right shoulder without moving their
feet while standing (Figure 5.12). The twisting test examines the participant’s upper body
flexibility and mobility in turning around the vertical axis in the transverse plane. Hence; the
chest acceleration was used for the data analysis.

Figure 0.12 The Turning to Look over Shoulders (Twisting) Test

The resultant acceleration (Acc) was calculated using equation 5.4 and then scaled using
equation 5.5 (Figure 5.13).
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Figure 0.13 The typical example of the chest acceleration of a younger, an older non-faller, an older once-faller,
and an older multiple-faller participants while doing the turn to look behind over shoulders test.

The DTW costs between a random younger participant’s scaled chest acceleration while
twisting and the chest acceleration of all other participant were calculated.

5.3.6. The Turning 360º Test
The participants were asked to turn a full circle (360°) at their own speed, first clockwise and
then anti-clockwise without stopping between. In this case both sides were tested as turning
in one direction can be more difficult than the other direction for some older participants.
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The angular rotation of the chest, the pelvis and the legs around the yaw axis, in the
anteroposterior plane between horizontal axis and the vertical axis (parallel to the
participant’s spine) were recorded. An example of the trunk, chest, and upper legs angular
rotation of a younger participant, an older non-faller, and an older multiple-faller are shown
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in Figures 5.14, 5.15, and 5.16.
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Figure 0.14 A typical example of the angular rotation of the chest, the pelvis and the legs of a younger
participant while performing the turn 360° test.
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Figure 0.15 A typical example of the angular rotation of the chest, the pelvis and the legs of an older nonfaller participant while performing the turn 360° test.
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Figure 0.16 A typical example of the angular rotation of the chest, the pelvis and the legs of an older multiplefaller participant while performing the turn 360° test
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The angular rotation data of the chest, pelvis, right leg, and left leg of each participant was
arranged in a matrix of four columns of the angular rotation of chest (𝐴𝑅𝑐 ), the angular
rotation of pelvis (𝐴𝑅𝑝 ), the angular rotation of right leg (𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐿 ), and the Angular rotation of
left leg (𝐴𝑅𝐿𝐿 ) ([𝐴𝑅𝑐 , 𝐴𝑅𝑝 , 𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐿 , 𝐴𝑅𝐿𝐿 ] ).
In order to reduce the dimension of the data and transform the 4-dimensional data to a time
series, the data was initially scaled both in time and angular rotation between 0-1. Then the
distance between the center of the space (0.5, 0.5) and each data sample was calculated and
compiled as a new set of data (equations 5.6, 5.7). This one-dimensional data represents the
trajectory of the pelvis and chest during the test (Figure 5.17).

Figure 0.17 The biometric signatures of a younger participant, an older non-faller, an older once-faller and an
older multiple-faller while turning 360° once clockwise and then anticlockwise.
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The BT of the younger reference participant was checked against the BT of each participant
both younger and older using DTW. All the younger participants had very similar BTs. This
was shown when the t-test was applied and no statistically significant difference was found
between younger participants’ trajectories. The young participants’ BTs were used as the
reference and similar results were obtained.
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Figure 0.18 A) The optimal warping path aligning the biometric signature of a younger reference participant
and the biometric signature of an older non-faller B) The optimal warping path aligning the BT of a younger
reference participant and the BT of an older multiple-faller.

5.4.

Results

5.4.1. Results vs. Fall Histories
The results of the tests were examined against the fall histories. First a one-way ANOVA test
was used in each case to determine whether there was any significant difference between the
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means of several independent groups. Since there are four groups of participants, an
additional test (the Tukey Post Hoc test) was also applied. The one-way ANOVA test revealed
significant difference between three groups test results. The Tukey Post Hoc test consists of
a set of t-tests. The method defines which pairs of groups have significantly different mean
values.
5.4.1.1.

Five Time Sit to Stand vs. Fall Histories

The mean and the standard deviation of the DTW cost for different groups of participants in
the five time sit to stand is shown in Table 5.1.
Table 0.1 The means of the five time sit to stand test results of the four groups of younger participants, older
non-fallers, once-fallers, and multiple-fallers.
Participants
Mean± Std. Deviation
Number
Younger Participants

0.6532±0.5431

25

Older Non-fallers

1.4044± 1.15904

34

Older Once-fallers

4.3482±2.73976

11

Older Multiple-fallers

8.7897±4.74936

30

There is statistically significant differences between participant groups as determined by
ANOVA in the five time sit to stand test (F (3, 96) = 43.04, p < 0.001).
The results of the Tukey Post Hoc test shows that the mean of the DTW cost of the first sit to
stand to sit transition compared to the fifth sit to stand to sit transition of the older multiple
fallers is significantly different from younger and older non-faller participants. No significant
difference was found between younger participants and older non-fallers. Older Once-fallers
had a significant difference in their five time sit to stand test results compared to younger
participants and also older multiple-fallers. But no statistically significant difference was
found between their DTW cost compared to the older non-fallers. The results of the Tukey
post-hoc test is shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 0.2 Multiple Comparisons of the means of the five time sit to stand test between different groups of
participants.
Multiple Comparisons
Participants Groups

Mean

Std. Error

Sig.

-.85508

.85246

0.748

-3.79889

1.07929

0.004**

Older Multiple-fallers

-8.24039

.80780

<0.001**

Older Once-fallers

-2.94381

1.08613

0.040**

Older Multiple-fallers

-7.38532

.81692

<0.001**

Younger Participants

.85508

.85246

0.748

Older Non-fallers

2.94381

1.08613

0.040**

Older Multiple-fallers

-4.44151

1.05144

<0.001**

Younger Participants

3.79889

1.07929

0.004**

Older Non-fallers

7.38532

.81692

<0.001**

Older Once-fallers

4.44151

1.05144

<0.001**

Younger Participants

8.24039

.80780

<0.001**

Difference (I-J)
Older Non-fallers
Younger Participants Older Once-fallers

Older Non-fallers

Older Once-faller

Older Multiple-faller
subject

**The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

5.4.1.2.

Transfer vs. Fall Histories

The DTW cost between the reference signal and all the acceleration signals were calculated.
The means and the standard deviations of the DTW costs for different groups of participants
are shown in Table 5.3.
Table 0.3 The means of the transfer test results of the four groups of younger participants, older non-fallers,
once-fallers, and multiple-fallers.
Participant Groups
Mean± Std. Deviation
Number
Younger Participants

1.8050±.70034

25

Older Non-fallers

3.4010±2.07497

34

Older Once-fallers

6.4791±4.19725

11

Older Multiple-fallers

9.7342±4.02083

30

There is statistically significant differences between participant groups as determined by
ANOVA in the transfer test (F (3, 96) = 37.75, p < 0.001). The results of the Tukey Post hoc
tests indicate that older non-fallers have significantly smaller transfer test results compared
to once-fallers (p=0.027) and multiple-fallers (p<0.001). No statistically significant
difference was found between the transfer test results of younger participants and older nonfallers. Older once-fallers also did not have any statistically significant transfer test results
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older multiple-fallers. The multiple comparisons of the means of the transfer test results are
shown in Table 5.4.
Table 0.4 Multiple Comparisons of the means of the transfer test results between different groups of
participants.
Multiple Comparisons
Participants Groups

Mean

Std. Error

Sig.

Difference (I-J)
Older Non-fallers

Older Once-fallers

Older Multiplefallers

Older Once-fallers

-3.07811

1.07942

0.027**

Older Multiple-fallers

-6.33317

.81187

<0.001**

Younger Participants

1.59603

.84719

0.243

Older Non-fallers

3.07811

1.07942

0.027**

Older Multiple-fallers

-3.25506

1.04494

0.013**

Younger Participants

4.67414

1.07261

<0.001**

Older Non-fallers

6.33317

.81187

<0.001**

Older Once-fallers

3.25506

1.04494

0.013**

Younger Participants

7.92920

.80280

<0.001**

Older Non-fallers

-1.59603

.84719

0.243

-4.67414

1.07261

<0.001**

-7.92920

.80280

<0.001**

Younger Participants Older Once-fallers
Older Multiple-fallers
**The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

5.4.1.3.

Reaching Forward vs. Fall Histories

The mean and the standard deviation of the acceleration in the transfer test results for different
groups of participants are shown in Table 5.5.
Table 0.5 The means of the reach forward test results of the four groups of younger participants, older nonfallers, once-fallers, and multiple-fallers.
Participant Groups
Mean± Std. Deviation Number
Younger Participants

.0533±.07905

25

Older Non-fallers

.1971±.25580

34

Older Once-fallers

.4568±.37315

11

Older Multiple-fallers

.7269±.52535

30

Based on the ANOVA test, there is a statistically significant difference the between
participant groups in their reaching forward test results (F (3, 96) = 18.49, p <0 .001). The
Tukey Post hoc test results are shown in Table 5.6.
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Table 0.6 Multiple Comparisons of the means of the reaching forward test results between different groups of
subjects.
Multiple Comparisons
Participants Groups
Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error
Older Non-fallers

-.14379

.10244

0.501

-.40354

.12970

0.013

Older Multiple-fallers

-.67364

.09707

<0.001**

Older Once-fallers

-.25975

.13052

0.200

Older Multiple-fallers

-.52986

.09817

<0.001**

Younger Participants

.14379

.10244

0.501

Older Non-fallers

.25975

.13052

0.200

Older Multiple-fallers

-.27011

.12635

0.150

Younger Participants

.40354

.12970

0.013**

Older Non-fallers

.52986

.09817

<0.001**

Older Once-fallers

.27011

.12635

0.150

Younger Participants

.67364

.09707

<0.001**

Younger Participants Older Once-fallers

Older Non-fallers

Older Once-fallers

Older Multiplefallers

Sig.

**The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

The non-faller participants do not have significantly different transfer results compared to
younger participant. The older multiple-fallers had significantly larger Transfer test results
compared to both groups of younger participants (p<0.001) and older non-fallers (p<0.001).
Although the once-fallers had significantly larger transfer results compared to the younger
participants, they had no significantly different results compared to both non-fallers and
multiple-fallers.
5.4.1.4.

Pickup an Object Test Results vs. Fall Histories

The mean values and the standard deviations of the pickup an object test results of different
participant groups are shown in Table 5.7.
Table 0.7 The means values of the pickup an object test results of the four groups of younger participants,
older non-fallers, once-fallers, and multiple-fallers.
Participants Groups
Mean± Std. Deviation
Number
Younger Participants

1.2674±1.09387

25

Older Non-fallers

2.6398±2.09052

34

Older Once-fallers

5.0206±3.30399

11

10.6609±4.99864

30

Older Multiple-fallers

A statistically significant difference is found between different groups in their pickup an
object tests results using ANOVA test (F (3, 96) = 42.83, p <0 .001).
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The multiple-fallers have significantly larger pickup test results compared to all three groups
of younger (p <0 .001), older non-faller (p <0 .001) and older once-faller participants (p <0
.001). The older once-faller participants have statistically significantly different pickup test
results compared to younger participants (p=0.014) and older multiple-fallers (p <0 .001)
(Table 5.8).
Table 0.8 Multiple Comparisons of the means of the pickup an object test results between different groups of
participants.
Multiple Comparisons
Subjects Groups
Mean Difference (I-J)

Std. Error

Sig.

-1.37240

.95628

0.481

Older Once-fallers

-3.75323

1.21074

0.014

Older Multiple-fallers

-9.39351

.90618

<0.001

Older Once-fallers

-2.38083

1.21842

0.214

Older Multiple-fallers

-8.02111

.91642

<0.001**

Younger Participants

1.37240

.95628

0.481

Older Non-fallers

2.38083

1.21842

0.214

Older Multiple-fallers

-5.64027

1.17950

<0.001**

Younger Participants

3.75323

1.21074

0.014**

Older Non-fallers

8.02111

.91642

<0.001**

Older Once-fallers

5.64027

1.17950

<0.001**

Younger Participants

9.39351

.90618

<0.001**

Younger Participants Older Non-fallers

Older Non-fallers

Older Once-fallers

Older Multiplefallers

**The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

The older non-faller participants do not have any significantly different results compared to
younger and older once-faller participants (Figure 5.19).
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Figure 0.19 The boxplot of the pickup test results of different participant groups of younger, older non-faller,
older once-faller and older multiple-faller

5.4.1.5.

Turn to Look over Shoulders Test vs. Fall Histories

The mean values of the turn to look over shoulders test results of different participant groups
are shown in Table 5.9.
Table 0.9 The mean values of the pickup an object test results of the four groups of younger participants, older
non-fallers, once-fallers, and multiple-fallers.
Participant Groups

Mean± Std. Deviation

Number

Younger Participants

1.2693±.78382

25

Older Non-fallers

2.1127±.95481

34

Older Once-fallers

4.3482±2.73976

11

Older Multiple-fallers

9.1231±4.95639

30

The results of the ANOVA test reveal that the turn to look over shoulders test results are
significantly different between different participant groups (F (3, 96) = 36.19, p <0 .001).
The Tukey Post hoc test reveals that the multiple-fallers have significantly larger Turn to look
over shoulder test results compared to all other groups. The results of this test can identify
older multiple-fallers from all other participants. The older non-fallers do not have
significantly different results compared to younger and older once-fallers. While the younger
participants’ test results have statistically significant difference compared to older once125

fallers and multiple-fallers, they are not significantly different compared to older non-fallers
(Table 5.10).
Table 0.10 Multiple Comparisons of the means of the turn to look over shoulders test results between different
groups of participants.
Multiple Comparisons
Participants Groups
Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error
Younger Participant
Older Non-fallers

Older Once-fallers

Older Multiplefallers

Sig.

Older Non-fallers

-.84341

.88414

0.776

Older Once-fallers

-3.07889

1.11940

0.036**

Older Multiple-fallers

-7.85373

.83782

0<.001**

Older Once-fallers

-2.23548

1.12650

0.202

Older Multiple-fallers

-7.01032

.84729

<0.001**

Younger Participant

.84341

.88414

0.776

Older Non-fallers

2.23548

1.12650

0.202

Older Multiple-fallers

-4.77484

1.09052

<0.001**

Younger Subject

3.07889

1.11940

0.036**

Older Non-fallers

7.01032

.84729

<0.001**

Older Once-fallers

4.77484

1.09052

<0.001**

Younger Participant

7.85373

.83782

<0.001**

**The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

5.4.1.6.

Turning 360° Test vs. Fall Histories

The mean values of the turn 360° test results of different subject groups are shown in Table
5.11.
Table 0.11 The mean values of the turning 360° test results of the four groups of younger participants, older
non-fallers, once-fallers, and multiple-fallers.
Participant Groups

Mean± Std. Deviation

Number

Younger Participants

0.5691±0.32453

25

Older Non-fallers

0.7932±0.54685

34

Older Once-fallers

4.9944±3.12723

11

Older multiple-fallers

8.6517±3.47368

30

The one-way ANOVA test results suggest a statistical significant difference between the
mean of turning 360° test results of the different participant groups (𝐹 (3, 96) =
75.21, 𝑝 < 0 .001).
After conducting the Tukey Post hoc test on the results, the multiple-fallers test results are
found significantly larger compared to all three groups of younger (p<0.001), older non-faller
(p<0.001) and older once-faller participants (p<0.001) . The older once-faller participants
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have statistically significantly different turning test results compared to younger participants
(p<0.001) and once-fallers (p<0.001) (Table 5.12).
Table 0.12 Multiple Comparisons of the means of the turning 360° test results between different groups of
participants.
Multiple Comparisons
Participants Groups
Mean Difference (I-J)
Older Non-fallers

Std. Error

Sig.

Older Once-fallers

-4.20120

.83946

<0.001**

Older Multiple-fallers

-7.85850

.63139

<0.001**

Younger Subject

.22407

.65886

0.986

Older Non-fallers

4.20120

.83946

<0.001**

Older Multiple-fallers

-3.65731

.81265

<0.001**

Younger Participants

4.42526

.83417

<0.001**

Older Multiple-faller Older Non-fallers

7.85850

.63139

<0.001**

subject

Older Once-fallers

3.65731

.81265

<0.001**

Younger Participants

8.08257

.62434

<0.001**

Older Non-fallers

-.22407

.65886

0.986

Older Once-fallers

-4.42526

.83417

<0.001**

Older Multiple-fallers

-8.08257

.62434

<0.001**

Older Once-fallers

Younger
Participants

**The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

The older non-faller participants do not have significantly different test results compared to
the younger participants. The boxplot of the turning 360° clock and anticlockwise test results
for the different participant groups are shown in Figure 5.20.

Figure 0.20 The boxplot of the turning 360° test results of different participant groups of younger, older nonfaller, older once-faller and older multiple-faller
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5.4.2. ROC Curve, Sensitivity and Specificity
In order to quantify the test analyses performance ROC curves are generated and the AUC,
sensitivity, and specificity of the postural transition tests analysis for the prediction of fallers
(once-fallers and multiple-fallers) from non-fallers were measured (Figure 5.21). In a ROC
curve the true positive rate (Sensitivity) is plotted in function of the false positive rate (100Specificity). The results are shown in Table 5.13.
Table 0.13 Comparison of the performance of the postural transition tests analyses and BBS
Turn Over
Turn 360°
Five Time
Transfer
Reaching
Pick
BBS
Shoulder
Sit to
Forward
up an
Stand
Object
Sensitivity%

85.4%

80.5%

80.5%

87.8%

82.9%

92.7%

75.3%

Specificity%

87.5%

83.3%

79.2%

83.3%

83.3%

100%

70.5%

AUC

0.947

0.897

0.83

0.889

0.912

0.967

0.788
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Figure 0.21 Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves of postural transition tests analysis for the prediction of fallers (once-fallers and multiple-fallers) from nonfallers.
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5.4.3. Results vs. the BBS
All the six tests’ results (five time sit to stand test, reaching forward test, picking up an object
test, twisting test, turning 360° test) are moderately to highly correlated with the BBS of the
older participants.
Using the Pearson product-moment correlation test, moderate to high statistically significant
negative correlations between the tests results and the BBS were found. The scatterplots of
the test results and the BBS are shown in Figure 5.22.
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Five Time Sit to Stand DTW Cost

Picking up an Object DTW Cost

Transfer DTW Cost

Turn Over Shoulder DTW Cost

Reaching forward DTW Cost

Turn 360̊ DTW Cost

Figure 0.22 A)The Scatter plot of the BBS and the five time sit to stand test results B) The scatter plot of the BBS and the transfer test results C) The scatterplot between the
BBS and the reaching forward test results D) The scatter plots of the pickup an object test results and the BBS E) The scatter plot of the turning to look over shoulders test
results and the BBS F) The scatter plot of the turning 360° test and the BBS
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5.4.4. Results vs. Fear of Falling
In five tests of five-time sit to stand, transfer, reaching forward, twisting, and turning 360°,
there was no statistically significant difference between the test results of the two groups of
the participants in any of the six tests.
The picking up an object test was the only test with staticically significant difference in the
results of older participants who were afraid of falling compared to participants with no fear
of falling (F (1, 94) = 9.601, p =0 .003). The results are shown in Table 5.14.
Table 0.14 The means of the pickup an object test results of the older participants afraid of falling and the
older participants not afraid.
Number
Mean± Std. Deviation
No fear
38
4.5257±3.96374
Fearful
37
8.4240±5.68886

5.4.5. Results vs. Use of Walking Aid
No statistically significant difference was found between the test results of older participants
who use walking aids on a daily basis compared to non-users in any of the six tests.

5.4.6. Results vs. Age
No statistically significant correlation was found between the age and any of the test results.
The scatter plots of the test results and the age of the older participants are shown in Figure
5.23.
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Five Time Sit to Stand DTW Cost

Picking up an Object DTW Cost

Transfer DTW Cost

Turn Over Shoulders DTW Cost

Reaching forward DTW Cost

Turn 360̊ DTW Cost

Figure 0.23 A) The Scatter plot of the five time sit to stand test results and the age B) The scatter plot of the transfer test results and the age C) The scatterplot between the
reaching forward test results and the age D) The scatter plots of the pickup an object test results and the age E) The scatter plot of the turning to look over shoulders test
results and the age F) The scatter plot of the turning 360° test results and the age
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5.5.

Discussion

In total, six different postural transition tests were analysed in this chapter. These tests were
5 times sit to stand, transfer, reaching forward, picking up an object, turning to look over
shoulders, and the 360° turn. Based on the sensitivity, specificity and the AUC measurements,
all the postural tests analyses performances compare favourably to BBS in recognising older
non-fallers from older multiple-fallers. However, the five time sit to stand, the picking up and
object, and the turning 360° tests yield the best performance in identifying older fallers from
non-fallers.
The five time sit to stand test was used to assess the participant’s ability to do a repeated
common daily postural transition. According to Nyberg et al. [80] many of falls happen in
older people, specially stroke patients, during postural transitions like standing up, sitting
down, or start walking. The clinical assessment of the sit to stand/stand to sit transitions is
based on either visual observation of joint angle motion to describe alterations in coordination
and movement pattern or timing. However, the validity of such assessment essentially
depends on clinicians’ experience and training. It is not possible to objectively assess the
balance improvement or the decline overtime in older participants [153].
In our method, the measuring system is very simple as it consists of only some light inertial
sensor attached to some parts of the body. They do not hinder participants from moving and
acting normally as they interfere with their movements minimally. In the five time sit to stand
test, the pelvis angular rotation was analysed. This test consists of a great deal of movements.
The five time sit to stand test is a suitable balance test for the analysis of the effect of fatigue
on the older balance. The sit to stand data trajectory of the older participants with disturbed
balance, change and get distorted after the first couple of sit to stand transitions. DTW was
used to compare the first sit to stand to sit transition with the fifth sit to stand to sit transition.
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The results showed that older multiple-fallers’ had significantly larger DTW cost compared
to the younger and the older non-faller participants. The older multiple-fallers’ first sit to
stand to sit transition is significantly different compared to their fifth while the younger
participants’ and older non-fallers’ first and fifth sit to stand to sit transition is very similar.
Older once-fallers DTW cost is significantly larger than younger participants’ and
significantly smaller than older multiple-fallers, though no statistically significant difference
was found between their DTW cost compared to the older non-fallers.
The method was capable of recognising older multiple-fallers and once-fallers from both
younger and older non-fallers. The test yields a sensitivity of 85.4%, specificity of 87.5% and
AUC of 0.95.
For the transfer test analysis, the participants’ pelvis acceleration was chosen. Although the
acceleration is noisier than the angular rotation or the angular velocity, it is more sensitive to
record extra movements in short tests. The test consists of two sit to stand to sit transitions
and a quarter turn from one chair to the other chair.
The scaled pelvis acceleration of a random younger participant was set as the reference and
the DTW was used to compare the younger participant’s acceleration signal and other
participants’ (both younger and older).
The test has good sensitivity and specificity of 80.5% and 83.3% respectively in recognising
fallers (once-fallers and multiple-fallers) from non-fallers.
In the lean forward test, most of the movement is done by the upper body, specially chest
and shoulders, and the participant’s upper body’s movability is examined. Frail older
participants do not have much flexibility which makes their movement minimal in this test.
For this reason, chest acceleration was used in the analysis.
The same as the transfer test, the DTW cost of all participants against a random younger
participant was measured. Through this test, the older multiple-fallers were distinguished
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from the younger participants and the older non-fallers. While the once-fallers had
significantly larger transfer results compared to the younger participants, they produced no
significantly different results compared to non-faller and multiple-faller older participants.
The older once-fallers can be in a middle position. They can either tend more to the older
multiple-fallers or the older non-fallers. Based on their results, it can be assessed whether an
older one-faller’s balance is more like a multiple-faller which means a disturbed balance or
an older non-faller which can be interpreted as a normal balance. The reaching forward test
analysis yields a sensitivity of 80.5%, specificity of 79.2% and AUC of 0.83.
The bending down and picking up an object is a postural transition with three phases of
standing, bending completely until touching the object and holding it, and standing upright
again. Many lumbar, abdominal, upper legs and shoulders muscles stretch and contract to
form the trunk movement in the anteroposterior plane. Blood hypotension is a common
phenomenon among aged people which can cause dizziness, light-headedness, and visual
disturbance, especially when bending over. Hence, a simple act of picking up an object can
turn into a disastrous fall in older people.
As the main movement is done by the upper body, the angular rotation data of the chest and
pelvis were chosen for the test analysis. After combining the angular rotation of the chest
and the pelvis of each participant into a biometric pattern, the pattern of a random younger
participant was chosen as the reference and all other participants’ patterns were compared
against it using the DTW. The results of the DTW costs showed that the multiple-fallers had
significantly different pickup patterns compared to all three groups of younger, older nonfaller, and older once-faller participants. The pickup patterns of younger participants and the
older non-fallers did not have any statistically significant difference. The test analysis has
good sensitivity and specificity of 87.8% and 83.3% respectively.
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The twisting test examines the participant’s upper body flexibility and mobility in the
transverse plane. The chest acceleration was chosen for the data analysis due to older
participants’ limited flexibility. The DTW costs between a random younger participant’s
scaled chest acceleration while twisting and all other participants’ chest acceleration were
calculated. The results of the test could identify older multiple-fallers from all other
participants since their chest acceleration during twisting was significantly different
compared to all other participant groups. The older non-fallers did not have any significantly
different results compared to younger and older once-fallers. While the younger participants
test results had statistically significant difference compared to older once-fallers and multiplefallers, they were not significantly different compared to older non-fallers. The test analysis
yields a sensitivity of 82.9%, a specificity of 83.3%, and AUC of 0.91.
The turning activity can be crucial in aged people as falling during turning while walking has
been identified as a predictive of subsequent hip fracture [154] [66]. Turning around is a
balance undermining activity for many of older. Turning is much more difficult than walking
linearly, as it needs greater centre of mass (COM) balance control that can in turn lead to
lateral postural instability and hence falling [155]. Ageing and muscle deterioration lead to
hip abductor strength deficiencies, that it turn can destabilise balance older people [156].
Rushing while turning can easily cause falling in older people. Slow turns can be controlled
easily while greater velocity can cause more instability [155]. Turning can cause sudden drops
in blood pressure in older with carotid sinus hypersensitivity and this can lead to fall [157].
Falling while turning is associated with the risk of hip fracture while the femur is exposed to
severe impacts [158]. Balance disturbance while turning can be caused by asymmetry of
stepping. The inside foot (in the turning circle) takes the lead and the outside foot lags behind
[155]. Many frail older, especially those with Parkinson’s disease (PD) unintentionally try to
compensate their instability while turning by wider turns, shorter stride length, and more
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stepping [159]. According to Stack et al. [160] PD patients who have difficulty with turning
experience fall. Turning tests can be effective in recognising older people at risk of falling.
The turning 360° test was set to assess the older participants’ movement dysfunction in this
fall-provoking activity. The participants were asked to turn a full circle (360°) at their own
speed - first clockwise and then anti-clockwise without stopping between them. In this case
both sides were tested as turning in one direction can be more difficult than the other direction
for some older participants.
In the turning movement, there should be coordination between the lower body and the upper
body. Hence, data from all four chest, pelvis, right and left leg sensors were used in
monitoring the test. The angular rotation data was less noisy than the acceleration data while
turning and also the combined signal produced by different sensors was much noisier than
the individual signals.
By combing the angular rotation data of the four sensors, BT for every participant in the
turning test was attained. The DTW costs between a random younger participant’s biometric
signature and the rest of the participants were measured.
The multiple-fallers’ signature were found significantly different compared to all three groups
of younger, older non-faller, and older once-faller participants. The older once-faller
participants had statistically significantly different turning test results compared to younger
participants and once-fallers. The older non-faller participants did not have any significantly
different test results compared to the younger participants. The test analysis has high
sensitivity and specificity of 92.7% and 100% respectively.

5.6.

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the work undertaken to convert the raw data produced in six dynamic test into
a more practical format and the algorithms applied to analyse the data were described.
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The DTW was used to measure the degree of difference between the data obtained from a
random younger participant and all other participants. Based on the DTW cost, older multiplefallers were identified from younger and older non-faller participants in all the tests. Also,
after comparing the results with the BBS significantly moderate to large correlations were
found between the BBS and the tests results. The sensitivity and specificity of the tests
analyses performance compare favourably to BBS.
The DTW cost can be used for scoring participants’ performance in the postural transition
tests objectively. Although the method has been used retrospectively, good to excellent
sensitivity and specificity of the results in recognising older non-fallers from older multiplefallers prove that the method has the potential in recognising participants at risk of future
falls. In the future work, the method should be applied on larger groups of participants
(younger, middle-aged, and older participants) during a period of multiple years to analyse
its validity in predicting future possible falls.
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Chapter 6
Dynamic Balance Tests Analysis with
Symbolic Aggregate ApproXimation
(SAX)
6.1.

Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 5, the data produced in dynamic tests are analysed in this thesis by
two pattern and motif recognition methods of the DTW and the SAX algorithms.
In this chapter, the SAX model is used to analyse the data recorded in two dynamic tests of
stepping on a stool and the get up and go tests.
SAX is used to reduce the data dimensionality of the raw signal. The method can reduce the
complexity of large multivariate streams of data significantly [161] [162].
SAX converts the original time series signal into an equitable symbolic sequence. By
processing symbolic sequence of the original signal, repeating patterns and particular instants,
such as those that relate to sudden changes can be identified [163].
In the experimental work, the data was produced by four sensors mounted on the chest, the
lower back, the upper right leg, and at the upper left leg level of a participant. In the step up
and the get up and go tests, the motion data of all the sensors (pelvis, chest, and legs) were
used in the analysis.
The motion data obtained from different groups of older participants (non-fallers, oncefallers, and multiple-fallers), after been analysed with SAX, was compared against the data
of younger participants to measure similarity between them and detect any anomaly
contributing to the risk of falling.
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6.2.

SAX

SAX represents time series data in a symbolic form of “words” [164].

Having a

representation of human motion in the form of a symbol stream helps in motion matching and
comparison. SAX has the capability of reducing the dimensionality of a numerical series and
converts it into a chain of alphabets. Generally, SAX is applied in two steps. In the first step
called Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA), the data of length 𝑛 is divided into 𝑤
equal-sized segments. Hence, a time series 𝐴 of length 𝑛 can be represented by a vector Ᾱ =
[Ᾱ1 , Ᾱ2 , … Ᾱ𝑖 ] with the size of 𝑤, where Ᾱ𝑖 is calculated by
Ᾱ𝑖 = ∑

𝑛
𝑖
𝑤

Ᾱ
𝑛
𝑗= (𝑖−1)+1 𝑗

(6. 1)

𝑤

In the next step, the segmented data (PAA representation) is discretized into a chain of
𝛼 alphabets.
The PAA representation obtains a discrete representation by converting the lower
dimensional time series A into 𝛼 number of equiprobable symbols. A normalised time series
usually has a Gaussian distribution [165]. Hence, the Gaussian distribution is segmented into
a set of equal-sized areas with some predefined breakpoints. In order to segment the region
under the Gaussian curve to “𝛼” equally sized areas, (𝛼 − 1) breakpoints are needed.
The PAA segments will be first clustered into (𝛼 − 1) clusters and then all PAA segments in
each cluster, which are bounded between two consecutive breakpoints, are mapped to an
alphabet symbol (Figure 6.1.) [166].
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Figure 0.1 An illustration of the SAX technique.

An entire time series is converted into its SAX representation, using a window of length 𝑤.
The window moves over the time series (with overlaps), a SAX representation is computed
for each piece of time series covered by the window [167].
SAX is suitable for computing similarity over long and noisy time series, time series
classification using one-nearest neighbor classifier, and time series clustering and anomaly
detection [167] [168].
SAX algorithm has been used in different data mining tasks such as data indexing, signal
classification and clustering, and anomaly detection [164].
SAX has been used by Keogh et. al [168] to find anomalies in ECG signal. After converting
the signal to its SAX representation, the time series anomalies are found as longer alphabet
strings that are maximally different to all the rest of the time series SAX representations. It is
seen that heart disorder is associated with anomalies detected by SAX.
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Figure 0.2 An ECG signal with 3 detected anomalies (discords) which exactly coincides with the heart
anomaly [168].

In the step up and the get up and go test, SAX representation are used to detect any anomalies
which contribute to the risk of fall in older participants.

6.3.

Application of SAX to Dynamic Tests

6.3.1. Application of SAX to the Step up Test
In this test, participants are asked to place their alternate foot on a step or a stool with the
standard height of 20 cm (each foot four times) while standing unsupported as fast as possible
(Figure 6.3.).
The step up test, which involves repeated steps on a stool, has been found to have a good testretest reliability among stroke patients. The step up test is used to assess dynamic single limb
stance. This test is helpful in identifying balance problems during common potentially
destabilizing activities, such as locomotion [169].
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Figure 0.3 Placing alternate foot on step Test

The tri-axial acceleration of the chest, pelvis, right upper and left upper legs of the participants
is recorded and the resultant acceleration for each body part is calculated (equation 5.4.).
Due to the small chest and pelvis acceleration measurements, only the acceleration of the
right and the left legs were considered in the test analysis.
The resultant acceleration of chest, pelvis, right upper and left upper legs of a younger, an
older non-faller, an older once-faller and an older multiple-faller participants are shown
respectively in Figures 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6.
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Figure 0.4 A typical younger participant’s chest, pelvis, right upper and left upper legs acceleration while
doing the step up test.

Figure 0.5 A typical older non-faller participant’s chest, pelvis, right upper and left upper legs acceleration
while doing the step up test.
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Figure 0.6 A typical older once-faller participant’s chest, pelvis, right upper and left upper legs acceleration
while doing the step up test.

Figure 0.7 A typical older multiple-faller participant’s chest, pelvis, right upper and left upper legs
acceleration while doing the step up test.
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Before transforming the non-stationary signal into its SAX representation, the window size
(𝑤) and alphabet size (𝛾) have to be determined properly. A very large window size can lead
to losing some essential details while a very small one may translate insignificant variations
(such as the variations due to noise content in the signal) to different symbols that cause
inaccuracy.
Due to sudden changes in the acceleration signal, a large window size will delete many
details that can contribute to the risk of falls among older people.
In Figure 6.8, the right leg acceleration of an older participant is transformed into its SAX
representations using different window sizes. As it is shown with the red circles, in the larger

Scaled Data

window size, the large sudden changes in SAX symbolic representation are missed.

Scaled Data

Time (s)

Time (s)

Figure 0.8 A) SAX representation of the right leg acceleration of an older participant with the window size
of 10. Large window size causes missing sudden changes in the acceleration as shown with red ellipses. B)
SAX representation of the right leg acceleration of an older participant with the window size of 4.

The alphabet size is another important factor which needs to be determined. The small
alphabet size leads to representation of a large signal variation into one alphabet. This causes
missinterpretetaion of the data. On the other hand, the too large alphabet size leads to differnet
alphabet representations for insignifaicant variations.
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In Figure 6.9, the right leg acceleration of an older participant is transformed into its SAX

Scaled Data

representations using different alphabet sizes.

Scaled Data

Time (s)

Scaled Data

Time (s)

Time (s)

Figure 0.9 A) SAX representation of the right leg acceleration of an older participant with the alphabet size
of 4. A large variation of data is represented with one alphabet. It is shown with yellow ellipse. B) SAX
representation of the right leg acceleration of an older participant with the window size of 8. C) SAX
representation of the right leg acceleration of an older participant with the window size of 18. Too large
alphabet size leads to different alphabet representations for insignificant variation as shown with red ellipses.

After several trial and error attempts, the best window size and alphabet size were chosen as
𝑤 = 4 and𝛾 = 10.
The right leg and left leg acceleration SAX representation of a younger, an older non-faller,
an older once-faller and an older multiple-faller with 𝑤 = 4 and 𝛾 = 10 are shown in Figures
6.10 and 6.11.
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Figure 0.10 Right leg acceleration SAX representation of a younger, an older non-faller, an older once-faller,
and an older multiple-faller participant with the window size of w=4 and the alphabet size of 𝛾=10.
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Figure 0.11 Left leg acceleration SAX representation of a younger, an older non-faller, an older once-faller,
and an older multiple-faller participant with the window size of w=4 and the alphabet size of 𝛾=10.

The step up test consists of four right leg and four left leg step cycles. By comparing the SAX
representation of the four step cycles of each leg of every participant, the longest common
subsequence (LCS) of the SAX representation is found. Each step cycle starts with the
beginning of the foot clearance from the floor, then it consists of the stepping up on the stool,
and ends with landing on the floor completely. The SAX representation of each step cycle
and the longest common subsequence between all the step cycles of a younger participant are
shown is shown in Table 6.1.
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Table 0.1 SAX Representation of each step cycle and the LCS between four step cycles of a younger participant
SAX Representation of Each Step Cycle
Length of the String
First Step Cycle

cfghhiijjjjjjjihgffecbbbbbcbbbbbbbbbbbb

39

Second Step Cycle

dghhhijjjjjjjjihhhefdbbbbccbcbbbbbbccb

38

Third Step Cycle

cfhghiijjjjjjihggeedbbccbbbbbbbbbbbcc

37

Fourth Step Cycle

cfghhiijjjjjjjjhgfefdbbcbccbbbbbbbbbbb

38

LCS

ghijjjjjjhebbbbbbbbbbbb

23

A step cycle of the younger participant and its corresponding LCS is shown in Figure 6.12.
Each alphabet symbol in the SAX representaion associates with a motion primitive. The
longer LCS attributes to longer common motion primitives. This is indicative of more

Scaled Data

stability and better balance.

Time (s)

Figure 0.12 A right leg step cycle of a younger participant and its corresponding LCS.

A step cycle of a younger, an older non-faller, an older once-faller, and an older multiplefaller participant and their corresponding LCS are shown in Figure 6.13.
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Right Leg Step Cycle of a Younger Participant

Time (s)
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Right Leg Step Cycle of an Older Non-faller Participant

Time (s)

Scaled Data

Right Leg Step Cycle of an Older Once-faller Participant

Time (s)

Scaled Data

Right Leg Step Cycle of an Older Multiple-faller Participant

Time (s)

Figure 0.13 Right leg step cycle of a younger, an older non-faller, an older once-faller, and an older multiplefaller participant and their corresponding LCS.

The SAX representation of each step cycle and the LCS between all the step cycles of the
older non-faller, older once-faller, and older multiple- faller are shown in Tables 6.2, 6.3. and
6.4, respectively.
Table 0.2 SAX Representation of each step cycle and the LCS between four step cycles of an older non-faller
participant
SAX Representation of Each Step Cycle
Length of the String
First Step Cycle

cceghijjjjjiijiigfedccbbbbccbbbbbbbbbbbbc

41

Second Step Cycle

ccefgiijjjjjjjjjjhffedcccbbbcccbbbbbbbbbbcc

43

Third Step Cycle

ccfghijjjjjjjjjjjihfedcccbbbccbbbbbbbbccccbcd

45

Fourth Step Cycle

cefhijjjjjjjjjjjjihffeccccbbcccccbbbbbcbbbc

43

LCS

cijjjjjjfeccbbccbbbbbbbbc

25
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Table 0.3 SAX Representation of each step cycle and the LCS between four step cycles of an older oncefaller participant
SAX Representation of Each Step Cycle
Length of the String
First Step Cycle

abcdgffgiijjjjjjhfgffdcbcbceecbbbbbc

36

Second Step Cycle

cifggijjijihfgfhdccbbcdbbbbbc

29

Third Step Cycle

cfiegjjjjijihfehecccbbcebbbbbbb

31

Fourth Step Cycle

giffjjjjjjihgfggcdbbbbdbcbbcbbbcdbcdcb

38

LCS

gjjjhfcbcbbbbb

14

Table 0.4 SAX Representation of each step cycle and the LCS between four step cycles of an older multiplefaller participant
SAX Representation of Each Step Cycle
Length of the String
First Step Cycle

ahjgfcghjiiiebghjcdccdcbbbccbcc

31

Second Step Cycle

fhhidegijhjgcfhgjcdccdcabbdccdc

31

Third Step Cycle

hjggdfijjjijdefhjbccbecbbccccbdc

32

Fourth Step Cycle

fjhgdeiijiihbegjicccddcaccdcccccbe

34

LCS

gjcccccc

8

In a similar attempt, the SAX representation of four step cycles and the LCS of the left leg
acceleration of the same participants are shown in Figure 6.13.
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Scaled Data

Left Leg Step Cycle of a Younger Participant

Scaled Data

Left Leg Step Cycle of an Older Non-faller Participant

Scaled Data

Left Leg Step Cycle of an Older Once-faller Participant

Scaled Data

Left Leg Step Cycle of an Older Multiple-faller Participant

Figure 0.14 Left leg step cycle of a younger, an older non-faller, an older once-faller, and an older multiplefaller participant and their corresponding LCS.

Hence, a ratio index (𝑅𝐼) as the ratio of the length of the longest common subsequence
(𝐿𝐿𝐶𝑆) over the length of each step SAX representation (𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑋) (equation 6.2. ) is proposed.
Larger index is indicative of more similarity between each leg’s step motion and hence better
balance.
𝐿𝐿𝐶𝑆

𝑅𝐼 = 𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑋
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(6.2)

6.3.2. Application of SAX to the Get up and Go Test
In this test, the individual is asked to get up from a standard chair (46cm seat height) walk a
distance of 3 meters path free from any obstacles, turn around, walk back to the chair and sit
down as quickly and safely as possible. The participant is expected to finish the task without
any physical assistance. In the subjective form of assessment, clinicians measure the time
required by the participant to complete the task. Timing commences with the verbal
instruction “go” and stops when the participant sits back (Figure 6.15.).

3 meters
Figure 0.15 The get up and go test

The get up and go test is used to evaluate mobility, balance and locomotor in frail older
people. The test evaluates the ability to perform sequential motor tasks relative to walking
and turning [14]
According to Podsiadlo et al [170], there is a strong correlation between the time taken to
complete the test and the level of functional mobility in older people. Older individuals who
finish the task in less than 20 seconds are found to be independent in their daily activities and
having higher BBS, while those requiring 30 seconds or longer to finish the test are more
dependent in activities of daily living, and have lower Berg Balance Scores [170].
Although the completion time is useful in predicting the level of functional mobility, it does
not provide any information on balance-undermining components of the get up and go test
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(getting up, walking, turning and sitting down) for community-dwelling older adults who are
at risk of falling [171].
The tri-axial acceleration of the chest, pelvis, right upper and left upper legs of the participant
was recorded and the resultant acceleration for each body part was calculated.
The resultant acceleration of chest, pelvis, right upper and left upper legs of a younger, an
older non-faller, an older once-faller and an older multiple-faller participants are shown in
Figures 6.16, 6.17, 6.18, and 6.19, respectively.

Figure 0.16 A typical younger participant’s chest, pelvis, right upper and left upper legs acceleration while
doing the get up and go test.
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Figure 0.17 A typical older non-faller participant’s chest, pelvis, right upper and left upper legs acceleration
while doing the get up and go test.

Figure 0.18 A typical older once-faller participant’s chest, pelvis, right upper and left upper legs acceleration
while doing the get up and go test.
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Figure 0.19 A typical older multiple-faller participant’s chest, pelvis, right upper and left upper legs
acceleration while doing the get up and go test.

As shown in Figures 6.16-19, in the get up and go test, the upper body has considerable
movements. The acceleration pattern of the chest and pelvis is distorted in older participants
with disturbed balance. In a similar attempt to Chapter 5, a signature pattern was obtained
from scaled acceleration of the chest pelvis, upper leg and lower leg. The acceleration data of
the chest, pelvis, right leg, and left leg of each participant was arranged in a matrix of four
columns of the acceleration of chest (𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑐 ), the acceleration of pelvis (𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑝 ), the
acceleration of right leg (𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝐿 ), and the acceleration of left leg (𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 )
([𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑐 , 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑝 , 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝐿 , 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 ]).
Using equations 5.5 and 5.6, the BT of the pelvis and chest during the get up and go test is
calculated for every participant.
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A typical BT of a younger participant, an older non-faller, an older once-faller and an older
multiple-faller are shown in Figure 6.20.
A Younger Participant’s BT during Get up and Go
Test

An Older Non-faller Participant’s BT during Get up and Go Test

An Older Once-faller Participant’s BT during Get up and Go Test

An Older Multiple-faller Participant’s BT during Get up and Go Test

Figure 0.20 The BT data of a younger participant, an older non-faller, an older once-faller and an older
multiple-faller during the get up and go test.

A typical BT data of a younger participant and its motion primitives during the get up and go
test is illustrated in Figure 6.21.
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A Younger Participant’s BT Data

Time (s)

Figure 0.21 A typical biometric trajectory data of a younger participant and its motion primitives during the
get up and go test.

The get up and go test can be split into two major parts. The first part is getting up, walking
for 3 meters and turning halfway. The second part is the other halfway turning, walking back
towards the chair and sitting down. As shown in Figure 6.21, the first part consists of 1, 2,
and half of 3. The second part consists of the second half of 3, 4 and 5.
Salarian et al. [171] found the gait, turning, and turn-to-sit components more reliable in
recognising patients with Parkinson’s disease from healthy participants.
For younger and healthy participants, the first and the mirrored second part of their BT look
similar. In order to compare these two parts in different participants, first, the two parts are
split, the second part is flipped, and the two parts of the BT are converted into their symbolic
representations using SAX. The first and second part of a younger participant’s BT during
the get up and go test are shown in Figure 6.22.
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A Younger Participant’s BT First Part

Time (s)

A Younger Participant’s BT Second Part

Time (s)
Figure 0.22 The SAX representations of the first and the second part of a younger participant’s BT during
the get up and go test.

After comparing the symbolic representation of the first and the second part, the LCS between
the two strings was determined. Similar to equation 6.2, a ratio index (𝑅𝐼) is proposed which
is the ratio of the length of the longest common subsequence (𝐿𝐿𝐶𝑆) of the first and the
second part over the length of the SAX representation of the whole signature (𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑋). Larger
index is indicative of better balance during the get up and go test.

6.4.

Results

6.4.1. Step up Test SAX Analysis vs. Fall Histories
The indices of each step for every foot was calculated for every participant. In Tables 6.5.
and 6.6. the means and the standard deviations of each foot step indices for different
participant groups are shown.
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Table 0.5 The mean and standard deviation of the right leg step up test results for different groups of younger,
older non-faller, older once-faller and older multiple-faller participants.
Participants
Number
Mean± Std.
Mean± Std.
Mean± Std.
Mean± Std.
Deviation First
Deviation
Deviation
Deviation
Right step
Second Right
Third Right
Fourth Right
Index
step Index
Step Index
Step Index
Younger
25
58.72±8.25
59.20±8.03
59.98±8.16
57.80±7.36
Non-fallers

34

52.81±9.48

53.89±8.21

55.36±8.56

53.80±9.02

Once-fallers

11

32.31±10.33

33.52±11.11

33.45±10.76

32.14±10.30

Multiple-fallers

30

23.26±8.25

23.83±5.79

23.76±5.71

22.79±7.36

Table 0.6 The mean and standard deviation of the left leg step up test results for different groups of younger,
older non-faller, older once-faller and older multiple-faller participants.
Participants
Number
Mean± Std.
Mean± Std.
Mean± Std.
Mean± Std.
Deviation First
Deviation
Deviation
Deviation
Left Step Index
Second Left
Third Left
Fourth Left
Step Index
Step Index
step Index
Younger
25
55.13±8.00
55.43±8.57
55.94±7.87
53.26±7.21
Non-fallers

34

50.17±8.79

51.12±9.34

51.65±9.11

50.15±8.91

Once-fallers

11

30.89±10.57

31.42±10.77

31.51±10.99

29.83±10.17

Multiple-fallers

30

19.52±8.00

19.96±5.25

20.11±5.35

19.11±5.25

The one way ANOVA test was used on both right and left leg steps indices. There are
statistically significant differences in the right first step index (F (3, 96) =107.66, p <0 .001),
the right second step index (F (3, 96) = 115.755, p <0 .001), the right third step index (F (3,
96) = 122.179, p <0 .001), the right fourth step index (F (3, 96) = 122.123, p <0 .00). The
left leg step indices also are found to be significantly different between different participant
groups (left first step index (F (3, 96) = 117.417, p <0 .001), left second step index (F (3, 96)
= 108.872, p <0 .001), left third step index (F (3, 96) = 117.458, p <0 .001), left fourth step
index (F (3, 96) = 121.475, p <0 .001)).
The Tukey Post Hoc tests were used on the first right leg step indices and the multiple
comparison of the right first step index of the different participant groups are shown in Table
6.7.
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Table 0.7 Multiple Comparisons of the means of the first right leg step indices between different groups of
participants.
Multiple Comparisons
(I) participants

(J) participants

Mean Difference Std. Error

Sig.

(I-J)

Younger Participants

Older Non-fallers

Older Once-fallers

Older Multiple-fallers

Older Non-fallers

5.91063

2.31820

0.059

Older Once-fallers

26.41753

2.93503

0<.001**

Older Multiple-fallers

35.36347

2.19674

0<.001**

Older Once-fallers

20.50689

2.95366

0<.001**

Older Multiple-fallers

29.45283

2.22156

0<.001**

Younger Participants

-5.91063

2.31820

0.059

Older Non-fallers

-20.50689

2.95366

0<.001**

Older Multiple-fallers

8.94594

2.85932

0.013**

Younger Participants

-26.41753

2.93503

0<.001**

Older Non-fallers

-29.45283

2.22156

0<.001**

Older Once-fallers

-8.94594

2.85932

0.013**

Younger Participants

-35.36347

2.19674

0<.001**

**The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

As shown in Table 6.7, younger participants have significantly larger indices compared to
older once-fallers and older multiple-fallers, though there is no significant difference between
their indices and older non-fallers. This indicates that the first right leg step motion primitives
of younger people and older non-fallers are similar, in contrast to older once-faller and
multiple-faller participants. Once-fallers have significantly shorter indices compared to
younger participants, whereas older non-fallers have significantly larger indices compared to
older multiple-fallers. The older multiple-faller participants have the smallest indices
compared to all other participant groups.
The post-hoc test was repeated for other right and left leg steps results proving to be similar
to the first leg step. The box plot of the step up test results for every leg steps are shown in
Figure 6.23.
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Figure 0.23 The box-plots of the step up test results of different leg steps. In all the steps results, older multiple-fallers have significantly smaller results compared to
younger and older non-faller participant
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6.4.2. Get up and Go Test vs. Fall histories
The ratio of the length of the LCS of the first and second part of the signature over the overall
length of the get up and go test SAX representation for every participant was calculated (Table
6.8). The ANOVA test reveals that there is a statistically significant difference between
different participant groups get up and go test analysis (F (3, 96) = 30.00, p <0 .001)
The results of the Tukey Post-hoc comparison test are shown in Table 6.9.
Table 0.8 The mean and standard deviation of the get up and go test results for the different groups of younger,
older non-faller, older once-faller and older multiple-faller participants
Participants
Number
Mean± Std.
Deviation Get
Up and Go Test
Results
Younger
25
23.01±1.84
Non-faller

34

22.57±2.42

Once-faller

11

20.23±2.88

Multiple-faller

30

17.38±2.8

Table 0.9 Multiple Comparisons of the means of the get up and go test indices between different groups of
participants.
Multiple Comparisons
(I) Participants

(J) Participants

Mean

Std. Error

Sig.

Difference (I-J)

Younger Participants

Older Non-fallers

Older Once-fallers

Older Multiple-fallers

Older Non-fallers

0.44438

0.70702

0.923

Older Once-fallers

2.78389*

0.89515

0.013**

Older Multiple-fallers

5.63513*

0.66998

<0.001**

Older Once-fallers

2.33951

0.90083

0.053

Older Multiple-fallers

5.19075*

0.67755

0<.001**

Younger Participants

-0.44438

0.70702

0.923

Older Non-fallers

-2.33951

0.90083

0.053

Older Multiple-fallers

2.85124*

0.87206

0.008**

Younger Participants

-2.78389*

0.89515

0.013**

Older Non-fallers

-5.19075*

0.67755

<0.001**

Older Once-fallers

-2.85124*

0.87206

0.008**

Younger Participants

-5.63513*

0.66998

<0.001**

**The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
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6.4.3. ROC Curve, Sensitivity and Specificity
In order to quantify the test analyses performance ROC curves are generated and the AUC,
sensitivity, and specificity of the postural transition tests analysis for the prediction of fallers
(once-fallers and multiple-fallers) from non-fallers were measured (Figures 6.24, 6.25). The
results are shown in Table 6.10.

Figure 0.24 Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves of step up test analysis for the prediction of fallers
(once-fallers and multiple-fallers) from non-fallers.

Figure 0.25 Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves of get up and go test analysis for the prediction of
fallers (once-fallers and multiple-fallers) from non-fallers.
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Table 0.10 Comparison of the performance of the step up and the get up and go tests analyses
Step Up Test
Get
Up
First
Second
Third
Fourth
First
Second Third Fourth
and
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Go
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Test
Index
Index
Index
Index
Index
Index
Index
Index
Sensitivity%

90.2%

95.1%

97.6%

97.6%

90.2%

92.7%

92.7%

90.2%

82.9%

Specificity%

91.7%

91.7%

91.7%

91.7%

95.8%

91.7%

95.8%

95.8%

73.3%

AUC

0.985

0.984

0991

0.990

0.979

0.980

0.982

0.985

0.889

6.4.4. Step up and Get Up and Go Tests Results vs. BBS
Using the Pearson product-moment correlation test, significantly large correlations are found
between the results of the step up, the get up and go tests results and the BBS. The correlation
coefficients and the p values are given in Table 6.11.
Table 0.11 The Pearson product-moment correlation test results on the step up, the get up and go test results
and the BBS of the older participants.
Pearson Correlation
Sig.
coefficient
0.662**
<0.001**
BBS
Get Up and Go Test Results
First Right Leg Step

0.665**

<0.001**

Second Right Leg Step

0.676**

<0.001**

Third Right Leg Step

0.677**

<0.001**

Fourth Right Leg Step

0.677**

<0.001**

First Left Leg Step

0.695**

<0.001**

Second Left Leg Step

0.692**

<0.001**

Third Left Leg Step

0.689**

<0.001**

Fourth Left Leg Step

0.703**

<0.001**

BBS

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

6.4.5. Results vs. Fear of Falling
As mentioned in Chapters 4, 5, fear of falling is another factor that the tests results are tested
against in this thesis. A student-t test was used to determine whether there was any
statistically significant difference between the test results of the older participants who were
afraid of falling compared to the older participants with no fear. Despite the standing tests
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and most of postural transition tests, the results for the step up and the get up and go tests are
significantly different between older participants who are afraid of falling compared to those
who do not have any fear. The means, standard deviations of the step up and the get up and
go tests results and the 𝑃 valu1es of the student-t test of the two groups of no fear and fearful
are shown in Tables 6.12 and 6.13.
Table 0.12 The means, standard deviations of the get up and go test results and the 𝑝 values of the student-t
test of the two groups of no fear and fearful
Number

Get Up and Go Test
Results

Sig. (2-tailed)

Mean± Std. Deviation
Get Up and Go Test

No fear

38

21.35±3.14992

Fearful

37

18.5897±3.40676

0.013**

**The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

Table 0.13 The means, standard deviations of the step up test results and the p values of the student-t test of
the two groups of no fear and fearful
Sig. (2-tailed)
Number
Results
Mean± Std. Deviation
No fear

37

44.4346±16.38382

Fearful

38

29.1781±11.53515

No fear

37

45.1279±15.79976

Fearful

38

30.0924±12.45104

No fear

37

45.9575±16.66692

Fearful

38

30.3435±12.78694

No fear

37

44.5525±16.8268

Fearful

38

29.2135±12.23926

No fear

37

41.4211±16.60452

Fearful

38

26.2045±11.98791

No fear

37

42.1307±16.83261

Fearful

38

26.8011±12.43735

No fear

37

42.5964±17.05894

Fearful

38

26.9403±12.37964

No fear

37

41.0907±16.92965

Fearful

38

25.8011±11.93121

0.02**

First Step Right Leg
0.021**

Second Step Right Leg
0.020**

Third Step Right Leg
0.017**

Fourth Step Right Leg
0.013**

First Step Left Leg
0.021**

Second Step Left Leg
0.019**

Third Step Left Leg

Fourth Step Left Leg
**The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
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0.022**

6.4.6. Results vs. Use of Walking Aids
A Student-t test was conducted on the results to identify any significant difference between
the test results of the walking aid users and nonusers. No statistically significant difference
was found between the test results of older participants who use walking aids on a daily basis
compared to non-users in the step up and the get up and go tests.

6.4.7. Results vs. Age
The correlation between the test results and the age in the older participants was explored. No
statistically significant correlation was found between the age and any of the test results.

6.5.

Discussion

The two tests of the step up and the get up and go were analysed in this chapter. The step up
test involves weight shifting and provides a measure of lateral stability. According to
Tidemann et al. [172], the step up test has the best discrimination between multiple and nonmultiple fallers in a logistic regression analysis compared to other clinical balance tests.
The get up and go test is commonly used for balance, gait, and functional ability assessment
among older people [173]. Although the get up and go test is recommended as a key test for
fall risk screening, the length of time alone is not a suitable assessment method. The time
threshold value to detect older participants at a high fall risk is still controversial as there is a
wide range of reported cut-off values in the literature (10 to 33 seconds) [174].
The timing of the test does not provide any information on balance-undermining components
of the get up and go test (getting up, walking, turning and sitting down) for communitydwelling older adults who are at risk for falls.
In this thesis, the acceleration data of the right and the left legs of the participants are used for
the step up test analysis. The SAX method was used to convert the signal data into a symbolic
alphabet string. The step up test contains four right leg and four left leg steps. By comparing
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the SAX strings of each leg steps, the LCS between all the four steps of each leg was found.
An index was proposed as the proportion of the length of the LCS of each leg over the length
of the SAX representation of each step. Longer LCS and larger proportion index is indicative
of more common motion primitives in different steps.
In the get up and go test, the chest and pelvis have more movement compared to the step up
test. Hence, the acceleration of the chest, pelvis, right leg and left leg were utilised for the test
analysis. By combining the acceleration data of these sensors, a signature pattern was
obtained for every participant. The signature was broken into two sections. These two sections
were very similar in younger and fit participants. Using the SAX algorithm, the signature was
transformed into a symbolic string. By comparing the SAX string of the first and the second
section, the LCS was obtained. Another index was proposed in this test that was the ratio of
the length of the LCS over the length of the signature SAX representation.
The step up test and the get up and go test indices were found to be significantly smaller in
older multiple-fallers compared to younger and older non-fallers. Older once-fallers also had
significantly smaller indices compared to younger and older non-faller participants. The test
yields the sensitivity of 82.9%, the specificity of 73.3%, and the AUC of 0.89. In addition,
there were significantly large correlations between the step up test results and the BBS of
older participants (r=0.6853, p= 0.0131).
Despite standing and postural transition tests, the step up and the get up and go test results
were significantly different among older participants with fear of falling compared to the nofear group.
Fear of falling is considered as one of the post fall syndrome results but also fear of falling is
commonly found among older persons without any fall histories [175] [176].
The step up and the get up and go tests have the maximum leg movements compared to our
other experimental tests. Legs contain large muscles including quadriceps, hamstrings and
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the gluteus maximus. Loss of muscle strength is evident even in fit older people. Legs’ big
muscles malfunction may lead to the fear of falling among the older.

6.6.

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the application of SAX method to the data obtained from younger and older
participants in the step up and the get up and go tests was explained. Using SAX, the data
was firstly converted into a symbolic alphabet string and some indices were proposed based
on the data SAX representation. SAX representation of the legs motion during the step up and
the get up and go tests can indicate motion anomalies. Uneven stepping motions of the legs
can be identified by comparing their motion SAX representations. Also motion fatigues can
be detected by comparing different steps’ SAX representations (e.g. the first and last steps).
The indices derived from SAX representation were found significantly different in multiplefallers compared with older non-fallers. Significantly, large correlations were found between
the BBS and the test results. In addition, older participants with the fear of falling showed
statistically significant difference in their indices compared to participants who did not fear.
The proposed index showed good sensitivity and specificity in categorising older non-fallers
from multiple-fallers. Previous falls are indicative of balance abnormalities and consecutively
more falls. Hence, the results suggest that the proposed index has the potential to be used as
for objective assessment and scoring of the participants’ performance in the step up and the
get up and go tests. In the future study, the method needs to be conducted prospectively to
validate its potential in fall risk diagnosis.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1. Introduction
The primary focus of the work presented in this thesis is on the critical issue of falls in older
people. As highlighted earlier, almost 30% of people above 65 years of age fall each year all
over the world. This figure increases to 40% for people older than 80 [3]. Such falls resulting
in a great deal of morbidity and mortality, are major burdens on the health care services
[177], and significantly undermine the functional status of older people and their quality of
life [25]. Hence, accurate assessment of posture and prediction of fall in older people are
critical issues.
It is also shown in the thesis that conventional balance and fall risk assessment methods are
mainly based on visual assessment of the participant or timing [72], making them subjective
and prone to error. On the contrary, the quantitative methods proposed for fall risk deploy
advanced sensory systems and data collection and analysis to enhance the reliability and
repeatability of the qualitative methods.
Conventionally both quantitative and qualitative methods are used to assess fall risks by
measuring posture and gate. However, the existing quantitative balance assessment tools are
both expensive and difficult to use. For example, force platforms require significant space
and cannot be used everywhere. Heavy and obtrusive equipment hinder participants from
their natural movement, while operating them often requires extra time leading to long and
tedious tests for participants. The review conducted in Chapter 2 of the thesis clearly
demonstrated the limitations of the conventional quantitative falls risk assessment methods
and the need for more cost effective and robust smart methods. This primarily became the
main goal of the thesis.
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The innovative work conducted in this thesis, introduced a new generation of quantitative
methods of fall risks assessment, addressing the limitations and deficiencies of the
conventional methods. Through extensive, systematic experimental work, the effectiveness,
accuracy and robustness of the developed methods were demonstrated.
The smart quantitative methods proposed in this work for balance and gate analysis and
consequently measuring the risk of falls, deployed advanced sensory systems, data collection
and analysis. The inertial sensors used for measuring posture and gait characteristics, have
small size, and consequently are portable and light weight. They can be used anywhere,
though they must be mounted on the participant’s body.
The proposed approach deployed inertial sensors to acquire the motion data of younger and
older participants, performing 14 different balance tests. Using machine-learning methods,
the captured motion was analysed to assess the falls risk of by estimating a set of fall indices.
The study showed significant differences between non-fallers and multiple-fallers. The
results were benchmarked against the conventional BBS and other clinical factors and were
validated by quantifying specificity and sensitivity measurements. The developed indices
proved to be effective in identifying non-faller participants from multiple-fallers. As
pervious multiple falls are indicative of more future falls, the methods have the potential to
be used as quantitative balance and fall risk assessment methods.
Overall, the work conducted in the study demonstrated validity of the proposed approach to
measure falls risk objectively by complementing and enhancing the reliability and
repeatability of the exiting methods, but with lower cost and easier deployment.
In this chapter, the major learnings acquired in the thesis are highlighted and the specific and
generic outcomes produced by the work are identified. The future directions of the research
are also discussed.
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7.2. Extensive Review of the Literature
In the literature review, the fall risk and balance assessment methods in older people were
studied extensively. For this purpose, they were firstly categorized into clinical and sensorbased methods. The clinical methods which are known as the qualitative approaches are
often easy to conduct and assess, and the clinicians who run the tests do not need much
training. However, these methods are subjective and prone to human error. On the other
hand, most of the sensor-based or quantitative balance assessment methods are laboratory
based and not used in clinical applications, as they are expensive and hard to deploy.
The review undertaken showed that there was no standard or accepted tool for balance and
fall risk assessment in older people. More rigorous research was required to develop a
quantitative well-defined and widely accepted tool and methodology for fall risk and balance
assessment in older people.

7.3. Comprehensive Experimental Design and Work
The experimental work designed and carried out in this thesis was quite extensive and
thorough, embracing around 90 older participants. Compared to the studies reported in the
literature, this represents a unique and comprehensive study conducted on such a large
number of older participants. This also makes the results produced more reliable and credible.
The protocols and procedures designed for the experimental works were developed through
extensive consultation with geriatricians. The combination of the static, postural transition
and gait tests conducted during various experiments gives more weight to the methodologies
proposed for assessing the balance and risk of falling in older people.

7.4. Innovative Assessment of Postural Balance
Postural body sway can be indicative of postural control. Postural control is fundamental to
standing and walking independently. During the course of this thesis, the body sway for
different participants in different standing tests and evaluate their performance were
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analysed using a quantitative and objective method. A significant outcome compared with
the previous work [22] was the development and introduction of a sway index for assessing
the body sway quantitatively.
The analysis of the data produced in the experimental work showed significant differences
between older non-fallers and fallers in the body sway indices for standing with feet together
and standing with one foot in front. These two standing tests can be used to identify older
participants with disturbed balance. The results suggest that the proposed method has
potential as a protocol to diagnose postural balance disorder in older people and the proposed
sway index can be used for the objective postural balance scoring.

7.5. Accurate Dynamic Tests Scoring
The experimental tests consisted of eight different dynamic tests. Using Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) and a SAX-based method the dynamic tests were analysed and scored. The
methods were capable of detecting motion anomalies and diagnosing older participants at
risk of falling. Although all the dynamic tests compared favorably to the conventional BBS,
four tests of the five time sit to stand, the twist, the 360° turn, and the step up tests had the
best performance in recognizing older participants with fall histories. Indices derived from
these methods have the potential to be used in quantitative balance assessment methods.

7.6. Validation and Benchmarking
In this thesis, all the results produced in static and dynamic tests analysis were benchmarked
against pathological factors of the participants and their clinical balance assessment (BBS).
Using different statistical tests, the possible effect of the pathological factors and the results
were examined. Also in most cases, medium to large correlations were found between the
quantitative results and the clinical.
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Most of the quantitative results yielded good to excellent sensitivity and specificity. The
validation results suggest the methods proposed in this thesis have potential as monitoring
protocols to diagnose balance disorder in older people.

7.7. Enhancing the Efficiency of Berg Balance Tests
After careful analysis of the experimental tests, the tests capable of recognizing fallers from
non-fallers were identified.
This helped us in developing a more effective and shorter version of the Berg balance tests
containing tests capable of recognizing fallers from non-fallers based on their quantitative
assessments. Modified Berg balance tests proved to require less time and easier to conduct
and assess. The modified version contains nine tests as follows:
a) Five time sit to stand
b) Transfers
c) Stand unsupported with feet together
d) Reaching forward with outstretched arm
e) Pick up object from the floor from a standing position
f) Turn to look behind over left and right shoulders while standing
g) Turn 360 degree
h) Place alternate foot on bench or stool while standing unsupported
i)

Stand unsupported with one foot in front

7.8. Future Work Recommendations
Based on the learning acquired in this thesis, the following future studies are proposed as
feasible extension of the work conducted in the thesis:


Applying the approach to a larger cohort of participants in different age groups
including younger, middle-aged and older people:
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In the present study, 75 older participants and 20 younger participants were recruited.
In the future study the impact of age on the risk of fall can be analysed carefully by
acquiring data from participants from all age groups of younger, middle-aged and
older people.


Implementing the proposed methods in prospective fall risk assessment:
The older participants were categorized in three groups of non-fallers, once-fallers,
and multiple-fallers based on their fall histories. The retrospectivity of this study is a
major limitation that can be addressed in the future study.



Taking into consideration different pathological fall risk factors:
Further investigation can be conducted by taking into consideration different
pathological fall risk factors such as cognitive status, visual problems, neurological
conditions, and chronic diseases.



Evaluating the repeatability and sensibility of the proposed methods:
Other statistical tests that take into account the intra-subject, intra-observer and
apparatus variations, such as Alpha Cronbach coefficient and intra-class correlation
coefficient ICC can be conducted on the proposed test model.



Implementing another sensor modality:
A new sensor modality such as a pressure sensitive platform sensor in addition to the
inertial sensors can be considered to explore whether the accuracy of the method can
be improved.



Implementing the test model in real-time:
The proposed model could be used for the analysis of live signals of motion data. The
proposed wearable technology simulated balance assessment method could be
implemented into smart devices such as smart phones and smart watches to assess
balance and the risk of fall in real time.
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A probabilistic model for fall risk measurement:
A probabilistic model that combines all of the balance test assessments for fall risk
prediction can be considered in modelling the data produced by the sensors. Such
models may provide better input into clinical decisions on the risk of fall and can be
used as a monitoring protocol to diagnose balance disorder in older people.
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Appendix A
The Berg Balance Tests
Activities
Sitting to Standing
Standing up without the use of the
hands.

Standing Unsupported
Standing for two minutes without
holding on.

Sitting with Back Unsupported, Feet
on Floor
Siting with arms folded for 2 minutes.

Standing to Sitting

Transfers
Transferring one way toward a seat
with armrests and one way toward a
seat without armrests.
Standing Unsupported with Eyes
Closed
closing eyes and standing still for 10
seconds
Standing Unsupported with Feet
Together
Placing feet together and standing
without holding on.

Reaching Forward with Outstretched
Arm while Standing
Lifting arms to 90 degrees, stretching
out fingers and reach forward as far
as possible
Picking up Object from the Floor from
A Standing Position

Index Value
Able to stand without using hands and stabilize independently
(4)
Able to stand independently using hands (3)
Able to stand using hands after several tries (2)
Needs minimal aid to stand or stabilize (1)
Needs moderate or maximal assist to stand (0)
Able to stand safely for 2 minutes (4)
Able to stand 2 minutes with supervision (4)
Able to stand 30 seconds unsupported (2)
Needs several tries to stand 30 seconds unsupported (1)
Unable to stand 30 seconds unsupported (0)
Able to sit safely and securely for 2 minutes (4)
Able to sit 2 minutes under supervision (3)
Able to sit 30 seconds (2)
Able to sit 10 seconds (1)
Unable to sit without support 10 seconds (0)
Sits safely with minimal use of hands (4)
Controls descent by using hands (3)
Uses back of legs against chair to control descent (2)
Sits independently but has uncontrolled descent (1)
Needs assist to sit (0)
Able to transfer safely with minor use of hands (4)
Able to transfer safely definite need of hands (3)
Able to transfer with verbal cuing and/or supervision (2)
Needs one person to assist (1)
Needs two people to assist or supervise to be safe (0)
Able to stand 10 seconds safely (4)
Able to stand 10 seconds with supervision (3)
Able to stand 3 seconds (2)
Unable to keep eyes closed 3 seconds but stays safely (1)
Needs help to keep from falling (0)
Able to place feet together independently and stand 1 minute
safely (4)
Able to place feet together independently and stand 1 minute
with supervision (3)
Able to place feet together independently but unable to hold for
30 seconds (2)
Needs help to attain position but able to stand 15 seconds feet
together (1)
Needs help to attain position and unable to hold for 15 seconds
(0)
Can reach forward confidently 25 cm (4)
Can reach forward 12 cm (3)
Can reach forward 5 cm (2)
Reaches forward but needs supervision (1)
Loses balance while trying/requires external support (0)
Able to pick up the object safely and easily (4)
Able to pick up the object but needs supervision (3)
Unable to pick up but reaches 2-5 cm from the object and keeps
balance (2)
Unable to pick up and needs supervision while trying (1)
Unable to try/needs assist to keep from losing balance or falling
(0)
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The Berg Balance Tests
Activities

Index Value

Turning to Look Behind over Left and
Right Shoulders while Standing
Turning to look directly behind, over
toward the left shoulder/ right
shoulder

Looks behind from both sides and weight shifts well (4)
Looks behind one side only other side shows less weight shift (3)
Turns sideways only but maintains balance (2)
Needs supervision when turning (1)
Needs assist to keep from losing balance or falling (0)
Able to turn 360 degrees in less than 4 seconds to each side (4)
Able to turn 360 degrees safely to one side only in less than 4
seconds (3)
Able to turn 360 degrees safely but slowly (2)
Needs close supervision or verbal cueing (1)
Needs assistance while turning (0)
Able to stand independently and safely and complete 8 steps in
20 seconds (4)
Able to stand independently and complete 8 steps in > 20
seconds (3)
Able to complete 4 steps without aid with supervision (2)
Able to complete > 2 steps need minimal assist (1)
Needs assistance to keep from falling/unable to try (0)
Able to place foot tandem independently and hold 30 seconds (4)
Able to place foot ahead independently and hold 30 seconds (3)
Able to take small step independently and hold 30 seconds (2)
Needs help to step but can hold 15 seconds (1)
Loses balance while stepping or standing (0)

Turning 360 Degrees
Turning completely around in a full
circle/ a full circle in the other
direction.

Placing Alternate Foot on Step or
Stool while Standing Unsupported
Placing each foot alternately on the
step/stool (each foot four times).

Standing Unsupported One Foot in
Front

Standing On One Leg
Standing on one leg as long as
possible without holding on.

Age
61
62
65
65
66
67
68
69
72
72
73
73
74
74
75
76
76
76
76
76
76
76

Able to lift leg independently and hold > 10 seconds (4)
Able to lift leg independently and hold 5-10 seconds (3)
Able to lift leg independently and hold ≥ 3 seconds (2)
Tries to lift leg unable to hold 3 seconds but remains standing
independently (1)
Unable to try of needs assist to prevent fall (0)

Summarised background information of participants
Gender Walking
Falls in 2
Number
Fear of
Aid
years
of falls
Falling
M
No
Yes
1
No
F
No
No
0
No
F
No
Yes
1
No
F
No
No
0
No
M
No
No
0
Yes
F
No
Yes
2
Yes
F
No
No
0
No
M
Yes
Yes
3
Yes
F
No
No
0
No
M
No
Yes
3
No
F
No
Yes
5
Yes
F
No
No
0
No
F
No
Yes
7
Yes
M
No
Yes
1
No
F
No
No
0
Yes
F
Yes
Yes
2
Yes
F
Yes
No
0
No
M
No
No
0
No
M
Yes
Yes
3
Yes
M
No
Yes
3
Yes
M
Yes
Yes
3
Yes
F
No
No
0
Yes
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BBS
50
54
54
55
52
48
51
42
52
47
39
50
52
53
55
48
51
53
33
40
36
52

Age
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
79
79
79
80
80
80
80
81
81
81
81
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
84
84
85
85
85
85
86
87
87
88
88
88
89
90
90
91
91
91
91
91
92
93
95

Summarised background information of participants
Gender Walking
Falls in 2
Number
Fear of
Aid
years
of falls
Falling
F
No
No
0
Yes
F
No
No
0
Yes
F
No
Yes
5
Yes
F
No
No
0
Yes
F
No
Yes
4
Yes
M
No
No
0
No
M
Yes
No
0
Yes
F
No
Yes
3
No
F
No
Yes
2
Yes
F
Yes
Yes
4
Yes
M
Yes
Yes
2
Yes
F
No
Yes
3
Yes
F
Yes
Yes
1
Yes
M
No
Yes
0
No
M
Yes
Yes
2
No
M
Yes
Yes
3
Yes
M
Yes
Yes
2
Yes
F
No
No
0
No
F
Yes
Yes
2
Yes
M
No
No
0
No
F
Yes
Yes
6
Yes
F
Yes
Yes
7
Yes
M
No
No
0
No
F
Yes
Yes
5
Yes
M
Yes
Yes
3
Yes
M
No
No
0
No
F
Yes
Yes
4
No
F
No
Yes
2
Yes
F
Yes
Yes
1
No
M
No
No
0
No
F
Yes
Yes
1
No
M
No
No
0
No
F
No
Yes
1
Yes
F
No
No
0
No
F
Yes
Yes
2
Yes
F
Yes
Yes
3
Yes
F
Yes
Yes
1
Yes
M
Yes
Yes
3
Yes
F
No
Yes
1
No
F
Yes
Yes
6
Yes
F
Yes
Yes
4
Yes
F
Yes
Yes
3
Yes
F
Yes
No
0
Yes
F
Yes
No
0
No
M
No
No
0
No
M
No
No
0
No
F
No
Yes
2
Yes
F
Yes
Yes
1
No
M
Yes
No
0
No
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BBS
50
51
32
50
46
55
49
36
48
29
49
46
47
53
39
46
43
51
48
54
40
36
52
31
46
51
41
44
50
51
50
53
50
51
49
33
42
37
45
30
37
51
49
47
49
36
38
50
48

Results of the proposed Sway Indices and Berg Balance Scale, plus general information of subjects. The value
“Unsuccessful” here indicates the participant was unable to attempt or complete a certain task.
Age

Gender

Walking

Falls in

Number

Fear of

Aid

2 Years

of Falls

Falling

BBS

Standing

Standing

Standing on

Standing

Standing

Test

with Eyes

One Leg

with

with Feet

One

Together

Closed

Foot in
Front
61

M

No

Yes

1

No

50

2.87%

0%

23.43%

37.78%

27.87%

62

F

No

No

0

No

54

0%

0%

27.46%

35.52%

6.80%

65

F

No

Yes

1

No

54

3.65%

10.09%

33.21%

46.43%

18.81%

65

F

No

No

0

No

55

2.12%

3.09%

22.87%

39.89%

12.87%

66

M

No

No

0

Yes

52

0%

0%

13.41%

14.67%

8.67%

67

F

No

Yes

2

Yes

48

0.10%

0%

50.12%

37.39%

9.84%

68

F

No

No

0

No

51

0%

0%

29.85%

28.87%

7.98%

69

M

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

42

7.98%

5.87%

Unsuccessful

77.87%

67.56%

72

F

No

No

0

No

52

0%

4.87%

27.78%

17.87%

21.78%

72

M

No

Yes

3

No

47

4.84%

1.18%

Unsuccessful

46.87%

59.78%

73

F

No

Yes

5

Yes

39

11.22%

9.87%

Unsuccessful

78.85%

67.76%

73

F

No

No

0

No

50

0%

0%

18.84%

32.87%

28.98%

74

F

No

Yes

7

Yes

52

7.98%

4.13%

Unsuccessful

59.98%

61.04%

74

M

No

Yes

1

No

53

4.87%

5.87%

23.32%

34.76%

37.98%

75

F

No

No

0

Yes

55

0%

0%

48.06%

31.76%

19.98%

76

F

Yes

Yes

2

Yes

48

4.76%

10.80%

Unsuccessful

44.15%

34.18%

76

F

Yes

No

0

No

51

0%

0%

32.43%

19.92%

7.87%

76

M

No

No

0

No

53

1%

0.12%

42.46%

4.74%

10.02%

76

M

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

33

28.87%

19.88%

Unsuccessful

78.54%

69.19%

76

M

No

Yes

3

Yes

40

0%

6.98%

Unsuccessful

76.56%

59.87%

76

M

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

36

9.78%

8.67%

Unsuccessful

67.04%

46.67%

76

F

No

No

0

Yes

52

1.11%

9.76%

39.65%

18.87%

23.34%

78

F

No

No

0

Yes

50

2.76%

6.43%

43.65%

28.16%

9.86%

78

F

No

No

0

Yes

51

8.88%

8.14%

37.75%

24.65%

15.43%

78

F

No

Yes

5

Yes

32

9.85%

6.37%

Unsuccessful

65.75%

74.97%

78

F

No

No

0

Yes

50

0%

0%

13.77%

10.89%

73.35%

78

F

No

Yes

4

Yes

46

9.09%

10.11%

Unsuccessful

59.45%

68.87%

78

M

No

No

0

No

55

0%

2.13%

26.87%

7.89%

12.98%

78

M

Yes

No

0

Yes

49

2.08%

9.76%

33.16%

29.76%

19.98%

79

F

No

Yes

3

No

36

4.87%

5.76%

Unsuccessful

64.56%

71.45%

79

F

No

Yes

2

Yes

48

8.87%

1.76%

Unsuccessful

49.98%

59.65%
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Table 4.1 Results of the proposed Sway Indices and Berg Balance Scale, plus general information of subjects.
The value “Unsuccessful” here indicates the participant was unable to attempt or complete a certain task.
Age

Gender

Walking

Falls in

Number

Fear of

Aid

2 years

of falls

Falling

BBS

Standing

Standing

Standing on

standing

Standing

Test

with Eyes

one Leg

with one

with feet

foot in

together

Closed

front
79

F

Yes

Yes

4

Yes

29

19.98%

9.78%

34.45%

81.87%

75.87%

80

M

Yes

Yes

2

Yes

49

7.89%

14.45%

Unsuccessful

67.87%

73.64%

80

F

No

Yes

3

Yes

46

8.33%

10.08%

Unsuccessful

55.43%

49.67%

80

F

Yes

Yes

1

Yes

47

8.87%

12.11%

Unsuccessful

41.43%

48.65%

80

M

No

Yes

0

No

53

0%

0%

58.53%

21.76%

28.56%

81

M

Yes

Yes

2

No

39

10.09%

6.67%

Unsuccessful

84.45%

64.45%

81

M

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

46

8.27%

5.56%

36.98%

54.87%

50.04%

81

M

Yes

Yes

2

Yes

43

7.56%

3.43%

47.01%

76.67%

69.12%

81

F

No

No

0

No

51

0.56%

0.87%

Unsuccessful

28.67%

25.56%

82

F

Yes

Yes

2

Yes

48

0%

8.78%

Unsuccessful

39.95%

44.86%

82

M

No

No

0

No

54

0.02%

0%

30.67%

20.34%

1.60%

82

F

Yes

Yes

6

Yes

40

11.71%

7.65%

Unsuccessful

77.86%

67.76%

82

F

Yes

Yes

7

Yes

36

8.98%

10.24%

Unsuccessful

82.54%

55.43%

82

M

No

No

0

No

52

0.78%

1.76%

49.87%

27.45%

20.76%

82

F

Yes

Yes

5

Yes

31

13.56%

6.67%

67.56%

77.67%

80.02%

82

M

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

46

10.67%

3.67%

29.98%

79.89%

59.89%

82

M

No

No

0

No

51

0%

7.65%

Unsuccessful

23.76%

16.67%

84

F

Yes

Yes

4

No

41

4.65%

8.84%

89.32%

54.76%

61.87%

84

F

No

Yes

2

Yes

44

6.83%

1.54%

Unsuccessful

39.45%

56.65%

85

F

Yes

Yes

1

No

50

3%

0%

36.87%

27.16%

9.87%

85

M

No

No

0

No

51

0%

1.65%

Unsuccessful

17.33%

29.71%

85

F

Yes

Yes

1

No

50

0.87%

1.87%

Unsuccessful

51.63%

41.13%

85

M

No

No

0

No

53

0%

7.55%

68.87%

19.56%

21.87%

86

F

No

Yes

1

Yes

50

7.85%

4.87%

47.87%

33.33%

11.87%

87

F

No

No

0

No

51

7.98%

4.87%

Unsuccessful

43.64%

24.11%

87

F

Yes

Yes

2

Yes

49

5.46%

8.87%

Unsuccessful

55.56%

61.45%

87

F

No

No

0

No

50

0.67%

2.34%

Unsuccessful

29.98%

19.47%

87

M

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

31

8.87%

10.64%

Unsuccessful

76.78%

58.97%

88

F

No

Yes

2

No

49

3.67%

0%

Unsuccessful

29.18%

17.11%

88

F

Yes

Yes

1

Yes

48

8.85%

5.87%

Unsuccessful

59.87%

48.87%

88

F

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

33

8.89%

8.87%

Unsuccessful

86.74%

75.83%

88

F

Yes

Yes

1

Yes

42

11.87%

4.06%

Unsuccessful

49.98%

61.73%

88

M

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

37

9.87%

6.98%

Unsuccessful

89.95%

78.98%

89

F

No

Yes

1

No

45

7.18%

0%

Unsuccessful

38.43%

39.21%

90

F

Yes

Yes

6

Yes

30

19.18%

18.86%

Unsuccessful

89.87%

69.98%

90

F

Yes

Yes

4

Yes

37

10.09%

11.87%

Unsuccessful

88.98%

77.47%
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Table 4.1 Results of the proposed Sway Indices and Berg Balance Scale, plus general information of subjects.
The value “Unsuccessful” here indicates the participant was unable to attempt or complete a certain task.
Age

Gender

Walking

Falls in

Number

Fear of

Aid

2 years

of falls

Falling

BBS

Standing

Standing

Standing on

standing

Standing

Test

with Eyes

one Leg

with one

with feet

foot in

together

Closed

front
91

F

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

51

7.76%

7.15%

Unsuccessful

77.87%

62.64%

91

F

Yes

No

0

Yes

49

2.34%

0.80%

Unsuccessful

38.81%

29.92%

91

F

Yes

No

0

No

47

9.98%

7.98%

Unsuccessful

33.12%

29.98%

91

M

No

No

0

No

49

4.45%

6.87%

Unsuccessful

29.89%

31.31%

91

M

No

No

0

No

36

6.875

8.83%

Unsuccessful

78.98%

65.87%

92

F

No

Yes

2

Yes

38

8.87%

4.87%

Unsuccessful

45.87%

77.76%

93

F

Yes

Yes

1

No

50

6.65%

9.84%

Unsuccessful

53.54%

33.65%

95

M

Yes

No

0

No

48

6.98%

8.89%

Unsuccessful

37.87%

27.78%
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Appendix B
Information Sheet
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET FOR…………….
Title: Biometric Gait Analysis for Fall Risk Assessment between the Older
Purpose of the Research: this is an invitation for you to participate in a study
conducted by researchers at the University of Wollongong. The main
purpose of the research is to analyse risk of fall between people above 70.
This study wishes to assess and measure fall factors in the older people.
Investigators:
Prof. Fazel Naghdy
Professor Jan Potter (
Dr. David Stirling (
A/Prof. Golshah Naghdy (

)

Master by Research student Maryam Ghahramani (

)

Method and demands:
If you agree to do the test, first you will be asked to fill a questionnaire.
Consequently some unobtrusive, light sensors will be attached to your body.
You should get up from the chair walk for about 3 meters, come back and sit
down. We would also video-tape this session for further analysis of the data.
The video might be used in a 2 minute video about the research. The data
and backup will be kept under a secure account with a username and a
password.
Possible discomforts, risks and side effects:
Apart from the 30 minutes of your time for conducting the test, you may feel
physically tired during or after the test. As it is a walking test and you should
walk without the assistance of anyone or anything. There is a slight
possibility of falling down but a first-aid qualified person will be present
during the test.
Benefits of the research:
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The findings of this research will provide us with a better understanding of
the factors that contribute towards fall incidents in older people. This will
enable clinicians and carers to take necessary precautions to reduce the risk
of fall. Findings of the study will be presented at various conferences and
published in journals. Your personal details and your association with the
data and results will remain confidential.
Ethics review and the complaints:
This study has been reviewed by the Social Sciences Human Research Ethics
Committee of the University of Wollongong. If you have any concerns or
complaints regarding the way this research has been conducted you can
contact the UOW Ethics Officer on (02) 4221 3386 or email rsoethics@uow.edu.au.
Thanks for your interest in this study.
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Consent Form
CONSENT FORM
Title: Biometric Gait Analysis for Fall Risk Assessment between the Older
Investigators:
Prof. Fazel Naghdy
Potter (
Dr. David Stirling (

)
)

A/Prof. Golshah Naghdy (
PhD student Maryam Ghahramani (

I have been given information about “Biometric Gait Analysis for Fall Risk
Assessment in the Older” and the procedure that will be followed during the
test.
I have read the participation information sheet thoroughly and I have had the
opportunity to ask any further questions from Maryam Ghahramani.
I am informed that after or during the test I may feel physically tired and I can
withdraw or quit the tests at any stage.
Additionally, I understand that I am able to ask for the test results to be
completely wiped out after conducting the tests.
Should I have any concerns or complaints regarding the way the research is
being or have been conducted, I can contact the Ethic Officer, Human
Research Ethics Committee, Office of Research, University of Wollongong on
(02) 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.
By signing below I am indicating my consent to participate in the research. I
understand that the data collected from my participation will be used
primarily for a PhD thesis, and will also be used in summary form for journal
publication, and I consent for it to be used in that manner. I consent to my
video being recorded and being used in a study video with my identity being
concealed (blurred face). I understand that my personal details and my
association with the data and results will remain confidential.
Name and Signature:………………………………………………………………………….
Date:……/….…/…….
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Questionnaire
1-age:
2-sex:
3-weight:
4-height:
5- Do you have any special disease? Yes/No
If yes, what is the name of the
disease?...............................................................
…………………………………………………………….............................................................
............................................................................................................................
......
6- Do you consume any special medicine? Yes/No
If yes, what is the name of the medicine?..........................................................
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……
7-Do you use any walking aids? Yes/No
8- Have you had any falls in the last two years: Yes/No
If yes, how many falls did you have and what were their reasons?...................
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……
9- Are you afraid of falling while walking, ascending and descending stairs?
Yes/No
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Ethics Application Forms

RENEWAL APPROVAL - ISLHD AUTHORISATION
In reply please quote: HE13/125
Further Enquiries Phone: 4221 3386

11 May 2016

Dear Ms Ghahramani,
I am pleased to advise that renewal of the following Human Research Ethics application has been
approved.
Ethics Number:
AuRED Number:

HE13/125
HREC/13/WGONG/26

Project Title:

Biometric Gait Analysis for Fall Risk Assessment in Older People

Name of Researchers:

Ms Maryam Ghahramani, Professor Fazel Naghdy, Dr David Sterling,
A/Professor Golshah Naghdy, Professor Jan Potter

Renewed From:

16 April 2016

Expiry Date:
15 April 2017
Please note that approvals are granted for a twelve month period. Further extension will be
considered on receipt of a progress report prior to expiry date.
This certificate relates to the research protocol submitted in your original application and all
approved amendments to date. Please remember that in addition to completing an annual report
the Human Research Ethics Committee also requires that researchers immediately report:
•
•
•

proposed changes to the protocol including changes to investigators involved
serious or unexpected adverse effects on participants
unforeseen events that might affect continued ethical acceptability of the project.

If you have any queries regarding the HREC review process, please contact the Ethics Unit on
phone 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.
A copy of this advice has been forwarded to the ISLHD for their records.
Yours sincerely,

Professor Colin Thomson
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Chair, UOW & ISLHD Health and Medical
Human Research Ethics Committee

The University of Wollongong/Illawarra and Shoalhaven Local Health District Health and Medical
HREC is constituted and functions in accordance with the NHMRC National Statement on Ethical
Conduct in Human Research.
cc: Governance Officer, Research Directorate, ISLHD
Ethics Unit, Research Services Office
University of Wollongong NSW 2522 Australia
Telephone (02) 4221 3386
Email: rso-ethics@uow.edu.au Web: www.uow.edu.au

UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG
HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE
PROGRESS / FINAL REPORT
HREC Approval No:
Expiry Date:

HE13/125

15/4/2016

Project Title: Biometric Gait Analysis for Fall Risk Assessment in Older
People
Chief Investigator:

Maryam Ghahramani

General Notes and Conditions
The National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans requires institutions to
monitor research projects involving human participants to ensure that they are conducted ethically
and in compliance with the HREC approval for that project, including any conditions placed on that
approval.
For the most part, the monitoring requirement will be satisfied by the chief investigator:






notifying the HREC immediately of any serious or unexpected adverse effects on
participants;
notifying the HREC of any proposed changes to the protocol or procedures to be used in
the research;
notifying the HREC of unforeseen events that might affect continued ethical acceptability
of the project;
providing the HREC with an annual report on the project; and
providing the HREC with a report at the completion of the project.

In special circumstances, the HREC may ask for more frequent reports and may require additional
monitoring if it considers this necessary to ensure that the project continues to conform to ethical
standards. While the principal objective of monitoring is to ensure that the rights and interests of
human participants are not jeopardised, it is also concerned to foster responsible research.
This form is to be used for:
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Reports of serious or unexpected adverse effects on participants;
Reports of proposed changes to protocols/projects;
Reports of unforeseen events that might affect ethical acceptability of projects;
Annual reports on approved research project;
Request for renewal of approval; and
Final reports on projects at the completion of research

Please complete this report, referring back where necessary to your application for ethics clearance,
which is the approved protocol, and any special conditions imposed by the HREC. If there is
insufficient space to answer any question, please attach a separate sheet. If a question does not
apply to your research, please write "N/A" or "not applicable" in the space provided.
Please return your completed report within 14 days to the Human Research Ethics Officer,
Research Office, University of Wollongong, Wollongong NSW 2522 (Ph: 4221 4457; Fax: 4221
4338).
TO BE COMPLETED FOR ALL RESEARCH PROJECTS INVOLVING HUMAN
PARTICIPANTS.
Please tick where appropriate.
1.

Purpose of this report (tick as many as are appropriate):
Report of serious or unexpected adverse effects on participants
Report of proposed changes to the protocol/project
Report of unforeseen events that might affect ethical acceptability of the project
Annual report on approved research project
Request for renewal of approval
Final report on project

2.

Status of Research Project
Completed (date)__________________

In progress. Anticipated completion date of Research Project

Mid-2017

Renewal of approval requested until (date) __________________

Commenced but abandoned on (date) __________________________
(please give below brief reasons why the project was abandoned, then sign and return this
report.)

______________________________________________
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3.

Report on ethical aspects of project to date (or outcome in the case of completed
research). Please detail method of contact with participants, number of participants
involved, and the nature of their involvement in the research. Please comment on whether the
research has complied with the approved protocol and any conditions of that approval from
the HREC.

In this study participants are recruited at Bulli and Wollongong
Hospital. The SSA ethics has also been granted.
The participants read the information sheet and the consent form
before approving their participation.
As it is mentioned in the consent form, they can withdraw at any
time they please.
Should they have any concern or any complaints they can call,
email the chief investigator or they can directly call, email
the ethics committee.

*

Investigators?

Yes

No

*

Duration of Project (e.g. 1 year, 3 years) ?

Yes

No

*

Research procedures (e.g. study design, sample size, source & method of

*

recruitment, information & consent forms) ?

Yes

No

Participant care & feedback ?

Yes

No

Yes

No

If you have answered YES to any part of this question:

*

Has the HREC been previously notified
of this event?

∑

Please provide brief details of the reasons for variations and how you will accommodate any
problems they may pose for your research.
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∑

For Multicentre research, please provide a list of the Protocol Amendment numbers relevant
to the research and a summary of the amendments for the year to date.

_________________________________________________________________

5.

Are any variations to the approved protocol/project proposed? If so, please detail
below, noting that they must be approved by the HREC (attach an extra sheet if
needed).

No

__________________________________________________________________________

6.

Since your project commenced, how many participants have "dropped out"/withdrawn
their consent?
0 (No one)

Briefly list the reasons (if known) for participants dropping out/withdrawing from the project.

7. To the best of your knowledge, have any participants encountered adverse effects while
participating in your research project? (e.g. side-effects of drugs or procedures, or other
phenomena)

Yes
No

If YES: Number of participants involved

_____________________

Briefly list adverse effects (attach and extra page if necessary).

For Multicentre research, please attach a list and summary of Serious Adverse Event
reports
(for Australia only) relevant to this research for the year to date.
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Were all these effects anticipated in the Consent documents?
No

Yes

Have these adverse effects been previously reported
No

Yes

to the HREC?
What other action has been taken in response to these adverse effects?

__________________________________________________________________________

8.

Have there been any other unforeseen incidents or complaints about the research that
might affect the continued ethical acceptability of the project? (e.g. reactions to
questionnaires or psychological tests)

Yes
No

If YES: Number of participants involved

_____________________

Briefly list the incidents or complaints.

Have these events been previously reported to the HREC?
No

Yes

What other action has been taken in response to these incidents or complaints?

__________________________________________________________________________
9.

Please comment on the methods used to store research data and any other personal
information associated with this research

All the recorded data is stored in a file on a laptop with a
secure password. Only the researchers (the student and her
supervisors) have access to the data.
The participants’ information such as name, age and etc. are
confidential and they are referred as “participant A” or
“participant number 1”.
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Have you encountered any problems associated with security and storage of data?
(All primary data must be retained for a period of at least five years to conform with the
University’s Code of Practice- Research.)
Yes
No

If YES, give details.
10.

Is your research project a CTN* or CTX* drug trial?
No

Yes

*CTN = Clinical Trial Notification: CTX = Clinical Trial Exemption

If YES:

Have unused supplies of the trial drug been collected form participants?

Yes

No

Not applicable

Please attach one copy of the current information and consent package for this trial.

__________________________________________________________________

COMMENTS: Comments from you on ethical aspects relating to your research are very
welcome.

___________________________________________________________________________

DECLARATION:
I certify that the information provided by me in this Progress Report is an accurate account of the
conduct of the above research project for which I am responsible and a copy of the Consent Form
and Information Sheet used for this project is attached.
Signed (Chief Investigator)__________________________________________

Date _______________________

If Student is Chief Investigator, then Supervisor’s signature is also required.
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Supervisor:

Prof. Fazel Naghdy

Unit/ Faculty: School of Electrical, Computer and Telecommunications
Engineering (SECTE)
Date _______________________

ALL REPORTS MUST BE SIGNED BY THE HEAD OF DEPARTMENT/UNIT
(This person must not be a member of the research team).

Position_______________________________

Name_________________________________

Signature______________________________

Date_______________________________

HREC Amendment Application
Protocol Number: HE13/125

Principal Investigator: Miss Maryam Ghahramani

Project Title: Biometric gait analysis for fall risk assessment in older people

1. What is the proposed change?
Addition of ISLHD sites – Bulli, Kiama and Shellharbour Hospital.

2. What is the reason for the change?
Changes to documents
In order to get reliable results, we need to conduct the tests on as
211
many
participants
as should
possible.
Thus,
we
also put
Bullion them.
 older
Any modified
documents
be provided
withhave
the changes
tracked
Hospital
our
list to provide
us with Brochure)
older patients.
Foron
large
documents
(eg Investigator’s
or where multiple changes are
involved a summary of changes should also be provided.

3. What are the ethical implications of the amendment?
There are no anticipated ethical implications of the amendment.

4. Does the amendment require any changes to the Participant
Information Sheet? YES/NO
Changes
to please
documents
If YES,
attach the amended document.

 Any modified documents should be provided with the changes tracked on them.
5. Attachments
For large documents (eg Investigator’s Brochure) or where multiple changes are
Please list all attachments. These should include all amended documents and
involved a summary of changes should also be provided.
copies of any new material eg advertisements, additional research
instruments.
 The modified documents should be given a unique identifier to distinguish them
from the previous version - eg on a Participant Information Sheet the footer
would
PIS Version
No: , date:. email from Dr Jan Potter, Director of
- Please
findstate:
attached
a confirmation
Aged Care, regarding her support to have these sites added to the research
project
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